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SILVER HILL METHODIST CHURCH 
SPARTANBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA 
OCTOBER 25-29, 1950 
Bishop J. W. E. Bowen, A.M., D.D., Presiding 
C. R. Brown, Secretary 
NOTE: PAGES I • 77 
WERE NOT PRESENT 
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I. OFFJCEHS OF TlIE CONFERENCE 
PRESIDENT Bishop J.W.E. Bowen, A.M., D.D. 
250 Auburn Avenue, N. W., Atlanta, Ga. 
SECRETARY C. R. Brown 
307 Green Avenue, Greenville, S. C. 
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES-G. S. Sawyer, T. R. Frierson, 
M. D. McCollom, H. 0. Mims, L. A. Wright. 
TREASURER G. A. Thomas 
230 North Dean St., Spartanburg, S. C. 
ASSISTANTS TO TREASURER-T. D. Green, T. B. Thomas 
T. R. Frierson, S. S. Jones, B. C. Stewart, J. A. Curry, 
H. B. Brown, J. W. Buddin, R. G. Lawrence. 
STATISTICIAN R. G. Lawrence 
730 Golf Ave., N. E. Orangeburg, S. C. 
ASSISTANT STATISTICIANS-C. C. Barr, H. C. Brewer, J. W. 
Buddin, R. C. Conner, J. S. Dial, A. P. Gillard, A. J. 
Hall, E. Jamison, R. B. King, W. B. McKay, J. M. Mit-
chell, J. R. Norwood, F. L. Levine, C. H. Richardson, 
Hampton Smith, F. R Tiller. 
II. BOAHDS, CO~HvtlSSIONS, AND HOLL OF 
CONFEHENCE ~f EMBEHS 
BOARD OF MINISTERIAL TRAINING-N. W. Green, Chair-
man, A. W. Wright, Registrnr, C. C. Clark, J. S. Tho-
mas, I. D. Newman, Warren Jenk;;:,~, H. B. Jones. 
COMMITTEE ON CONFERENCE RELATIONS--1951 F. L. Le-
vine, F. Marcus: 1952 F. L. Lawton, A. P. Giallard: 
1953 W. R. Gregg, G. C. Brown. 
COMMITTEE ON ACCEPTED SUPPLY PASTORS-L. W. Cur-
ry, E. J. Cooper, G. B. Tillman, F. L. Levine, E. N. 
Jamison, F. G. C. DuBoise. 
COMMITEE OF INVESTIGATION-T. D. Green, J. W. Buddin, 
J. J. Mitchell, I. V. Mannin~, M. P. Pyatt. 
RESERVlES-R. H. Cunningham, S. A. Funches, E. V. Jamison. 
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DISTRICT BOARDS OF LOCATION AND BUILDING 
BEAUFORT DISTRICT 
H. B. Jones, District Superintendent 
Ministerial 
Laymen _ _ __ _ 
T. W. White, N. W. Jones, E. M. Wiley 
Josh Samuel, C. G. Harley, C. H. Bryant 
BERKELEY DISTRICT 
R. W. President, District Superintendent 
Ministerial S. S. Jones, F. Nelson, F. L. Levine 
Laymen -- _ Samuel Smalls, Lewis Ruse, Willie Brown 
BENNETTSVILLE DISTRICT 
T. D. Green, Distnct Superintendent 
Ministerial S. M. Miller, J. A. Curry, C. C. Clark 
Laymen Geroge Manning, Samuel Quick, C. M. Green 
CHARLESTON DISTRICT 
F. H. Grant, District Superintendent 
Ministerial C. J. Mack, G. C. Brown, M. P. Pyatt 






J. W. Curry, District Superintendent 
I. V. Manning, R. C. Conner, C. J. James 
W. H. Chandler, J. M. McAllisth, N. H. General 
GREENVILLE DISTRICT 
R. E. Bethe,, District Superintendent 
J. W. Buddin, L. J. Jackson, J. S. Dial 
Peter Webb, J. H. Pickett, Allen Code 
ORANGEBURG DISTRICT 
M. J. Porter, District Superintendent 
Ministerial Joseph Mitchell, T. H. Fisher, Jr., f,. A. Funches 
Laymen S. M. Crum, G. W. Kearse, Robert Bethea 
SPARTANBURG DISTRICT 
G. A. Thomas, District SuperintendPnt 
Ministerial F. L. Lawton, Z. G. Taylor, G. B. Tillman 
Laymen _ G. W. Bolden, L. A. Wright, G. A. Adams 
SUMTER DISTRICT 
I. D. Newman, District Superintendent 
Ministerial _ W. R. Gregg, H. J. Kirk, H. B. Brown 
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Laymen __________ R. L. Byrd, Henry Smith, J. C. Prioleau 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
1951-R. B. King, S. S. Jones, S. M. Miller. 
1952-M. P. Pyatt, S. J. Rembert, P. R. Tiller 
1953-R G. Lawrence, R. L. Byrd, J. J. Mitchell. 
COMMISSION ON WORLD SERVICE AND FINANCE-S. M. 
Miller, B. T. McTeer, P. R. Tiller, C. F. Ferguson, K. D. 
Hough, G. W. Bolden, C. M. Green, C. A. Seals, Mrs. 
R. K. Gordon, J. C. Prioleau, B. J. Ravenel. 
BOARD OF MISSIONS AND CHURCH EXTENSIONS-J. J. 
Mitchell, F. Nelson, A. P. Sumter, G. C. Brown, T. R. 
Frierson, J. S. Dial, Joseph Mitchell, G. A. Thomas, 
J. W. Devore, Mrs. Caroline Multrie, Mrs. Lucile Sim 
mons, James Singleton, J. C. Edwards, J. H. Hayward, 
0. G. Turner, T. K. Blythewood, Butler Greer, Dr. E. 
C. Jones. 
AT LARGE-J. M. McAllister, Fred McCray, S. M. Crum, Mrs. 
Grace Kennedy, Mrs. Louise Reed, J. W. Taylor, C. W. 
Caldwell, Mrs. R. K. Gordon, S. M. Miller, Ernest 
Woods, Ca1yster Myers, Edith Bines, Norwood. 
TOWN AND q)UNTRY COMMISSION-T. H. White, J. S. 
Green, H. C. Brewer, J. L. Summers, I. V. Manning, 
M. D. McCollom, S. C. Bryant, G. S. McClary, Miller 
Brown, H. Harley, A. Rock, L. C. Mclnnes, Frank Sass, 
H. W. Chandler, S. J. Blassingame, S. T. Middleton, 
Robert Right, F. P. Kirkland. 
BOARD OF EDUCATION-W. M. Stokes, A. P. Sumter, H. V. 
Manning, B. C. M. Wilson, T. R. Frierson, D. H. Smith, 
Isaiah Boone, Allen Code, Mrs. Beulah Baxley, Mrs. 
Mary Carn, Edward Jefferson. 
BOARD OF TEMPERANCE-A. R. Howard, R. C. Conner, B. C 
Stewart, I. D. Newman, A. Johnson, John Williams, 
Miss Mildred McMillan, Miss Calista Myers, Mrs. Ella 
Murphy, Mrs. Flora Nesmith, S. J. Rembert, M. J. 
Shuler. 
BOARD OF HOSPITALS AND HOMES-C. C. Reynolds, f'. R. 
Tiller, Z. G. Taylor, H. D. Smith, Frank Sass, L. A. 
Brock, Mrs. L. W. Reed. 
BOARD OF EVANGELISM-Fulton Edwards, A. L. Johnson, 
I.,._ -I .,. 
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E.W. Cole, C. J. Mack, J.B. Rouse, C. R. Brown, W. N. 
Fridie, S. Jackson, H. J. Kirk 
BOARD OF CONFERENCE CLAIMANTS-1951: J W. Taylor, 
A. Mack, E. N. Jamison, Ministers; Mrs. Jessie Grant; 
Mrs. P. M. Gibbs, James W. McPherson, Laymen. 1952: 
A. R. Howard, C. F. Ferguson, B. C. Stewart, Ministers. 
Joe Williams, Mrs. Grace Kennedy, Mrs. Flora Nesmith, 
Laymen. 1953: E. C. Wright, C. C. Clark, D. E. Thomas, 
Ministers; 0. S. McDonals, D. L. Fulton, S. L. McDonald, 
Laymen. 
COMMISSION ON CHRISTIAN VOCATIONS-J. J. Seabrook, 
J. W. Taylor, J. S. Thomas, Mrs. Eugenia Jamison, E. 
J. Jefferson. 
COMMISSION ON WORLD PEACE--M. P. Pyatt, Frank Quick, 
S. G. Abram, C. R. Brown, 0. B. Turner, C. C. Barr, 
Miss Ella Mae Humphries. 
COMMITTEE ON THE STATE OF THE CHURCH-N. W. 
Green, C. C. Reynolds, J. M. McPherson, Mrs. R. K. 
Gordon, Mrs. E. L. Small. 
COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS-N. W. Green, J. L. Pendar-
vis, Mrs. Dora Bristow. 
COMMITTEE ON THE ANNUAL CONFERENCE PROGRAM-
The entertaining Pastor and District Superintendent, 
President of the Woman's Society of Christian Service, 
Conference Lay Leader, C. C. Reynolds, T. H. Fisher, 
Jr., J. W. Curry. 
PUBLICATION OF JOU.t\NAL-The Cabinet, Conference Sec-
retary. 
COMMISSION ON PENSION STUDY-E. C. Wright, A. R. 
Howard, J. J. Seabrook, S. M. Miller, C. C. Reynolds, 
T. D. Green, Mrs. R. K. Gordon, Miss Lucile Simmons, 
D. H. Fulton, S. T. Middleton, G. W. Bolden. 
COMMITTEE ON HISTORY AND PRESERVATION OF REC-
ORDS-A R. Howard, S. J. McDonald, Mrs. L. A. Cain, 
J. S. Thomas. 
AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY COMMITTEE-N. W. Jones, Joe 
Green, B. J. Cooper, A. W. Wright, R. G. Lawrence, 
J. C. McTeer, S. P. Montgomery, V. S. Carter, B. C. 
- ....... ___ _ 
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M. Wilson, Mrs. T. W. Williams, Mrs. I. Clark, Samuel 
Quick, Eddie Nesmith, J. M. Shuler, Mrs. Willie Simp-
son, Mrs. P. E. McLaughlin, Mrs. L. Reed, Miss Corrie 
Freeman. 
BOARD OF LAY ACTIVITIES 
REPORT TO ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
Oct. 1950 
Conference Lay Leader Samuel T. Middleto.i 
Goff Ave., Orangeburg, S. C. 
Vice Chairman, H. D. Smith Claflin College, Orangeburg, S. C. 
Secretary, L. A. Wright Clover, S. C. 
Treasurer, G. A. Adams Clover, S. C. 
Asst. Treasurer J. H. Spears 
1111 Kershaw St., Fiorence S. C. 
BEAUFORT DISTRICT 
D. S., H. B. Jones 
Dist. L. L., J. E. Williams, 25 Savage St. 
Asso. D. L. L., C. G. Harley 
Asso. L. L., Edward Mitchell 
Asso. L. L., Sammie Sallie 
Asso. L. L., Joe Wolfe 
Darlington, S. C. 
Walterboro, S. C. 
______ Bamberg, S. C. 
Bamberg, S. C. 
Walterboro, S. C. 
St. George, S. C. 
BENNETTSVILLE DISTRICT 
D. S., T. D. Green 
Dist. L. L., C. M. Green 
Asso. D. L. L., Henry White, Box 326 
Asso. D. L. L., George Manning 
Orangeburg, S C. 
Bennettsville, S. C. 
Cheraw, S. C. 
Hartsville, S. C. 
Asso. D. L. L., Sam Quick Bennettsville, S. C. 
Asso. D. L. L., James Singleton Darhngton, S. C. 
207 Chestnut St. 
BERKELEY DISTRICT 
D. S., R. W. President 
Dist. L. L., H. Nelson 
_ _ __________ Cross, S. C. 
Asso. L. L., M. B. Ravernell 
Asso. L. L., Louis Russ, Myers Post Office 
Asso. L. L., Samuel Smalls 
Asso. L. L., Gus Rollerson, R.F.D. 
CHARLESTON DISTRICT 
D. S., F. H. Grant, Box 378 
Dist. L. L., Frank Sass 
Cross, S. C. 
_ Pineville, S. C. 
Charleston, S. C. 
Cross, S. C. 
Bonneau, S. C. 
St. Stephen, S. C. 
_ Mt. Holly, S. C. 
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Asso. L. L., Esau Jenkins, R.F.D. 1 
Asso. L. L., W. E. Capers 
Asso. L. L., C. A. Seals 
Asso. L. L., 0. S. McDonuld 
FLORENCE DISTRICT 
D. S., J. W. Curry, 401 N. Coit St. 
Dist. L. L., J. H. Spears, 1111 Kershaw St. 
H. W. Chandler, R.F.D. 
Asso. L L., E. J .. Jones, R.F.D. 
Asso. L. L., Ernest Cambell 
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Johns Island, S. C. 
Greeleyville, S. C. 
Summerville, S. C. 
Greeleyville, S. C. 
Florence, S. C 
Florence, S. C. 
Kingstree, S. C. 
Lake City, S. C. 
Marion, S. C. 
',', Rev. T. R. Frierson, 628 S. Main 
Asso. L. L., J. M. McAlister, Madison Ave. Kingstree, S. C. 
GREENVILLE DISTRICT 
D. S., R. E. Bethe;: B11x 481 
Dist. L. L., W. M. Andrews, Box 91 
Asso. L. L. Nathan Jackson, R.F.D. 
Asso. L. L., Allen Cord 
Asso. L L., L. A. Brock, Birnie St. 
Asso. L. L., M. T. Roseman, Maloy St. 
Greenville, S. C. 
Liberty, S. C. 
Anderson, S. C. 
Seneca, S. C. 
Greenville, S. C. 
Greenville, S. C. 
ORANGEBURG DISTRICT 
D. S., M. J. Porter 
Dist. L. L., H. D. Smith, Claflin College 
Asso. L. L., Jaml's W. McPherson 
Middleton St. 
Asso. L. L., D. D. Charlie, R.F.D. 
Asso. L. L., 0. J. Tobin, Rt. 3, Box 144 
David Risher, R.F.D. 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
North, S. C. 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
Reevesville, S. C. 
SP ART AN BURG DISTRICT 
D. S., G. A. Thomas 
Dist. L. L., G. A. Adams 
Asso. L. L., G. W. Bolden, Box 545 
Asso. L. L., L. A. Wnght 
Asso. L. L., Butler Greer 
Asso. L. L., Jesse Seegars 
SUMTER DISTRICT 
D. S., I. D. Newman 
Dist. L. L., W. W. Nelson 
Asso. L. L., A. J. Hemmingway, College St. 
Asso. L. L., R. H. Haile, Campbelle St. 
Asso. L. L., W. T. Pleasant 
Savage Glover School 
Asso. L. L., F. K. Kirkland, Rt. 3, Box 109. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Clover, S. C. 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Clover, S. C. 
Taylors, S. C. 
Pageland, S. C. 
Sumter, S. C. 
Sumter, S. C. 
Sumter, S. C. 
Camden, S. C. 
___ Sumter, S. C 
_ Camden, S. C. 
. ' 
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CHRONOLOGICAL ROLL OF CONFERENCE MEMBERS-MINISTERIAL 
Adams:-J. L. ________ 1950 I[ Edwards~-Fuiton ______ ,1947,194913 
Barr, c. C. __________ 1933 1935 14 Ferguson, C. F. ______ 1923 1926 24 
Bethea, R. E. _______ 1924 1!?26 24 Ferguson, W. M. ---- 1944 1946 3 
Boone, John D. ______ 1950 Fisher, T. H., Sr. ____ 1917 1919 31 
Boone, Isaiah _______ 1947 1950 2 Fisher, T. H., Jr. ---- 1937 1939 ll 
Bonepart, P. __ ___ 1932 17 Finney, E. A. -------- 1948 
Boatwright, M. _____ 1943 1945 5 Fowler, S. V. --- ---- 1923 1925 24 
Bowen, J. B. 1947 3 Freeman, R. F. - ---- 1906 1907 34 
Bowen, G. H. _______ 1937 1941 8 Franklin, Benjamin __ 1946 1949 
Bowen, T. W. ________ 1938 1939 11 Fridie, N. W. -------- 1916 32 
Blandon, J. H. ______ 1947 3 Frierson, H. ---- ---- 1931 1934 18 
Bradford, B. 1',., Sr. __ 1911 1913 37 Frierson, T. R. ______ 1937 1939 12 
Bradford, B. F., Jr. __ 1947 1949 Funches, S. A. ------ 1908 1910 40 
Brewer, H. C. ______ l!l38 1940 10 G~ry, J. A. ---------- 1900 1902 42 
Brock, B. J. ________ Hl47 1 Gadsden, S. -----~---- 1939 1941 11 
Brown, C. R. ______ 1929 1930 21 Gibbs, J. C. ---------- 1903 1905 43 
Brown, G. C. ________ 1923 1925 24 Gilliard, A. P. -------- 1907 1909 40 
Brown, H. B. 1933 1935 16 Gilliard, D. __ --- --- 1950 
Brown, M. 1937 1938 10 Grant, F. H. _______ 1919 1921 30 
Brown, S. M. __ _ 1912 1914 28 Grayson, Samuel ___ 1922 1923 25 
Bryan, S. C. ________ 1925 1927 23 Green, Joseph _____ - 1931 1936 16 
Calhoun, Clyde ______ 1950 Green, N. W. ---- -- 1906 1908 42 
Carter, V. S. _ 1933 1935 15 Green, T. D. -- --- 1926 1928 23 
Caves, T. L. __ . _____ 1945 3 Greeg, I. __ --- 1929 1931 16 
~lark, C. C. _________ 1908 1910 40 Greeg, L. C. __ _ ___ 1925 1927 22 
Cole, E. W. _________ 1944 1948 7 Greeg, W. R. _______ 1921 1923 26 
Conner, R. C. ________ 1929 1930 21 Gordon, Edward, ____ 1922 1924 21 
Corner, W. E. ________ 1938 1940 10 Gupple, W. J. ______ 1919 1921 29 
Conyers, W. M. _____ 1934 1940 12 Hall, A. J. __________ 1920 1922 28 
Cooper, A. S. ____ 1889 1891 57 Haynes, Efford ______ 1946 1948 3 
Cooper, B. J. 1947 3 'Henderson, T. B. ____ 1923 1925 25 
Cooper, E. J. 1933 1935 15 Howard, A. R ____ 1906 1908 41 
Cooper, S. J, ________ 1903 1905 40 Hough, K. D. ________ 1940 10 
Cooper, T. J. ________ 1946 1948 Jackson, B. S. __ __ 1892 1894 44 
Crawford, J. C. __ _ 1941 1943 'I Jackson, L. J. ________ 1933 1935 15 
Croker, J. A. __ _ ___ 1947 2 Jackson, Samuel ----··- 1922 1924 26 
Cunningham, R. H. __ 1910 1912 38 James, C. J. ________ 1924 1926 24 
Curry, F. D. ________ 1948 2 Jameson, Evanda ____ 1938 1940 10 
Curry, J. A. ________ 1907 1909 41 ,Jenkins, Edward C. __ 1947 1949 3 
Curry, T. J. E. ______ Jenkins, Warren M. __ 1937 1939 11 
Davis, James K. ____ 1947 1949 2 Johnson, A. _________ 1929 1931 19 
Devoe, J. W. -------- 1943 7 Jones, Dallas ________ 1950 
Dials, J. S. __________ 1930 1933 17 Jones, H. B. ________ 1921 1923 27 
Dingle, Sandy ________ 1950 Jones, J. W. ________ 1921 1923 27 
DuBois, F. G. C. ____ 1941 1943 7 Jones, Nathan _____ 1941 1943 7 
Durant, J. S. ________ 1947 3 Jones, S. S. __________ 1913 1915 35 
. ,. 
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CHRONOLOGICAL ROLL OF CONFERENCE MEMBERS-MINISTERIAL 
Jordon,· Ira ---~------ 1943 1945 5 
Kerns, W. C. ________ 1949 
King, R. B. __________ 1924 1926 23 
Kirk, H. J. __ _ _____ 1912 1914 34 
Lawrence, R. W. ____ 1919 1921 29 
Lawtv11, F. L. ______ 1919 1921 29 
Levine, F. L. ___ __ 1936 14 
Livingston, J. V. ____ 1947 1949 1 
Mack A. 1914 1916 34 
Mack, C. J. __________ 1924 1926 24 
Manning, H. V. ___ 1944 1946 4 
Mannning, I. V. ____ 1918 1921 29 
Martin, J. T. ________ 1907 1909 39 
Matthew, J. W. ______ 1946 1949 1 
McC!ary, G. S. 1947 3 
McCollum, M. D. ____ 1941 1944 3 
McFadden, James ____ 19501 
McKay, ,'.'. B. ______ 1931193317 
McTeer, B. W. ____ 1928 1930 20 
McTeer, J. C. ______ 1943 1945 5 
Miller, J. S. ________ 1917 1919 25 
Miller, S. M. ________ 1913 1915 34 
Mims, H. 0. _______ 1938 1940 10 
Mitchell, Jeremiah __ 1924 1926 24 
Mitchell, J. M. _____ 1937 1939 11 
Montgomery, S. P. ____ 1947 3 
Moses, Isaiah ______ 1946 1950 
Moses, S. F. ________ 1921 1923 23 
Moses, Wm. F. 1947 
Murdock, B. Q. 1937 1939 10 
Newman, E. W. 
Newman, I. D. 
Norwood, J. R. 
1947 1949 2 
1931 1933 17 
1924 1926 24 
Pearson, J. R. ______ 1924 1926 24 
Pearson, Solomon ____ 1912 1914 34 
Pendarvis, J. L. ____ 1947 1949 3 
Pogue, A. J. ________ l!H3 1915 33 
Porter, M. J. ________ 1915 1917 33 
President, R. W. __ 1936 14 
Primus, W. D. ______ 1939 1940 9 
Pyatt, M. P. ________ 1932 1934 16 
Quick, F. ____________ 1907 1909 41 
Reddish, B. J. 1946 1949 4 
Reeder, J. W. ______ 1926 1928 24 
Reynolds, C. C. ______ 1919 1921 29 
Richardson, C. H. ____ 1930 1932 18 
Risher, Howard T. ___ 1947 1949 2 
Robinson, H. W. ____ 1932 1934 15 
Robinson, J. T. ____ 1&05 1907 41 
Robinson, T. H.------[1946 1949 4 
Robinson, T. R. ___ 1905 1907 29 
Rouse, B. C. _______ 1947 1949 1 
Rouse, H. B. 1939 11 
Rouse, J. B. ____ 1923 1925 25 
Sawyer, G. S. __ _ -- [ 1914 [ 19129 29 
Seabrook, J. J. 1945 
Selmore, L. S. ______ 1925 1927 2Z 
Gilliard, D. _ _ _____ 1950 
Smith, W. A. ________ 1950 
Sparks, S. S. _______ 1895 1899 37 
Stewart, B. C. __ __ 1934 1936 14 
Stokes, J. G. ________ 1911 1913 36 
Stokes, W. M. ______ 1943 1945 5 
Stratton, E. W. ______ 1904 1906 14 
Summers, J. A. ___ 1910 1912 38 
Summers, J. L. 1946 4 
Sumter, A. P. 1924 211 
Taylor, J. W. ________ 1913 1915 36 
Taylor, Z. G. 1937 1939 11 
Tiller, P R. ________ 1930 1932 17 
Tillman, G. B. __ __ 1909 1911 39 
Thomas, D. E. ____ 1907 1909 41 
Thomas, G. A. 1918 1920 30 
Thomas, J. S. ________ 1942 1944 5 
Thomas, T. B., Jr. ___ 1947 
Thomas, T. B., Sr. __ 1928 1930 20 
Washington, P. A. _ 1936 14 
White, T. W. ____ __ 1931 1933 16 
Williams, E. W. ____ 1947 1950 
Williams, J. W. ______ 1924 1926 24 
Williams, J. W., Jr. __ 1946 1950 
Williams, R. R. ______ 1912 1914 22 
Wiley, E. M. _______ 1942 1943 6 
Wiley, I. C. ______ 1941 1943 
Walker, R. M. ________ 1939 1941 9 
Wilson, A. L. ________ 1946 1949 3 
Wilson, B. M. C. ____ 1929 19:11 19 
Wright, A. W. ______ 1919 19:!1 29 
Wright, E. C. ________ 1916 1919 32 
Wright, Vergil G. ---- 1946 I 
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ACCEPTED SUPPLY PASTORS 
Elijer Anderson, Essau Anderson, J. L. Adams, Luke N. 
Barton, Frank Bennett, J. H. Black, John Boone, Jr., E. B. 
Broughton, Clarence R. Brown, Daniel Brown, L. C. Cleveland, 
Roosevelt Davis, Robert Emmanuel, J. T. Franklin, G. S. Gale, 
J. G. Geurge, C. W. Graham, S. B. Hamilton, A. Hool, I. W. 
Hopkins, W. H. Huggins, C. W. James, Peter Keels, J. B. Latta, 
L. W. Lyons, D. C. McCbm, D. H. Mitchell, K. C. Murdough, 
William Nelson, Francis Nelson, J. W. Page, A. A. Pinnacle, 
S. R. Porter, Sam President, Joe Rogers, V. J. Ross, Frank 
Small, I. Smalls, Leroy Stewart, D. W. Walker, James Warring, 




Aiken-E. J. Curry 
Allendale-Mrs. Mamie Sims 
Appleton-David Brown 
Ashapoo St. James-Charlie Smith 
Bamberg-C. G. Harley 
Bamberg Ct-Solomon Nimmons 
Beaufort-Mrs. Sadie D1xi()n, P. 0. 
Brunson-Leroy Rice 
Bethel-Floyed, Rt. 1, Box 38 
Cottagovillc--Mrs. Herline Hamilton 
Ehrhardt-U. S. Grant 
Box 68 
Ebenezer-M;ltun Harley, Rt. 1, Box 111. 
Hardeeville- t-:yward Dancy 
Jacksonboro-Willie Wright 
Ruffin-Essie Stephen 
Risers-Mrs. Bessie Givens 
St. George-Joe W ofle 
Stks Heavengates-Joe Morgan 
Seigling-Mrs. Rebecca Mathew 
Springtown-Sammie Sally 
Macedonia-W. A. Squire, Rt. 1, Box 81 
Redbank-M. Q. Adams 
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LAY MEMBERS 
BENNETTSVILLE DISTRICT 
Alcot-J. S. Rogers, Rt. 3, Box 70 Lamar 
Bennettsville-S. M. Quick, 114 Robinson St. Bennettsville 
Bethel-Ebenezer-H. W. Harrington, 27 Evergreen St. Cheraw 
Blenheim-Spears-Bernice Alford, 11 McCray St. Bennettsville 
Cheraw-Henry W. White, P. 0. Box 326 Cheraw 
Chesterfield-L. R. Edward, P. 0. Box 124 Chesterfield 
Clio-Hopewell-Prof. C. M. Green, Rt. 1, Box 299 Bennettsville 
Dar:ington-Mrs. Lillian Cain, 460 Chestnut St. Darlington 
Darlington, Miss.-No Delegate. 
Dillon-Mrs. R. K. Gordon 
Hartsville-Albertis Becote, 1717 Howard St. 
Kingsville Ct.-M. C. Robert, Rt. 2, Box 148 
Level Green-Wesley-Mrs. Grace T. Kenedy 
P. 0. Box 395 
Little Rock-D. C. McRae, Rt. 1, Box A 
Little Rock Ct. 
Mt. Beulah-Zion Hill-A. R. Bryant 
Rt. 3, Box 31 
North Marlboro-B. S. Short, Rt. 1, Box 86 



















Isaiah __ _ 








H. M. Middleton 
_________ J. R. Dav;~ 
_ ______ _ __ ___ W. M. Span 
_________ -------------- _ _ _ I. S. Bright 
_ Mrs. Mable McCray 
Calvary Mission _ 
Cooper Mission _ _ 




Brook Green-James Johnson, Box 85 __ Burgess 
" 
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Centenary-Miss E. L. Smalls 
217 Coming St. 
Dorchester-J. Moorer, Rt. 1 
North Charleston-Solomon Major, Rt. 3 
Old Bethel-David Mack, 416 Sumter St. 
Wesley-I. Hutchinson, 8 Addison SL 
Cooper River-Clarence C. Myers 
Georgetown-Mrs. Anna Johnson 
1532 Dukes St. 
Greeleyville-M. C. D. Capers, Box 52 
Harleyville-L. A. Henderson, Box 124 . 
Jedburg-George Tucker, Rt. 1, Box 135 
John's Island-W. E. Smith, Rt. 1. 















1, Box 78 Summerville 
Mount Holly-Frank Sass 
Pinopolis-Moses Smalls, Box 
Ridgeville-Clement A. Singleton, Rt. 
St. Stephen-Miss Corrie Freeman _ 
St. Stephen Circuit-James Rogers, Rt. 2, Box 51 
St. Thomas-Samuel Wigfall 
Summerville-Lincolnville-C. A. Steele, Box 712 










Asbury-Bethel-J akc Sessions Andrews 
Rt. 1, Box 48-A 
Bethesda-St. Mary-Peter Dicks, Star Rt., Box 25 _ _Cades 
Elijah-St. Paul-K'ville-W. M. Chandler Andrews 
Rt. 1, Box 119 
Florence-Mrs. Effie B. Strother, 209 N. Coit St.. Florence 
Friendship-Jeremiah-E. D. Nesmith, Rt. 1, Box 5 Nesmith 
John \Vesley-Pearly Hughes, Rt. 2, Box 16 Gresha:1". 
Kingstree-Mrs. G. I. Cannon, 308 N. Jackson SL ___ Kingstree 
Lake City-Clarence Fulmore, Rt. 2, Box 411- _ Lake City 
Lake City Circuit-Johnny Singletary .... _ _ _ _ _ Leo 
Latta-J. E. Williams, P. 0. Box 181 ·----- Latta 
Marion-M. A. Holloway, 302 E. Godbold ·--· ______ Marion 
Mars Bluff-Mrs. Claudia Williams ____ . _________ Florence 
507 W. Darlington St. 
Mullins-Ottie Edwards _ . ______ . ___ _ ·------ ___ Fork 
Salem-Wesley-Samuel Nettles, Rt. 2 _____________ Effingham 
Springville-D. L. Shipman, P. 0. Box 92 __ ----·-- _______ Latta 
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St. Luke-Eddie Johnson, Rt. 3 _ Timmonsville 
St. Paul-St. Michael-H. W. Chandler, Rt. 1, Box 59 . Kingstree 
Timmonsville-J. E. Timmons, P. 0. Box 263 .... Timmonsville 
Wilson Chap.-Mt. Seal--Ned White Cooper Post Office 
Union Mission-A. Page, R. F. D. . ____ Cades 
LAY MEMBERS 
GREENVILLE D~S,.,,«ICT 
Anderson-Mr. 0. G. Turner, Route 1 
Belton-Walter Collier 
Easley-Elman Furguson, R. F. D. 
Greenville-W. R. Sewell, 209 :3. Calhoun St. 
Greenwood-John Lawson, New Market St. 
Minus Chapel-U. G. McElrath, Route 2 
Mt. Carmel 






Ninety Six-Mansfield Butler, Route 1 Chappels 
North Greenville-M. B. Bowen _ Travelers Rest 
Pendleton-Mrs. Hannah Collins Pendleton 
Pickens-Bailey Blassingame Liberty 
Rock Hill-Nat Jackson .... - _ .. - Anderson 
Seneca-M . .,_ H. E. Hill, Oak Street_ S ___ _ eneca 
South Greenville-R. C. Means, Route 6 . _Greenville 
St. Andrews-J. B. Latta, Route 1 Simpsonville 
Walhalla-Miss Jessie Pearson, 203 N. Johnson St. Walhalla 
W. Anderson-Mrs. Emma Lee Jenkins, Route 2 Townsville 
Williamston-J. S. Kirksey, Route 2 Greenville 
LAY MEMBERS 
ORANGEBURG DISTRICT 
Branchville-Thomas Sims, Route J, Box 49 .Branchville 
Columbia-Mrs. B. Baxley, Gregg Street Columbia 
Denmark-C. W. Washington, Route 2, Box III·---· ___ Denmark 
Edisto Fork-W. Brigman Orangeburg 
Jamison-Joseph B0yd, Glover Street Orangeburg 
Macedonia-O. J. Tobin, Route 1, Box 144 _Orangeburg 
Midway-W. M. Smith, Route 1, Box 33 . ___ Bamberg 
North-D. J. Charlye, P. 0. Box 41 __ North 
Orangeburg-S. T. Middleton, Goff Avenue Orangeburg 
Bowman-Thomas Robins,rn __ _ ____ Bowman 
Reevesville-David Risher _ __ __ _ . . ____ Reevesville 
Rowesville-I. H. Rhodes ______________________ Rowesville 
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Springfield-Willie James ____ _ Norway 
LAY MEMBERS 
SP ART ANBURG DISTRICT 
Blacksburg-V. R. Smith 
Clover-G. A. Adams _ 
_ ___ _ ________ Blacksburg 
_____ Clover 
Cowpens-G. W. Brown _ _ _ ________________ Cowpens 
Gaffney-G. B. Littlejohn, 622 S. Logan SL_________ Gaffney 
Greer-Wade Gambrel 
Catawba-L. A. Crawford 
Chesnee-W. Greene 
Longtown-M. M. Hall 
Pageland-Jessie Seegars, Route 3, ____ _ 
Rock Hill-Mrs. Equator McCoy 





__ _ __ Pageland 
_ _____ Rock Hill 
Silver Hill-Mrs. Melton _____________________ Spartanburg 
Spartanburg Ct.--Mrs. Phyllis Gibbs _________ Spartanburg 
St. James-L. A. Wright, Route 3 _____________________ Clover 
St. Matthews-St. Mark-Butler Greer, Route 2 _______ Taylor 
Wilkinsville-Dewey Harris 
Wellford-Paul Cunningham, Rt. 1, Box 213 
York-Miss Alice Good, 1 Turner Ave., ___ _ 







_ _______ York 
__ Jefferson 
______ McBee 
Antioch and Shepherd-D. E. Porter, Route 5 Box 199 ___ Sumter 
Blaney-Joe Peay __ ____ _ _________ Lugoff 
Camden-Mrs. Ella Murphy, 604 S. Broad SL_ _ _____ Camden 
Camden Ct.-Abraham Goodwin, Route 1, Box 19 ______ Boykin 
Lamar-Mrs. Charlotte Kervin _ Lamar 
Lynchburg-Edgar McFadden __ _ _ _ ___ Elliott 
Macedonia-St. Paul-Frank Sulton, Rt. 3, Box L _ _ __ Camden 
Mechanicsville-Oma Mark, Jr., Route 2 _____________ Dalzell 
Maysville-P. M. Moses, Route 4, ______________________ Sumter 
Mt. Zion-Mrs. Ophelia Drakeford, Route !_ ____________ Sumter 
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Rock Springs-F. P. Kirkland, Route 3 
Shilo-Moses Nelson, Route 2 




St. Matthews-Valentine Burroughs. Route, Box 150-Camden 
St. Phillip-Elex Robinson, Rt. 4, Box 242 _ Sumter 
Sumter-Mrs. J. P. Garner, Manning Avenue 
Wateree-E. W. J. Anderson, Route 2 
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III. DAILY PROCEEDINGS 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1950 
MORNING SESSION 
The Eighty-Fifth Annual Session of the South Caro-
lina Conference of the Methodist Church, Central Juris-
diction, one hundred forty-sixth as Legal Successor of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church, convened at Silver Hill 
Methodist Church, Spartanburg, S. C., October 25, 1950. 
Bishop J. W. E. Bowen, Resident Bishop of the Atlantic 
Coast Area, presiding. 
HOLY CO~IMUNION-
Bishop Bowen conducted the opening service. Hymn 
No. 1 was sung, followed hy the Ritual Service. The 
Scripture reading was found Ex. 12:21-28. "\Vhat mean 
ye by this service" was the meditation theme of Bishop 
Bowen. After singing Hymn No. 284 an offering of $39.16 
was received for Fellowship and Suffering. The act of 
Communion was conducted by Bishop Bowen, assisted 
by the District Superintendents. 
ORGANIZATION-
T!1e roll of the Conference was called by the secretary. 
The area of the Conference was fixed in accordance to a 
motion by B. C. Stewart. The printed program arranged 
by the Program Committee was adopted as the official 
program of the session. 
A. W. Wright was elected reporter to the local paper, 
the State, and The Light House and Informer. J. C. 
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T. D. Green, P. R. Tiller, \V. D. Primus, C. F. Fergu-
son, Charles Green, S. T. Middleton were appointed as 
members of the Courtesy Committee. 
F. Marcus was named as Toastmaster. 
Members named on the Committee on Journal were: 
H. V. Manning, G. S. Sawyer, and T. R. Frierson. 
K. D. Hough was elected reporter to the Palmetto 
Leader. 
The members appointed on the Committee on Resolu-
tions were: Mrs. H. K. Cordon, J. J. Seabrook, and N. W. 
Green. 
A letter from J. S. Thomas, now studying at Cornell 
University, was read. The Bishop was requested to reply. 
On motion by I. D. NL'Wman, the Committee 0n the 
State of the Cln~rch was instructed to bring in a report 
next year. I. D. Newman was added to the Committee 
on motion of J. J. Seabrook. 
INTRODUCTIONS-
Bishop Bowen presented the following visitors: Dr. 
J. W. Golden of the General Board of Evangelism, Rev. 
E. G. Newton and Rev. T. G. Grissom of the Atlanta Con-
ference, Dr. T. B. Echol'i, Associate Secretary of the 
Board Pensions, Mr. Barbur of the Publishing llouse, Dr. 
White, Superintendent of the Richmond Office, H. A. 
Thompson, of Detroit, Dr. P. A. Taylor, editor of the Ad-
vocate, Central Edition. 
Dr. White gave data concerning the Publishing House, 
after wliich he presented to Bishop Bowen a check for 
the amount of $2,108.97 for the Conference. 
After the announcements, Mrs. R. K. Gordon made a 
motion, that the Secretary send a message of greeting to 
the South Carolina Conference, Southeastern Jurisdiction, 
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now in session to be signed by the Bishop and the Sec-
retary. , 
The Benediction was pronounced by Rev. J. W. 
Thomas of the Atlanta Conference. 
AFTERNOON SESSION 
The Devotions were conducted by Bishop Bowen. The 
invocation was offered by Rev.F. L. Lawton. 
BUSINESS SESSION-
The character of the District Superintendents was 
passed. The following made their reports: J. H. Pearson, 
of the Bennettsville District; R. W. President, of the Berk-
ley District; F. H. Grant, of the Charleston District; J. W. 
Curry, of the Florence District; R. E. Bethea, of the 
Greenville District; M. J. Porter, of the Orangeburg Dis-
trict; P. E. Mingo, of the Spartanburg District; and W. J. 
Gupple, of the SHmter District. 
A resolution concerning the method of campaigning 
for the General and Jurisdictional Conferences was read 
by S. M. Miller. Un motion of H. C. Brewer the resolu-
tion was postponed for consideration until the Thursday 
afternoon session. 
The Annual Conference nominations were made by 
J. W. Curry. Questions 2-12 and 15 were asked and 
answered. 
INTRODUCTIONS-
Bishop Bowen presented the following: Rev. D. L. 
Gamble, of the A.M.E. Church; Rev. J. A. Baxter, C. S. 
Stinson, E. W. McMillan, W. C. Dorsey of the Atlanta 
Conference, Rev. J. T. Amey of the Boy Scouts of Ameri-
ca; Rev. R. 0. Burthy, of the C.M.E. Church; Rev. C. F. 
Golden of the Board of Missions. 
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After the announcements the benediction was pro-
nounced. 
EVENING SESSION 
Rev. T. R. Frierson led the devotional period assisted 
by the Junior and Senior Choirs of the local Church who 
sang several enriching selections. 
Mrs. R. K. Gordon, the Conference President of the 
Woman's Society of Christian Service presented Miss 
Sallie McKinnon of the W.S.C.S. The address of Miss 
McKinnon, co11cerning the work done in the foreign 
fields, especially Africa and China was educational and 
informative. 
After singing Hymn No. 465 Rev. Frierson presented 
Rev. C. F. Golden, the Field Worker of the Board of Mis-
sions, who brought a message in reference to the accom-
plishrnents and prospects of the Board. 
An offering of $40.00 was received. 
The Benediction was pronounced by Rev. C. F. 
Golden. 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1950 
DEVOTIONS-
The devotional period was held at nine o'clock under 
the direction of Rev. S. P. Montgomery. 
BUSINESS SESSION-
The Committee on Confer~nce Journal reported that 
the minutes had been read and approved. 
C. M. Green made a motion that the action taken on 
Wednesday concerning the election of the Conference 
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then made a motion that the Board of Lay Activity meet 
at 4:30 P. M. for the purpose of nominating the Confer-
ence Lay Leader and other business pertaining to the 
same. The motion was sustained. 
PASTORS' REPORTS-
The character of the Pastors having been approved, 
H. V. Manning read the reports of the Beaufort District; 
T. L. Livingston, for the Berkeley District; B. C. Stewart, 
for the Bennettsville District; C. C. Barr, for the Flor-
ence District. 
INTRODUCTIONS-
Bishop Bowen presented Dr. J. W. Golden of the 
Board of Evangelism, who emphasized ( 1) recruiting for 
Christ and His Church; ( 2) developing real Christian 
personality. Rev. L. S. Allen and Rev. M. J. Jones of 
the Atlanta Conference were presented to the Conference. 




The devotional period was held with Rev. J. V. Liv-
ingston, presiding. 
PRESENTATIONS-
Gifts were presented from ti: ' Bennettsville District 
by S. M. Miller to J. H. Pearson; from the Sumter District, 
by W. R. Gregg to W. J. Gupple; from the Charleston Dis-
trict, by G. C. Brown to F. H. Grant. 
BUSINESS-
A resolution co11cerning the entertainment of the An-
nual Conference was read by I. D. Newman. The reso-
lution was referred to the Commission on World Service 
and Finance. 
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A message of greetings was read from the South Car-
olina Conference, Southeastern Jurisdiction. 
The Pastor's report of the Greenville District was read 
by W. M. Stokes. 
INTRODUCTIONS-
Bishop Bowen presented Rev. J. S. Earl of the Bap-
tist Church; Rev. and Mrs. A. S. Dickerson of the Atlanta 
Conference; Rev. J. 0. Gray of the C.M.E. Church; Rev. 
0. B. Quick of Cleveland, Ohio, and J.E.M. Maxwell of 
the Afro American. 
The Benedi-..'tion was pronounced following the an-
nouncement. 
EVENING SESSION 
The devotions were conducted by Rev. J. M. Mitchell. 
E. C. Wright presented Dr. T. B. Echols of the General 
Board of Pensions. After an address by Dr. Echols Rev. 
Wright presented Mrs. C. C. Reynolds, the Conference 
President of the Ministers Wives' Alliance, who, after 
brief remarks called the roll by Districts. ( See reports). 
Rev. C. C. Reynolds, chairman of the Board of Hospitals 
,.md Homes was presented, 'Nho spoke of the progress be-
ing made and the desired goals to be obtained. 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1950 
MORNING SESSION 
DEVOTIONS-
The devotional period was held at nine o'clock un-
der the direction of A. P. Sumter. 
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BUSINESS-
The report of the Committee on Journal was made. 
It was approved. Question 45 was asked and answered. 
Question 44 wa·s asked. The Treasuwr made a partial re-
port. On motion of J. W. Curry, the partial report was 
received, the complete report to he referred to the 
Auditor. Question 15 was asked and answered. 
The report of the Commission on Christian Vocations 
was made by J. J. Seabrook. The recommendations were 
adopted. 
The Pastor's report of the Orangeburg District w~s 
made by T. H. Fisher. S. P. Montgomery made the re-
port of the Pastors of the Spartanburg District. 
INTRODUCTIONS-
Bishop Bowen presented Rev. A. S. Dickerson, who 
presented the work of Methodist Information. 
Dr. H. E. Spence, of the Divinity School of Duke Uni-
versity, was presented and he spoke in interest of the 
Theological Schools. 
"The Tendency of the Times" was the theme of Dr. 
M. S. Davage, of the General Board of Education, who 
was presented by Bishop Bowen. 
VISITORS-
The visitors presented were: Rev. and Mrs. J. E. 
Spears of the Savannah Conference; Prof. H. V. Touch-
stone of the Board of Lay Activity; Dr. C. H. Richard-
son, President of Gammon Theological Seminary; J. H. 
Woods of Gammon; Dr. R. M. Williams of Washington, 
D. C., and F. Titus of Atlantic City, N. J. 
The Benediction was pronounced by Rev. R. E. 
Bethea. 
I 
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AFTERNOON SESSION 
DEVOTIONS-
The devotions were conducted by Rev. R. C. Connor. 
Questions 16-30 were asked and answered. The case of 
J. Wesley Williams was referred to the Board of Ministe-
rial Training. They were instructed to get a transcr:p1 
from the Theological School of Morris College. 
Questions 32-40 and 43 were asked and answered. 
Those to be received into full membership were ask-
ed the Disciplinary questions. Questions 46 and 47 were 
asked and answered. 
Question 13 was asked. The answer, Gammon Theo-
logical Seminary, Claflin College, and the Board of Tem-
perance providing it does not have a Pension Plan. 
C. F. Ferguson was excused .o attend the Jurisdiction-
al meeting to he held in Greensboro. N. C. 
The report of the Board of Evangelism was made by 
H. J. Kirk. T. R. Frierson made the report of the Board 
of Missions and Clrnrcl1 Extensions. 
INTRODUCTIONS-
Dr. D. Y. Clyburn, Pastor of Grace Methodist Church, 
Union, S. C., was presented by Bishop Bowen. 
Dr. C. L. Calkins, Assistant Secretary of the Board of 
Pensions, was presented and he spoke before the Confer-
ence sess10n. 
EVENING SESSION 
The evening service was under the leadership of H. V. 
Manning. Hymn No. 2 was sung after which J. W. Taylor 
offered the Invocation. The music for the evening was 
I 
I • 
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furnished by the Claflin Singers. Addresses were deliver-
ed by W. M. Jenkins, Executive Secretary of the Confer-
ence Board of Education; Dr. H. V. Richardson, President 
of Gammon Theological Seminary; and J. J. Seabrook, 
President of Claflin College. An offering of $41.41 was 
received. Bishop Bowen made remarks fitting for the 
occasion. A special offering of $353.65 was recieved 
for Claflin. 
The Benediction was pronounced by Dr. H. V. 
Richardson. 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1950 
MORNING SESSIONS 
DEVOTIONS-
The devotional period was under the direction of Rev. 
Efford Hayes, assisted by J. L. Pendarvis and M. 
McCollom. 
BUSINESS-
The report of the Committee on Journal was made by 
H. V. Manning. It was adopted. 
In pursuance of the order of the day, the reports from 
the various Committees began. 
BOARD OF ivfISSIONS AND CHURCH 
EXTENSION-
This report was presented by G. C. Brown. A con-
ti.Imation of this report was made by J. W. Taylor, the 
Conference Missionary Secretary. 
September was the month designated to emphasize 
"World Outlook", on motion of J. W. Taylor. The motion 
prevailed that the report of the activities at the Johns 
Island Center be placed in the Journal. 
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The report of the Board of Trustees was presented by 
P. R. Tiller. It was adopted. 
The report of the Board of Temperance was made by 
I. D. Newman. Warren Jenkins was added to this Board. 
The report of the Board of Hospitals and Homes was 
presented hy C. C. Reynolds. An Amendment was made 
by Mrs. R. K. Gordon that the Retired Ministers be in-
cluded. It was adopted. 
The report of the Board of Conference Claimants was 
made by E. C. Wright. A motion was made by C. C. Rey-
nolds that the Board he allowed to place Special Confer-
ence Funds in the Stabilization Fund. The report was 
adopted. Dr. T. B. Echols made a plea for every pastor to 
pay one hundred per cent for Pensions and Relief. 
E. C. Wright made the report for_ the committee on 
Pension Study. An Amendment was offered that one 
member be appointed to the Commission hy the Bishop. 
Mrs. C. C. Reynolds was appointed. 
The report of the Commission was recommitted to be 
reported next year. Section 6 of the report was approved. 
Question 41 was asked and answered. 
The Resolution that had been postponed for consid-
eration was read by S. M. Miller. It was adopted. 
Bishop Bowen announced that Mrs. M. H. Baxley had 
been appointed to attend the Church Council to be held 
in Cleveland, Ohio. 
It was voted that the next Session would be held at 
2:30 o'clock. The privilege of the floor was granted to 
S. A. Funches who presented a gift lo M. J. Porter, Dis-
trict Superintendent of the Orangeburg District. The 
same was granted to B. M. C. Wilson, he made the pre-
sentation of a gift to F. H. Grant of the Charleston Dis-
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trict. E. N. Jamison presented a gift to P. A. Washing-
ton of the Beaufort District. 
The Benediction was pronounced by A. W. Wright. 
AFTERNOON SESSION 
F. Marcus led in the devotional period. 
COMMISSION ON WORLD SERVICE AND FIN-
ANCE REPORT-
Report No. l concerning the Annual Conference en-
tertainment was read by S. M. Miller. A motion was 
made that it be recommitted was lost. No. 1 was adopted. 
Report No. 2 was read by Mrs. R. K. Gordon. A mo-
tion was made and adopted that the General and Juris-
dictional Funds also the Minute money be lifted out of 
the budget and be paid in full without regard to the per-
centage basis. 
An amendment was made and adopted that the sum 
for the Conference Journal read $1,600. 
An amendment in the amount for the Conference 
Treasurer read $800.00 was placed on the table. 
C. F. Ferguson offered an amendment that the Educa-
tion Program read $4,500. It was tabled. 
An amendment was offered and approved that $200.00 
be taken from the Board oi Missions and Church Exten-
sion. 
An amendment was offered and approved that, Per-
manent Fund be deleted from the report concerning the 
Special Pension Fund, the same to be used to sustain its 
annuity rate. 
An amendment was adopted that the Board of Tern-
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perance should read $300.00. The method of distributing 
to the District the apportionments was left to the Com-
mission on motion. 
The Constitutional Amendments from the third Quad-
rennial Session held in Boston, Mass., April 28-May 8, 
1949 were read and adopted by the Conference. The 
vote was as follows: No. 3, 164 for and none against; No. 
4, 202 for and none against; No. 4, 195 for, one against, 
two not voting. 
A motion was made and approved that the Confer-
ence meet in a business session at seven o'clock P. M. 
The Benediction was pronounced hy J. R. Norwood. 
EVENING SESSION 
Bishop Bowen led in the devotional service. 
C. F. Ferguson made a motion that the part of the re-
port that had to do with the Grade Figure be rescended. 
It was adopted. The Commission withdrew report No. 2. 
The amendment to No. 3, that $4,000.00 for the full time 
worker be lifted out of the budget was lost. 
An amendment was offered that the choosing of stu-
dents to receive aid from the Conference scholarship fund 
be left in the hands of the District Superintendents. A 
substitute amendment was made, and adopted, that the 
recommendation of students be left in the hands of the 
Board of Education and the College President. 
An amendment was made, and adopted that the Con-
ference entertainment be lifted out of the Budget. A 
motion by N. W. Green, that $300.00 be deleted from 
No. 8 was lost. 
An amendment was made that the expense of the Re-
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General Boards, and members from other Conferences, 
be paid out of this fund. 
An amendment to the amendment was offered that 
the General Officers be deleted. The original amend-
ment prevailed. 
An amendment was offered that $100.00 be appro-
priated for the Committee on Historical Records. A sub-
stitute amendment was adopted that the same he post-
poned indefinitely. 
T. H. Fisher made a motion that the Board of Pen-
sions be requested to enforce the law in reference to the 
Pastors who fail to pay the 11 per cent Conference Claim-
ants in full. It was lost. 
H. V. Manning made the report of the Board of Edu-
cation. It was adopted. C. R. Brown made a motion, 
that after the reading of the appointments the Confer-
ence stand adjourned sine die. It was approved. 
Bishop Bowen announced that the Conference would 
meet Octoher 24, 1951. Supplementary reports were 
made by W. R. Gregg. 
A motion was adopted that tile reports of the Pastors 
be made the same as this year. 
Questions 24, 28 and 40 were asked and answered. 
C. F. Ferguson spoke words of appreciation for the 
gracious and brotherly manner in which Bishop Bowen 
had carried on. 
Following the business session a program was given. 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1950 
MORNING SESSION 
Love Feast was conducted by Rev. H. J. Kirk, W. N. 
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Fridie, F. Marcus, J. R. Norwood, S. A. Funches, and 
A. A. Pinacle. 
For the Worship Service the regular Order of Service 
was used. An offering of $267.46 was received . 
The Ordination Service was conducted hy Bishop 
Bowen. A Recognition Service for the Retired Ministers 
and Wives was held. Bishop Bowen spoke from Ex. 
33: 14, his theme was "The Presence of God." 
A motion to reconsider the Budget was made by T. H. 
Fisher. An amendment was offered and approved that 
$500.00 be added to the Educational Program. 
After reading the appointments, Bi.-:hop Bowen pro-
nounced the Benediction. 
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IV. DISCIPLINARY QUESTIONS 
THE METHODIST CHURCH 
THE BUSINESS OF THE ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
The Minutes of the South Carolina Annucl Conference of The 
Methodist Church, held in Spartanburg, S. C., from 
October 25, 1950, through October 29, 1950 
Bishop J. W. E. Bowen, Presiding 
Part I. Organization and General Business 
1. Who are elected for the quadrennium (~ 690 § 3, ~ 790): 
Secretary-C. R. Brown, 307 Green Ave.-Greenville, S. C. 
Statistician-R. G. Lawrence Orangeburg, S. C. 
Treasurer-G. A. Thomas Spartanburg ,S. C. 
230 North Dean Street 
2. Is the Annual Conference incorporated? (~ 625.) It is not. 
3. a) What officers handling funds of the conference have 
been bonded, and in what amounts? (~ 637. § 3.) 
Treasurer, $5,000.00. 
b) Have the books of said officers or persons been audited? 
(~637 § 3.) Only the Treasurer. 
4. Have the boards, commissions, or committees been appoint-
ed or elected (~ 630) (Answer Yes or No): Yes. 
a) Board of Ministerial Training and Qualifications? Yes. 
b) Committee on Conference Relations? Yes. 
c) Committee on Accepted Supply Pastors? Yes. 
d) Committee of Investigation? Yes. 
e) District Boards of Location and Building? Yes. 
f) Board of Trustees of the Annual Conference? Yes. 
g) Conference Commission on World Service and 
Finance? Yes. 
h) Town and Country Commission? Yes. 
i) Conference Deaconess Board? No. 
j) Conference Board of Mis5ions and Church Extension. 
Yes. 
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m) Conference Board of Lay Activities? Yes. 
n) Conference Board of Hospitals and Homes? Yes. 
o) Conference Board of Evangelism? Yes. 
p) Board of Conference Claimants? Yes. 
q) Commission Christian Vocations? Yes. 
r) Conference Woman's Society of Christian Service. Yes. 
s) Committee on Proportional Payment of Ministerial 
Support: No. 
t) Other committees, commissions, or boards? Yes. 
5. Have the secretaries, treasurers, and statisticians kept their 
respective records upon and according to the forms pre-
scribed by The Methodist Church? (if 637 § 2.) Yes. 
6. What are the reports of the district superintendent as to 
the status of the work within their districts? See repor. 
7. What is the schedule for minimum support for pastors? 
(~ 806.) None. 
8. What is the plan and what are the approved cbims for the 
support of the district superintendents for the ensuing 
year? (~~ 788-89). The District Stewards Meeting. 
9. What amount has been apportioned to the pastoral charges 
within the conference to be raised for the support of 
conference claimants? 11 % of the Pastor's cash salary. 
10. What are the apportionments transmitted by the General 
Commission on World Service and Finance to this 
conference: 
a) For World Service? $15,284. 
b) For Episcopal Fund? 1 ¾ % of Pastor's cash salary. 
c) For General Administration Fund? $807.00. 
11. What amount is apportioned to this conference for the 
Jurisdictional Administration Fund? $412.00. 
12. What are the reports, recommendations, and plans of the 
boards of the conference: 
a) What is the report of the Board of Conference Claim-
ants, and what appropriations for conference claimants 
are reported and approved? rn 1623.) 11 % of P,istor's 
cash sa1ary. 
b) What is the report of the Conference Board of Mis-
11ions and Church Extension of disbursements of mis-
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sionary aid within the conference? {~~ 1295-99). See 
report. 
c) What is the report of the Conference Commission on 
World Service and Finance? (~~ 778-96). See report. 
d) What is the report of the Commission on Christian 
Vocations? (~ 643.) Sre report. 
e) What are the other reports? None. 
?.3. What Methodist institutions or organizations are approved 
by the conference for annuity responsibility? rn 1618 
§ 2c, and 12.) Gammon Theological Seminary. 
14. What date is determined for Golden Cross enrollment? 
(~ 1529.) September 16. 
15. a) Who is elected conference lay leader? (~ 1494.) Samuel 
V. Middleton, Goff Ave., Orangeburg, S. C. 
b) What is his report? None. 
c) Who are elected district and associate district lay lead-
ers? (~ 1499.) J. E. Williams, C. N. Green, Henry 
Nelson, Frank Sass, J. H. Spears, W. N. Andrews, H. D. 
Smith, G. A. Adams, W. W. Nelson. 
Part II. Pertaining to Ministerial Relations 
16. Who constitute the Conference Committee of Investigation? 
(TI 931.) T. D. Green, M. P. Pyatt, J. W. Buddin, J. J. 
Mitchell, I. V. Manning. Reserves: R. H. Cunningham, 
S. A. Funches, E. V. Jamison. 
17. Who are the accepted supply pastors? (~ 315.) Esau An-
derson, J. L. Adams, Luke N. Barton, Frank Bennett, 
J. H. Black, John Boone, Jr., E. B. Broughton, Clarence 
Brown, Daniel Brown, L. C. Cleveland, Roosevelt Davis, 
Robert Emmanuel, J. V. Franklin, G. S. Gale, J. G 
George, C. W. Graham, S. B. Hamilton, I. W. Hopkins, 
W. H. Huggins, A. Hool, C. W. James, Peter Keels, 
L. W. Lyons, J. B. Latta, D. C. McClam, D. H. Mitchell, 
K. C. Murdough, Francis Nelson, William Nelson, J. W. 
Page, A. A. Pinnacle, Sam President, S. R. Porter, Joe 
Rogers, V. J. Ross, Frank Small, I. Smalls, Leroy Stew-
art, D. W. Walker, James Waring, James Washington, 
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18. What accepted supply pastors now under full-time appoint-
ment are taking the conference course of study: 
a) In the first year? None. 
b) In the second year? Thomas Glenn. 
c) In the third year? Wallace Graham. 
d) In the fourth year? C. J. James, Robert Emmanuel, 
Eddie Sistrunk, Samuel President, John H. Black, G. S. 
Gale, Leroy Stewart, D. C. McClam, J. T. Franklin. 
19. What preacher<;, coming from other churches, have had their 
orders recognized rn 411): 
a) As local deacons? Walter Alvin Smith, Baptist Church, 
David Gilliard, A. M. E. Church. 
b) As local elders? James L. Adams, A. M. E. Church. 
20. Who have been received from other churches as traveling 
preachers? 
a) As members on trial? 
(1) Deacons? None. 
(2) Elders? None. 
b) As members in full connection? 
(1) Deacons? None. 
(2) Elders? None. 
21. Who are received on trial? 
a) In ::tudies of the first year? Clyde Calhoun, John De-
leon Boone, Sandy Dingle, ~Tamef; McFadden, Dallas 
Jones. 
b) In studies of the third year under the seminary rule? 
None. 
c) Exempt from course of study under the seminary rule? 
None. 
22. Who are continued on trial: 
a) Continued in studies of the first year? Earnest A. Fin-
ney, Theodore B. Thomas, Jr., Lucus Caves. 
b) Advanced to studies of the second year? Washington 
Charlie Kearns. 
c) Continued in studies of the second year? William 
Moses. 
d) Exempt from course of study under the seminary rule? 
None. 
23. Who on trial are discontinued? None. 
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24. Who are admitted into full connection? John Victo, Liv-
ingston, Isaiah Moses, James Keet Davis, Sr., Thomas 
Howard Robinson, Jr., Isaiah Boone, Edgar Warren 
Williams, John Wesley Matthew, Earnest Wilbur New-
man, John Wesley Williams, Jr. 
25. What full members are in studies: 
a) Of the third year? James F. Davis, Isaiah Boone, John 
W. Matthew, Thomas R. Robinson, Isaiah Moses, Earnest 
Newman, John V. Livingston, Edgar W. Williams, John 
W. Willi. .ms. 
b) Of the fourth year? Edward C. Jenkins, Benjamin F. 
Bradford, Jr., John L. Pendarvis, John B. Bowen. 
26. What full members have failed to complete foe studies 
rn 346): 
a) Of the third year? Fulton Edwards, Benjamin J. Red-
dish, William P. Generett. 
b) Of the fourth year? Francis D. Curry, James Crooker, 
Talmadge J. Cooper. 
27. What full members have completed the studies of the 
fourth year? Bishop Claud Rouse, Howard T. Rishe,, 
John H. Blanton, James L. Summers. 
28. Who have been elected deacons: 
a) As local preachers? Candies Wallace Graham, Dock 
Calvin McClam. 
b) As members on trial in the course of study? John Vic-
tor Livingston, Isaiah Moses, James Keet Davis, Sr., 
Thomas Howard Robinson, Isaiah Boone, Earnest Wil-
bur Newman. 
c) Under the seminary rule? None. 
d) Under the missiollary rule? None. 
29. Who have been ordained deacons? Isaiah Boone, James 
Keet Davis, Sr., Candies Wallace Graham, John Victor 
Livingston, Dork Calvin McClam, Earnest Wilbur 
Newman. 
30. Who have been elected elders: 
a) As local preachers? None. 
b) As local deacons who have been received on trial. 
None. 
c) As conference members in the course of study? James 
I • •f P 
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Luther Summers, James Hubert Blandon. 
d) Under the seminary rule? Edgar Warren Williams, 
Edward Emmanuel Jenkins, Bishop Claud Rouse, John 
Louis Pendarvis, Howard Timothy Risher. 
c) Under the missionary rule? None. 
31. Who have been ordained elders? James Hubert Blandon, 
Edward Emmanuel Jenkins, John L. Pendarvis, Howard 
Timothy Risher, Bishop Claud Rouse, James Luther 
Summers, Edgar Warren Williams. 
32. Relative to accommodation transfers for ordination and re-
ception: None. 
a) What members of this conference have been transfer-
red out for purposes of ordination only? 
(1 ) As deacons? None. 
(2) As elders? None. 
b) Who have been transferred in, having been ordained 
elsewhere: 
(1) As deacons? None. 
(2) As elders? None. 
c) Who are transferred in, and from what conferences, for 
purposes of ordination only, such ordination to be vot-
ed by this conference: 
(1) As deacons? None. 
(2) As elders? None. 
d) Who have been ordained here, such ordination having 
been voted by another conference: 
(1) As deacons? None. 
(2) As elders? None. 
e) Who have been transferred out, and to what confer 
ence, after ordination: 
(1) As deacons? None. 
(2) As elders? None. 
f ) Who have been received on trial at the request of an-
other conference? None. 
g) Who have been transferred out, having been received on 
trial, and to what conference? None. 
h) Who have been transferred in, to be received into full 
connection after election by another conference? None. 
i) Who have been transferred out, having been received 
i11to full connection after election by another confer-
ence? None. 
j) Who on trial have been transferred out to be received 
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into full connection by another conference? None. 
k) Who have been transferred in after having been receiv-
ed into full connection by another conference? None. 
33. Who are readmitted? None. 
34. Who have been received by transfer? J. T. Amey, from the 
Savannah Conference, 10-25-50. 
35. Who haw~ been transferred out? Arthur R. Crowell, Sav-
annah Conference, 10-13-50. 
36. Who have had their conference membership terminated: 
a) By voluntary location? None. 
b) By involuntary location? None. 
c) By withdrawal? A. L. Brockington. 
d) By judicial procedure (expelled)? None. 
37. What ministerial members have died during the year? N. 
T. Bowen, E. F. Bruce, J.E. Jenkins, W. M. S. McClary, 
J. W. Moultrie, C. D. Wright, R. E. Donnerly. 
38. Who are the supernumerary ministers, and for what num-
ber of years consecutively has each held this relation.' 
(~ 365.) J. C. Wiley, 2 years; J. C. Crawford, 1 year; 
William Moses, 1 year. 
39. Who are granted sabbatical leave? (~ 364). None. 
40. What mir,1sters have been retired: 
a) This year? B. F. Bradford, Robert H. Cunningham, Ed-
ward Billiard, Berry I. Murdough. 
b) Previously? Thomas J. Pendergrass, Julius G. Stokes, 
J. W. A. Butler, R. F. Freeman, Edward Gordon, B. S. 
Jackson, T. J. Martin, J. S. Miller, Soloman Pearson, 
J. W. Reeder, E. W. Stratton, S. S. Sparks, T. J. Rob-
inson, L. S. Selmore, J. A. Summers, R. R. Williams, S. 
W. Brown, S. T. Moss, A. J. Pogue, S. J. Cooper. 
-41. Who are left without appointment to attend school? V. G 
Wright, Talmadge J. Cooper, Clyde Calhoun. Sandy 
Dingle, William N. Ferguson. 
42. What is the number of: 
a) Pastoral charges? 173. 
Received on trial? 5. 
Transfers in ? 1. 











Accepted supply pastors? 44. 
Received into full connection? 9. 







(1) On trial: 
(a) As pastors? 10. 
(b) Under special appointment? 2. 
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(c) Left without appointment to attend school? 4. 
Total on trial? 16. 
(2) In full connection: 
(a) Effective: 
( i ) As pastors and district superintendents~ 
170. 
( ii) Under special appointment? 6. 
(iii) Left without appointment to attend 
school? 2. 
(iv) On sabbatical leave? NDne. 
Total effective? 178. 
(b) Retired? 24. 
( c) Supernumerary? 3. 
c) Total of all ministers? 205. 
43. What other personal notation should be made? None. 
Part III. Concluding Busines.5 
44. What is the report of the conference treasurer? See report. 
45. What is the report of the conference statistician? See report. 
46. What are the detailed objectives of this conference for the 
coming year? For answer, see next page. 
47. Where shall the next ses:;,ion of the conference be held? 
Cumberland Methodist Church, Florence, S. C. 
48. Is there any further business? None. 
49. What changes have been made in appointments sine~ last 
Annual Conference session? None. 
50. Where are the preachers stationed for the ensuing year? 
(See list of aappointments). 
I 
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CONFERENCE OBJECTIVES 
QUESTION 46 
1. Increased attendance of people at all church services. 
2. A ten (10) per cent increase in church memberships. 
3. Establishment of new congregations-one per district a 
mmimum. (D.S.) 
4. Proper care and upkeep of church property. 
5. Constant training of membership in systematic, individual 
and generous giving. 
~- Each charge must raise its entire budget in full-general, 
annual conference and local budgets. 
7. Regular ::ind consistent payments on church debts. 
8. At least one recruit per district for the ministry, and addi-
tional recruits for other forms of Christian service. (D.S.) 
9. Development of welfare and charitable service activities in 
every local church. 
10. Disciplinary organization and administration of each local 
church. 
. . 
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BEAUFORT DISTRICT 
Rev. H. B. Jones, Dist. Supt., Darlington, S. C. 
Charge Pastor RANK 
Aiken ___ K. C. Murdough ____ Supply __ 
~llendale _ _ __ James K. Davis_ _Deacon _ 
Appleton ___ J. W. Robinson Elder __ _ 
Bamberg J. W. Devore Elder 
Bamberg Circuit B. J. Reddish _ __ Deacon 
Beaufort Edgar W. Williams Elder 
Bethel _ _____ _ _____ Clarence R. Brown .Supply 
Brunson James Warring _ Supply 
Cottageville ____ L. W. Lyons Supply 
Ebenezer ________ W. M. Generette ___ Elder __ 
Ehrhardt _____ A. P. Gaillard ____ -Elder 
Hardeeville _ W. H. Huggins Supply 
Hickory Hill M. Boatright _______ Deacon 
Jacksonboro __ _ J. George _________ supply 
Macedonia ________ E. B. Broughton ____ supply 
Mt. Pleasant-Red Bank E. M. Wiley ---------Elder 
Ruffin J. J. Mitchell _ Elder 
St. George _ _ E. N. Jamison Elder 
St. James-Ashepoo S. Grayson Elder 
Seigling _ . L. Cave _ _ _ _ 0. T. 
Springtown P. A. Washington Elder 
Stokes-Heaven Gate Dan Brown ___ Supply 
Walterboro N. W. Jones __ Elder _ 
Youngs Island D. Mitchell _ _ __ Supply __ _ 
District Missionary Secretary-N. W. Jones 
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BENNETTSVILLE DISTRICT 
Rev. T. D. Green, Dist. Supt., Orangeburg, S. C. 
--CHARGE 
Alcot ________ _ 
Bennettsville _ _ 
Bethel - Ebenezer 
PASTOR 
_ W. D. Primus 
_ __ S. M. Miller_ 
E.W. Cole 
RANK 
__ Elder ___ _ 
__ Elder ___ _ 




Blenheim - Spears F. D. Curry ___ Elder 3 
Cheraw A. P. Sumter ____ Elder ____ 6 
Chesterfield __ _ ____ B. J. Brock ______ 0. T. _____ 1 
Clio - Hopewell Dallas Jones ___ 0. T. _ ___ 1 
Darlington W. J Gupple _ Elder ___ 1 
Darlington-Mission-Lydia A. Hool ___ Supply ___ 9 
Dillon _ _ ______ . __ B. J. Cooper __ Elder ____ 4 
Hartsville _ J. F. Pearson Elder ____ 1 
Kingville Circuit T. H. Fisher, Sr. _ Elder _ _ 1 
Level Green-Wesley L. W. Curry Elder _ _ _ _ 6 
Little Rock _ C. C. Clark Elder _ _ _ 1 
Little Rock Ct.. W. B. McKay Elder -4 
Mt. Beulah-Mt. Zion .J. T. l<'ranklin _ Supply ___ 7 
North Marlboro J. A. Curry _ Elder __ 2 
St. John-Wesley Chapel H. C. Brewer __ Elder 22 
Syracuse Isaiah Moses ___ Deacon _ 2 
District Missionary Secretary-B. J. Cooper 
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BERKELEY DISTRICT 
Rev. R. W. President, Dist. Supt., Cross, S. C. 
---~ 
CHARGE PASTOR RANK 
Bethel Wallace Graham Supply 
Cal very-Dorman Chapel F. Nelson . SUpply 
Francis Brown __ F. L. Levine Elder 
Isaiah Frank Bennett Supply 
Jerusalem James Washington Supply 
Mt. Carmel A. L. J ohnso!l Elder 
Silas and St. Luke _ W. M. Nelson Supply_ 
Smith Chapel-Green Hill S. S. Jones Elder _ 
St. Paul Frank Smalls Supply 
Mt. Zion J. S. Green Elder 
Cooper Town Mission Elijah Anderson Supply 
St. Luke Sam President Supply 
District Missionary Secretary-F. L. Levine 
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SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE 
CHARLESTON DISTRICT 
Rev. F. H. Grant, Dist. Supt., Box 378, St. Stephens, S. C. 
CHARGE PASTOR RANK 
Brookgreen _ _ _ ___ L. N. Barton _________ Supply 
Centenary ___ J. W. Taylor - -Elder 
Wesley _____________ E. C. Wright _____ Elder 
Old Bethel __ . ____ p_ E. Mingo _________ EJder 
North Charleston _J, D. Boone -- ----0. T. 
Cooper River__ _ I. Smalls ____ Supply -
Dickey Chapel _ Peter Keels __ --- Supply 
Dorchester __ _ __ -· T. W. White ___ - Elder 
Georgetown _ A. J. Hall _ _ _ - Elder - -
Greeleyville _______ W. M. Conyers _____ Elder 
Harleyville _______ J. A. Croker _ Elder 
Jed burg _ _ _ __ _ .Paul Bonaparte Elder 





Ridgeville _ _ _ --
Ridgeville Ct. 
St. Stephen 
St. Stephen Ct. 
St. Thomas __ 
Summerville and _ 
__ Frank Quick 
_ Joe Rodgers 
.. C. J. Mack _ 
_ M. P. Pyatt 
J. B. Bowen 
C. H. Richardson 
J. L. Summers 
_ S. B. Hamilton 
A. A. Pinnacle 
Lincolnville _ E. W. Newman 












District Secretary of Missions-G. C. Brown 
District Secretary of Evangelism-J. W. Taylor 
Secretary of Educat10n-B. C. M. Wilson 
I Yrs. 
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FLORENCE DISTRICT 
Rev. J. W. Curry, Dist. Supt., 4r: North Coit Street 
Florence, S. C. 
CHARGE 
Asbury and Bethel 
Bethesda and St. Mary 
Elijah, St. Paul K'ville 
Florence 
PASTOR 
T. W. Bowen 
A. Mack 
C. C. Barr 
P. R. Tiller 
RANK 




Friendship-Jeremiah R. C. Conner __ FJlder 
Kingstree S. V. Fowler ________ Elder 
Lake City H. Frierson __ Elder 
Lake City Ct. _________ D. C. McClam _______ Supply __ _ 
Latta _ _ _ __________ C. J. James _________ Elder 
Marion ___ B. C. Stewart _____ Elder 
Mars Bluff . _ A. L. Wilson _____ Deacon 
Mullins 
Salem and Wesley 
Springville 
St. John and Cades 
St. Paul-St. Michael 
St. Luke 
Timmonsville 
Wilson Chapel-Mt. Seal 
Isaiah Boone 
J. B. Rouse _ 
D. E. Tt:.omas 





I. V. Manning ___ Elder 
__ Robert Emmanuel ___ Supply 
A. W. Wright Elder 
J. H. Blandon __ _ Elder 
District Missionary Secretary--P. R. Tiller 
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SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE 
GREENVILLE DISTRICT 
Rev. R. E. Bethea, Dist. Supt. P. 0. Box 481 
Greenville, S. C. 
CHARGE PASTOR RANK 
Anderson ·- C. C. Reynolds _ __Elder 
Belton __ I. S. Jordan _ Elder 
Easley __ ·- . _____ B. C. Rouse _ _ Elder 
Greenville ___ C. R. Brown - .Elder 
Mt. Carmel J. B. Latta Supply 
Minus Chapel N. W. Green Elder 
Ninety Six __ Howard Risher Elder 
North Greenville T. H. Robinson - Deacon 
Pickens _ Edward Jenkins --- Elder 
Pendleton J. V. Livingston Deacon 
Rock Mill J. C. McTeer __ Elder 
Seneca ___ Efford Haynes Elder 
South Greenville J. S. Dial - Elder 
St. Andrews-Mt. Zion H. 0. Mims _ Elder 
Walhalla _ W. M. Stokes 
I 
__ Elder 
West Anderson L. J. Jackson __ fillder 
Williamston - - - - - - - J. W. Budd-in ____ Elder 
District Missionary Secretary-W. M. Stokes 
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SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE 
ORANGEBURG DISTRICT 
Rev. M. J. Porter, Dist. Supt., 161 West Glover Street 
Orangeburg, S. C. 
CHARGE PASTOR RANK 
Branchville ____ B. T. McTeer _ Elder _ 
Columbia ___ T. H. Fisher, Jr. __ Elder __ 
Denmark __ _ _____ S. C. Bryant_ ______ Elder ___ _ 
Edisto Fork ________ S. A. Funches ____ Elder ___ _ 
Jamison _ _ _ _ Leroy Stewart Supply __ 
Macedonia ______________ J_ W. Williams, Sr. __ Elder ___ _ 
Midway _______ ________ H. V. Manning . ___ Elder ___ _ 
North _ __ . E. J. Cooper _ Elder 
Orangeburg _ M. D. McCollom __ Elder 
Orangeburg Ct. _______ Fulton Edwards Deacon 
Pineville-Bowman Joseph Mitchell __ Elder ___ _ 
Reevesville ___ W. N. Fridie Elder 
Reevesville-Forest Chapel F. G. C. Dubois _ Elder ___ -
Springfield _ _ _ _____ J. W. Matthews ___ Elder ___ _ 
District Missionary Secretary-M. D. McCollom 
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SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE 
SP ART ANBURG DISTRICT 
Rev. G. A. Thomas, Dist. Supt., 230 North Dean Street 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
---------------- ·------- -----
CHARGE PASTOR RANK 
Blacksburg C. J. James 
Chesnee S. Jackson 
Clover G. S. McClary 
Cowpens Z. G. Taylor 
Gaffney T. B. Thomas 
Greer __ J. L. Pendarvis 
Harmony and Bethel __ F. Marcus 
Jefferson G. B. Tillman 
Supply 












L. C. Cleveland_ 




Supply Esau Anderson 
G. S. Gale 
____ T. J. E. Curry 











T. R. Frierson 
J. C. Gibbs 
T. R. Robinson 
F. L. Lawton 
W. E. Conner 
_ .J. H. Black 
__ G. S. Sawyer 













District Missionary Secretary-Z. G. Taylor 
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SUMTER DISTRICT 
Rev. I. D. Newman, Dist. Supt., Sumter, S. C. 
123 
CHARGJ<.; PASTOR 
Antioch and Shep-nerd- tt:J.Kirk ____ _ 
- -RANK~-1 Yrs. 
.1!:1der ---~-8 
Blaney S. R. Porter 
Bordon J. F. Paige 
Camden W. R. Gcegg 
Camden Ct. J. R. Norwood 
Lamar S. A. Gadsden 
Lynchburg Miller Brown 
Macedonia and St. Paul J. W. Williams, Jr. 
Maysviile R. B. King 
Mechanicsville V. S. Carter 
Mt. Zion K. D. Hough 
Rock Mill J. S. Durant 
Rock Springs 
Shilo 
St. James and St. Mark 
St. Matthews 




H. B. Brown 
L. C. Gregg 
G. H. Bowen 
R. M. Mcl<~adden 
C. F. l<'erguson 
R G. Lawrence 
Supply 3 
































District Missionary Secretary-W. R. Gregg 
Secretary of Evangelism--S. A. Gadsden 
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SPECIAL APPOINTMENTS 
Conference Missionary Secretary-J. W. Taylor 
Conference Secretary of Evangelism-H. J. Kirk 
Conference Secretary of Board of Education-W. M. Jenkins 
Conference Secretary of Town and Country Work-
R. C. Conner 
J. T. Am£y-Boy Scouts of America 
J. J. Seabrook-President Claflin College 
H. V. Manning-Claflin College 
J. S. Thomas-Gammon Theological Seminary 
A. R. Howard-Board of Temperance 
E. A. Finney-Claflin College 
T. B. Thomas, Jr.-Butler High School-Hartsville, S. C. 
S. P. Montgomery-Director, Mobile Unit, Everglades, Fla. 
Left without appointment to attend school: B. F. Bradford, 
Jr., V. G. Wright, Talmadge Cooper, Clyde Calhoun, Sandy 
Dingle, W. M. Ferguson. 
VI. REPORTS 
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF TEMPERANCE 
Report of the Board of Temperance of the South Carolina 
Conference, held at Silver Hill Church, Spartanburg, South Car-
olina, October 24-29, 1950. 
Your Conference Board of Temperance has been both dili-
gent and vigilent during the past conference year. 
We view with increasing alarm, the increase in State licen-
sed liquor stores springing up in theSt:ite. We are aware that if 
there were not a demand for alcoholic beverages these stores 
could not exist. We are almost discouraged at the indifference 
on the part of some ministers in all of our Churches and many 
of our members. 
The staggering amount spent for liquor annually is shock-
ing and the increasing amount consumed is appalling. Ou:::-
young people in many instances think it smart to both smoke 
and drink and many are picking up the habit without any con-
sideration whatever as to the harmful effects. 
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At times the picture is both dark and discouraging; but we 
shall not be bought, bribed, frightened or defeated. 
Right may be on the scaffold and wrong may be on the 
throne, but in the shadows standeth God still watching over His 
own. Therefore, we have not folded our arms in utter despair 
nor ceased to fight with every legitimate means and methods 
at our disposal. 
With the very atmosphere about us charged with the spirit 
of advance, we have caught the spirit, marshalled our forces and 
achieved the following results. We have conducted four one-day 
institutes; one at Lamar, where the Sumter, Florence and Ben-
nettsville Districts joined. 
The president of our Board could not be present, but the 
program had been so carefully prepared that it went forward 
successfully in his absence. This institute was held February 
15, 1950. Among the instructors were, Professor Mims, Rev. 
Jenkins of Claflin College and the Rev. Wilkes; all products of 
the Yale School of Alcohol Studies. 
On March 14, we held an institute at St. Stephens at Sum-
ter's Chapel Church. The attendance there was the best. One 
hundred and fifty people spent the day and evening at this 
institute. 
Dr. Grant of the Charleston District and Dr. President of 
the Berkeley District were both present and assisted in making 
the day a success. 
On March 15, we were at Shady Grove on the St. George 
Charge where the Beaufort and Orangeburg Districts met. 
And on March 17, we were at Wellford where we served 
the Greenville and Spartanburg Districts. Dr. A. D. Betts, join-
ed our faculty at Wellford. 
At these institutes we attempted to get over the truth about 
alcohol; its effect upon the human system and urge total ab-
stinence as a safe and Christian attitude to adopt as a way of 
life. 
The approved approach to this question of the alcohol prob-
lem is the educational approach, therefore your Board has 
adopted this approach and is attempting to proceed with a pro-
gram of Temperance Education. 
We have had two meetings of the Board this year and one 
. ' 
i 
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meeting of the Executive Committee. At these meetings, we 
attempt to study the problem, suggest and approach and plan a 
program of procedure. All the members of the Board have 
shown an interest in the work and we do here and now thank 
the Conference for the financial support given, without which 
it would have been impossible to accomplish this work. 
I 
We offer th1; followrng recommendations: 
1. That each pastor organize a Temperance Committee in 
each Church; and encourage said committee to promote 
a vigorous program of Temperance Education. 
2. That we observe Commitment Sunday as d2signated 
throughout the Church and that the pastors lead their 
congregations in making a commitment to abstain from 
the use of all alcohohc beverages. 
February 4, 1951 is designated as Commitment Sunday, but 
where a pastor has more than one church, we recommend that 
he use any Sunday in February he may desire. 
We further recor1mcnd that our pastors, church officials 
and members set the proper example befo1e our young pc;,ple 
by voting for principles instead of parties and urging the elec-
tion of state and national officials, who shall make and execute 
laws which shall be for the best interest of our people and de-
stroy those evil influences which arc undermining the morals 
of our national hfe. 
Respectfully submitted, 
J. Wilton Shuler, Secretary 
A. R. Howard, Chairman 
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF EDl:ChTION 
Your Conference Board of Education in cooperation with 
the ~eneral Board of Educat10n has sought earnestly to do its 
part m the vast educational program of our great Church. We 
have used every means to promote the "Advance for Christ and 
His Church_ Program" in our ConferencP. The Board has sought 
to work with other conference boards in presenting the total 
pr_ogram of Method_ism to our constituency that together we 
might go forward w1th the task of building Christ's kingdom on 
earth. 
As we complete this conference year, we express our un-
/I'- - I, .., 
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feigned gratitude to Bishop J. W. E. Bowen, the District Super-
intendents, Pastors, Church School Superintendents, local Boards 
of Christian Education, Church School workers, and our entire 
constituency for their cooperation and loyal support. We are 
especially grateful to the administration of Claflin College for 
the wonderful way it has cooperated in making the facilities of 
the College available to us. Without the help of all concerned 
very little could be accomplished in our program of Christi1n 
Education. 
H. V. MANNING 
RECOMMENDATIONS-THE BOARD OF EDUCATION 
1. That special attention be given to Race Relations Sunday, 
Methodist Student Day and Church School Rally Day. 
2. That Race Relat10ns 8unday Funds, total amount as per 
paragraph 198 of the discipline be sent to our conference 
Treasurer to be sent to the General Board of Education for 
Claflin •°".ollege. 
3. That Methodist Student Day funds be sent to the Confer-
ence Treasurer to be sent to the General Board of Educa-
tion for Student Loan Fund as per paragraph 197 in the 
discipline. 
4. That Church School Rally Day be observed and funds be 
sent to the Conference Treasurer earmarked "The Board 
of Education." 
5. That World Service Sunday be observed the fourth Sunday 
in each month in the church schools and funds be used for 
World Service. Keep in mind that the service and contri-
bution have educational value. 
6. That l, Jr students in high school be encouraged to attend 
Claflin College; the names and addresses of those in the 
senior class be sent to the Executive Secretary. 
7. That every church be represented in whatever program, in-
stitute or training session sponsored by thE. Board of Edu-
cation. 
8. That special attention be given to the Methodist Youth 
Fund. 
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9. That every pastor support the School of Missions and 
Leadership Enterprise to be held at Mather Academy. 
10. That the Camp and Training Christian Workers School at 
Mather Academy be changed to Intermediate Camp and 
Christain Workers School. 
11. That all District Superintendents submit to the Executive 
Secretary the names of their educational staff. 
12. That there be a Senior-Young People Camp and Christian 
Workers School held at Claflin College. 
13. That preparation be made in the beginning of the year for 
district and local church programs of Christian Education. 
14. Whereas, there ha.:; been an overwhelming demand from 
time to time for scholarship for worthy students from vari-
ous charges over the conference. Whereas, these requests 
have reached the proportion beyond which the College is 
able to absorb. And whereas, we feel these worthy young 
people should not be denied the opportunity for a college 
education. Therefore, be it resolved that each local church 
be encouraged through its youth organization and church 
school to raise necessary funds to supplement expenses of 
worthy students. This money should be sent directly to 
the College as a scholarship for the student from that 
charge. This will encourage the young people of the 
charge to get an education and also return to local com 
munity and r2nder service. 
15. Whereas, the College is the child of the South Carolina 
Confe_ren~e. Whereas, Claflin College makes a unique 
contnbut10n to the area in which it is situated and to the 
minfatry of !he church. Wh_ereas. phenomenal progress has 
b_een made m the construct1.cm and renovation of the phy-
sical plant and the .securing of a competent faculty. Where-
as, for the first time in the history of the institution it has 
an "A" rating. Whereas, the present program needs to be 
rounded out in order to keep what has been achieved. And 
whereas, much is given in the way of scholarship to the stu-
dents who enroll in the institution. Therefore, be it resolv-
e~. that the ~ou~h Carolina Conference note its responsi-
b1hty to the mstitution both spiritual and financial. 
H. V. MANNING 
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COMMISSION ON CHRISTIAN VOCATIONS 
-RECOMMENDATIONS-
Whereas, the Commission on Christian Vocations of the 
South Carolina Conference is aware of the needs of the Church 
they wish to suhmit the following recomm"ndations: 
That the Conference Board of Ministerial Training cooper-
ate with the Commission on planning a Conference primarily 
for young men who may be candidates for the pastoral fl";nis-
try. (Purposes: guidance, counselling, and following up pro-
cedures.) 
That a Conference be held on Church Vocations which will 
include all young reople who are seriously considering church 
vocations as a life work such as: medicine, teaching, sociat 
work, etc. 
That a Clinic on Christian careers be held at the College 
for college students. These Conferences are to be held at a 
time that the Bishop, District Superintendents and other Per-
sonnel are available. 
That each District through its Board of Education recruit 
young people for college training who have made commitments 
to pursue Christian careers and inform the college of same. 
That scholarships be awarded on the district basis after an 
investigation has been made as to the economic status of the 
student and upon recommendations of the District Board of 
Education and District Superintendent. 
That a quota be set for each District or Charge for the pur-
pose of recruiting young people for Christian Vocations. 
That these Conferences be financed by the various Boards 
and Commjssions of the Annual Conference. 
Your Commission, 
J. J. Seabrook, Chairman 
Mrs. Mabel Pogue (deceased) 
J. W. Taylor 
J. S. Thomas 
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That every pastor support the School of Missions and 
Leadership Enterprise to be held at Mather Academy. 
That the Camp and Training Christian Workers School at 
Mather Academy be changed to fotermediate Camp and 
Christain Workers School. 
11. That all District Superintendents submit to the Executive 
Secretary the names of their educational staff. 
12. That there be a Senior-Young People Camp and Christian 
Workers School held at Claflin College. 
13. That preparation be made in the beginning of the yc:.c.1r for 
district and local church programs of Christian Education. 
14. Whereas, there has been an overwhelming demand from 
time to time for scholarship for worthy students from vari-
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COMMISSION ON CHRISTIAN VOCATIONS 
-RECOMMENDATIONS-
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Whereas, the Commission on Christian Vocations of the 
South Carolina Conference is aware of the needs of the Church 
they wish to submit the following recommendations: 
That the Conference Board of Ministerial Training cooper-
ate with the Commission on planning a Conference primarily 
for young men who may be candidates for the pastoral minis-
try. (Purposes: guidance, counselling, and following up pro-
cedures.) 
That a Conference be held on Church Vocations which will 
include all young people who are seriously considering church 
vocations as a life work such as: medicine, teaching, sociat 
work, etc. 
That a Clinic on Christian careers be held at the College 
for college students. These Conferences are to be held at a 
time that the Bishop, District Superintendents and other Per-
sonnel are available. 
That each District through its Board of Education recruit 
young people for college training who have made commitments 
to pursue Christian careers and inform the college of same. 
That scholarships be awarded on the district basis after an 
investigation has been made as to the economic status of the 
student and upon recommendations of the District Board of 
Education and District Superintendent. 
That a quota be set for each District or Charge for the pur-
pose of recruiting young people for Christian Vocations. 
That these Conferences be financed by the various Boards 
and Commissions of the Annual Conference. 
Your Commission, 
J. J. Seabrook, Chairman 
Mrs. Mabel Pogue (deceased) 
J. W. Taylor 
J. S. Thomas 
E. J. Jefferson 
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REPORT OF THE CONFERENCE MiSSIONARY PROGRAM 
Bishop Bowen, members of the Conference and Friends: I 
have endeavm·ed to promote Missionary Education and Cultiva-
tion throughout the Conference on the dis ti ~ct level, by plannin~ 
a uniform program for the District Missionary Institutes. This 
pattern was sent each of the District Missionary Secretaries, also 
a copy was sent to each District Superintendent. 
Institutes were held on each district in the Conference. An 
entire day was given to this cause on some of the districts, 
others designated a period during a group me-:-ting, ur a con-
vention. These Institutes were well attended in most instances, 
and the response registered in the presentation of the themes 
or subject matter was very encouraging. The Woman's Socieh 
of Christian Service cooperated on some of the districts. The 
district Superintendents rendered valuable service. 
I have attended most of the Institutes and participated m 
the discussions or delivered an inspirational address attempting 
to stimulate interest in missions. I attended the inter-board 
meeting held in Columbia, the Area Council held in Daytona 
Beach, Fla. We set up a mid-year meeting of the Conference 
Board which met in Charleston in May, Centenary Church I was 
present. 
OUR GOALS 
L A continuation of the District Missionary Institutes on each 
district, enlisting the coordinated services of the Woman'~ 
Society of Christian Service. 
2. To have the District Missionary Secretary regarded as the 
most valued associate of the District Superintendent in the 
development of the missionary spirit and the promotion of 
"missionary specials" in the charges cf th('. district. 
3. To promote the closest cooperation between tne District 
M1Ssionary Secretary and the Woman's Society of Christian 
Service, in the promotion of missionarv education and cul-
tivation, also, the promotion of a wider circulation of 
World Outlook. 
1. To organize a Board of Missions on the charge level, in 
every charge. 
5. To promote a church School of Missions where possible. 
""I . ,,. 
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6. To promote the study of the Annual study books prepared 
by the General Board of Missions and Church Extension , 
and such materia'i as will furnish information for Mission-
ary Education and Cultivation. 
Sincerely, 
J. W. Taylor, Conference 
Missionary Secretary 
REPORT OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Bishop Bowen, members of the Conference and friends we ' , , 
the Trustees of the Conference wish to submit the following 
report for 1949-50. 
Church property sold: A church lot at Newberry, S. C. 
Selling price, $250.00, expense of sale $60.00, balance $190.00. 
We list the following pieces of abandoned property: One 
lot at Floydale, S. C., one acre of land at Hemingway, S. C., on 
the Florence District. A lot and church building at Andrews, 
S. C., the Charleston District. 
We recommend that these pieces of property be sold. 
We recommend, that the money from the sale of property 
on the Florence District go to Mullins. 
We also recommend, concerning the sale of property on 
the Charleston District, after the debts have been paid the resi-
due be turned over to St. James Church on the same District. 
Concerning the sale of property on the Greenville District 
at Newberry, we recommend: that after the debts are paid, $50.00 
be used for the project at Travelers Rest, the residue to be ap-
plied to the District parsonage of said District. 
Respectfully submitted, 
M. P. Pyatt 
S. M. Miller 
P. R. Tiller 
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CONFERENCE CHAIRMAN'S REPOR'f FOR 
CONFERENCE BOARD OF HOSPITALS AND HOMES 
The Conference Board of Hospitals and Homes met on 
Thursday afternoon. After checking all contribution::; received 
from "Golden Cross Sunday"; cost of Golden Cross material 
ordered from the General Board of Hospitals & Homes; and the 
actual cost for Cultivation; we submit the following report: 
We gave a detailed report of our personal cultivating efforts 
for the observance of "Golden Cross Sunday" last night, at our 
Hospital.; and Homes Anniversary; but for the benefit of those 
who were not present, we are giving this brief summary. 
1. We wrote 25 letters and 100 cards to the District Super-
intendents and Pastors of the South Carolina Confer-
ence, relative to our Golden Cross Work, this year. 
2. We visited nine District Conferences and two District In-
stitutes in various parts of the State; and made a per-
sonal appeal to the Ministers to observe Golden Cross 
Sunday, on the third Sunday in September. 
3. We ordered, from the General Board of Hospitals and 
Homes, over $52.00 worth of Golden Cross literature this 
year, and we placed an ample supply of this literature 
in the hands of each of our nine District Directors of 
Golden Cross Work, for distribution to the Ministers of 
their respective Districts. 
4. Fifty pastors on seven Districts observed Golden Cross 
Sunday, according to the reports received by our Con-
ference Board of Hospitals and Homes Treasurer. 
5. 2 Pastors on the Orangeburg Dist. reported $ 6.25 
5 Pastors on the Berkeley District reported: 10:00 
3 Pastors on the Bennetts. Dist. reported 15.00 
6 Pastors on the Florence District reported 19.00 
9 Pastors on the Spartan District reported 20.00 
7 Pastors on the Greenville District reported 54.00 
18 Pastors on the Charleston Dist. reported 64.00 
Consequently, our tabulation arid recommendations are 
as follows: 
Cost For Material and Cultivation 
1,000 Blue Cross Leaflets-@ $12.00 M, ____________ $12.00 
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1,000 Under the Influence of Golden Cross 
-@$16.00 M. __________ _____________________ 16.00 
125 Special Imprint Golden Cross Posters 
@ 12c each-------------------------------- _ 15.50 
Express charges on the above material_ _____________ 2,20 
Postage, 100 cards and 25 letters __________________ 1.75 
Stencils and material used _ __ ___________________ 1.02 
11 trips to nine Dist. Confs. and two Dist. insts. 27.313 
Total cost for Material and Cultivation __________ $82.35 
Brought forward from 1949 ____________ $ 42.00 
Received from Charleston Dist. Inst. _ _ _ _ 6.00 
Received from 50 pastors on 7 Dists. ______ 188.25 
Grand total brought forward & received this year $236.25 
Total cost for Material & Cultivation ____ __ _ _ 82.35 
Total balance to be presented, at the close of this 
report, to the Conference Treasurer __ _ _ _ _ $154.90 
OBJECTIVES AND GOALS 
The Conference Board of Hospitals and Homes wish to make 
the following recommendations as its Objectives and Goals 
for 1951: 
l. That the South Carolina Conference continue to en-
dorse "Golden Cross Sunday," on the 3rd Sunday in September; 
and that the Conference Board be empowered to work out and 
send to the Pastors a suggestive program for its observance . 
2. That we request the Resident Bishop to appoint, each 
year, the nine District Superintendents as District Directors of 
Golden Cross Work, on their respective districts. 
3. That the District Superintendents, as District Directors 
of Golden Cross Work, use their influence to encourage the ob-
servance of ''Golden Cross Sunday," by directing the attention 
of their Pastors to the same, in their Quarterly Conferences; 
and in cooperating with the Conference Board to see that what 
is raised on ''Golden Cross Sunday" is properly reported to the 
Conference Board Treasurer. 
4. That the Conference Board of Hospitals and Homes be 
empowered to Foster and Carry on the following Objectives as 
its Goal for 1951. 
(a) That the Conference Board, through whatever me-
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dium possible, urge each Pastor to observe "Golden 
Cross Sunday" on the 3rd Sunday in September, 
which is this year: September 16th. 
(b) That we, the Conference Board, be empowered to 
use the proceeds received from Golden Cross Sun-
day, now in hand over anJ above expenses, as 
follows: 
( 1) That the amount now on hand be ordered placed in 
the hands of the Conference Treasurer, and ear-
marked: "Golden Cross Fund." 
(2) That we, the Conference Board, on the recommenda-
tion of a concerned District Supt., as Dist. Director 
of Golden Cross Work, be empowered to draw on 
the Conference Treasurer and pay: as much as pos-
sible, of the EMERGENCY Hospital Bill, of a PAR-
TICIPATING Pastor and the Retired Pastors who 
need to be hospitalized; anq that the Conference 
Board be empowered to decide that the case is 1 
needy one. 
Finally, that this year's proceeds be available for the above 
Objectives and Goals; and that the Conference Board be re-
quired to make a detailed report to this Conference, each year. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Calvin C. Reynolds, Chairman 
Board of Hospitals and Homes 
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REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON PENSION STUDY 
After careful study, we your Commission on Pension Study 
submit the following recommendations: 
1. We recommend that the South Carolina Conference en-
ter the Ministers Reserve Pension Fund as set forth in the 
1948 Discipline of the Methodist Church. (Chapter VII). 
2. We recommend that a campaign for the raising of $201,-
520 on a three-year plan be approved. 
3. We recommend that the method for raising of this sum 
be as follows: 
(a) The Ministers wives raise $6,000 each year; (b) All 
Ministers pay 2% of cash salary-$5,500 each year; (c) The bal-
ance to be apportioned to the districts by the World Service and 
Finance Commission according to the accepted ratio. 
4. We recommend that the time for this campaign btgin 
immediately after the close of the 1950 session of the Annual 
Conference and continue through the last Sunday in December, 
1950, this Sunday to be known a~ Veterans Day; and that on the 
following Tuesday, a Conference-wide Roll Call will be helri 
when the Bishop will be present. 
5. We recommend that the annuity rate be stabilized at 
$10.00 throughout this campaign . 
6. We also recommend that' the Commission on Pension 
Study which now consists of 11 members be increased to 20 by 
the additicin of the 9 district Superintendents, and that this 
commission be continued throughout this campaign as a pro-
motional agency. 
Adopted August 2, 1950. 
Total m2mbers on Commission: 11. 
Number present when this !'.::port was adopted: 6. 
Number voting for the adoption of this report: 6. 
Number voting against adoption: 0. 
Number not voting: 0. 
E. C. Wright, Chairman 
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SUMMER ACTIVITIES AND SUMMARY 
JOHN'S ISLAND RURAL CENTER 
December Through October, 1950 
From the report of last year of some of the needs, it is to 
be noted, with thanks that some of them were met. 
Two workers were supplied through the Department of 
Work in Home Fields, Bureau of Town and Country, in cooper-
ation with the Perso.mel Bureau. Miss Ludora Darden and 
Miss Rebecca HollingE:worth spent eight weeks working in the 
capacity of camp counselors, recreational leaders and assisting 
with the four Vacation Church Schools. 
Another supplied need was that of a large, extension table 
donated by Miss H. Louise Mouzon. 
Boxes, cards and literature of various types have been 
receiv.ed from several supply secretaries WSCS and interested 
friends. 
An Emancipation program was held, the Annual Community 
wide Easter Egg Hunt, Health and Agricultural Programs, mo-
tion pictures, camp and recreation were among the activities 
sponsored at the Center. The Charleston Distritt WSCS An-
nual Meeting also held. Girl Scouts had two weeks day camp 
and a local group of girls ha~ a week's camping experience liv-
ing for the entire period at the Center. From one of the letters 
of the campers, which was composed for and read on Talent 
Night, we have this statement: "I've learned a great deal at this 
my first camp experience. I never had such fun in all my life. 
I especially enjoyed the big camp fire on Thursday night, where 
we sang, told jokes, recited and ate peanuts around the interes~-
ing camp fire." This was open house night, when th0 parents 
and friends visited with the campers. As she continucd-"the 
hardest time I had all during camp was going to sleep at night. 
Those who could not come, really missed a wonderful time." 
Four Vacation Church Schools were held during the sum-
mer with an attendance of 367. During the eight weeks period, 
Thursday evening recreation was held weekly and brought to-
gether from 30 to 80 young people each week. Holidays always 
find a large number who drift in for indoor games and base-
ball. 
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rary have been cir~ulated. 9 children received certificates from 
the summer reading club. 
Eighty-five children attended the monthly clinic with a 
total of 201 visits. 
Civic and church groups have made frequent use of the 
buildings. Besides the churches of the charge, Ferry Field Bap-
tist Church, a youth group and a Sunday School Moonlight pic-
nic of Pinopolis charge, The Methodist church, upper Charleston 
District, held activities in the building and grounds. 
Equipment needs still outstanding: Ice box, Projector and 
screen, Reading lamps, Curtains, Bulletin boards, Chairs, Rec-
reational equipment. 
Again we are thankful to God and you who are sharing in 
making possible this adventure in rural community service. 
The John's Island Rural Center 
Giles C. Brown 
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REPORT OF THE CONFERENCE BOARD OF MISSIONS 
AND CHURCH EXTENSION-1949-1950 
Bishop Bowens and members of the South Carolina Annual 
Conference: We, the members of the Board of Missions, here-
with submit this our annual report: 
This report is divided into three parts: the secretary of the 
Board will give a detailed report of the Maintenance received 
and the distribution and will give a report of the work that is 
being done at John's Island. 
The Conference Missionary Secretary will give a report of 
the Cultivation Work done and our plans for the next Confer-
ence Year. 
During this year two meetings were held, one at Centenary 
Methodist church, Charleston, S. C. This was a mid-year meet-
ing, it was well attended by the members of the Board and the 
Conference as a whole. The total picture of Missions and Ex-
tension as it relates to our Conference was undertaken there 
and Objectives for the Conference were set forth. A tour was 
made of the Churches of Charleston and to John's Island. 
At our meeting in September, which was held at Cumber-
land Methodist Church, the Rev. Charles F'. Golden, Director of 
Field Service was present. And with the Beard and District 
Superintendents a complete study of the Maintenance of our 
Conference was made. It was suggested by Rev, Golden that 
the annual conference board would pay special attention to the 
place where money was sent, rather than to the man. The Board 
appreciates so very much the service of Rev. Golden. 
During the Area Council of the Atlantic Coast Area, which 
was held at Daytona Beach, Florida, Bishop Bowens gave three 
of the ten Objectives to Missions and Extension, it is hoped 
that our Area and our conference in particular will carry out 
these Objectives. 
1. Establishment of new congregations-one per district 
a minimum. 
2. Proper care and upkeep of church property. (4). 
3. Regular and consistent payments on church debts. (7). 
This year the Board of Missions has received $225.00 for 
Cultivation. 
At the beginning of the year, the General Board of Mis-
I 
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sions held a Jurisdictional meeting at Gulfside. A similar meet-
ing was held for the severa) Jurisdictions of the Church. The 
Gulfside meeting was January 3rd and 4th. 
Rev. J. W. Curry, Rev. F. H. Grant and I were in attendance 
there. Our Bishops were also present. 19 recommendations 
were made. 
At our mid-year meeting it was suggested that these 19 
recommendations be made available to all of the District Sup-
erintendents of our Conference .. 
Within the near future this report will be given to the Sup-
erintendents and to the District Boards of Missions. 
It is our hope that this Conference will develop to the ex-
tent that we can meet the task that is ahead for us to do. And 
that through our own effort Missions and extension will take 
its rightful place in our hearts and minds and in the develop-
ment of the physical structure of this conference. 
Theodore R. Frierson, Chairman 
The following grants have been made to the South Carolina 
Conference from the Division of Home Missions and Church 
Extension: 
Jefferson, S. C., Hopewell Church, Spartanburg District, 
$800.00; Donation. 
Hardeville, S. C., Fisher's Chapel, Beaufort District, $250.00, 
additional-Donation. 
Rock Hill, S. C., Mt. Olive Church, Spartanburg District, 
$400.00; Donation . 
Inman, S. C., Wesley Chapel, Spartanburg District, $2,500.00; 
Revolving Loan: Wesley Chapel, $1,500.00; Donation. 
Sumter, S. C., Emanuel Church, Sumter District, $7,500.00: 
Regular Loan. 
W. Vernon Middleton 
Executive Secretary 
RESOLUTION AGAINST CAMPAIGNING. 
Because of the interest and anxiety felt and shown by the 
ministers of our conference over the election of delegates to the 
! 
I. 
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General and Jurisdictional Conferences; whereas, in the past a 
method of campaigning has been used which has not been con-
ducive to Christian fellowship; and whereas the dignity of the 
ministry has been lowered by the types of speeches to which 
the people have been forced to listen; 
Be it resolved: That this conference in the future shall look 
with disdain upon all types of public speech making and pub-
lic campaigning on the part of any minister seeking to be elect-
ed as a delegate to the General Conference or the Jurisdictional 
Conference. 
Be it Resolved: That this conference ask and intreat each 
and every member of the conference who desires the suffrage 
of his brother ministers to confine his campaign activities to per-
sonal contacts and personal solicitations. 
Be it Resolved: That we work and pray to the end that the 
time may soon come when all types of campaigning for election 
to any office may be discontinued so that the office which we 
desire may have an opportunity to seek us. When that time 
comes, the members of the conference will be able to vote their 
convictions without coercion or out-side interference which is 
so often misleading, 
Signed:-
S. M. Miller 
RESOLUTIONS 
Appreciation that ripens into thanksgiving is sanctioned by 
the Psalms of David and the demands of Christian graces. 
The South Carolina Annual Conference here assembled is 
not without its full measure of this noble spirit. Since there is 
no practical way to demonstrate it now, we wish verbally to ex-
press our gratitude by resolving that the following persons and 
organizations together with others, merit by their valuable con-
tribution to our Conference session, our sincere gratitude which 
will contipue alive across the years to come. 
Accordingly, we take pleasure in naming the Pastor, Choirs, 
sexton, and members of Silver Hill Church; all representatives 
-·1 « 
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of Boards and Commissions of the Church; Rev. Clayburn, Presi-
dents of our Schools, Singers from Claflin College, the Bethle~ 
hem Center, and finally, Bishop J. W. K Bowen whose inima-
table, suave, and forceful leadership is responsible for it all. 
Signed:-
N. W. Green 
M. E. Gordon 
J. J. Seabrook 
REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON 
WORLD SERVICE AND FINANCE 
We recommend a total conference budget of $71,828 as 
· follows: 
ADMINISTRATION-: 
General __ _ _ _ _ _ ___ ---$ 807.00 
Jurisdiction .. __________________ 412.00 
Conference __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4,900.00 
World Service ________________________ _ 
Conference Benevolences ______________ _ 
TOTAL 
Conference Administration Includes: 
Conference Journal ------$ 1,600.00 
Area Administration _ _ _ 2,000.00 
Conference Treasurer's Office______ 600.00 
World Service & Finance Com. _ ___ 250.00 
Conference Entertainment ________ _ 
Historical Research _ _ ____ _ 
Conference Trustees 
TOTAL 
Conference Benevolences to be distrib-





Claflin College _______________ -----$30,000.00 
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Full-time Educational Program _ _ 4,500.00 
Gammon Theological Seminary ____ 1,200.00 
TOTAL ---- __ $40,700.00 
Board of Missions and Church Extension 
Special Pension Fund 
Board of Ministerial Training 
Board of Temperance 
Board of Evangelism 










We recommend that the above 






















We recomme~d that an amount equal to 11 % of the pastor's 
cash salary be raised for pensions, and that an amount equal to 
1 ¾ % of the pastor's cash salary be raised for Episcopal Fund. 
. We recommend that the total due from this conference for 
this quadrennium for General and Jurisdiction Administration 
be paid in full this conference year. This may increase the total 
budget. 
The ratio of World Service anJ Conference Benevolences 
is as follows: 
Conference Benevolences 
World Service 
- 62 3/7% 
37 4/7% 
We recommend that the following items be lifted t f 
th 
. OU 0 
e rat10 per centage, The Conference .Journal The A Ad-. . . , rea 
mmL1:trat10n Fund, General Administration, Jurisdictional Ad-
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ministration and Conference Entertainment. 
We also recommend that the district superintendents dil-
ligently seek to have the pasto,·s to raise and report the first 
four items or claims spoken of above by January 1, 1951. 
In view of the importance attached to World Communion 
Sunday, Week of Dedication and Student Day, we recommend 
that each of these be properly observed and that the offerings 
taken be sent at once to the Conference Treasurer allocated to 
the cause they represent. 
We recommend that the Sustentation Fund be administer-
ed by the Conference Board of Missions until the Conference 
creates a Sustentation Commission. 
We recommend that the Claflin Scholarship Fund be admin-
istered by the Conference Board of Education and the Admin-
istration of Claflin Colleg, . 
We recommend that the rate of entertainment for the An-
nual Conference be fixed at $3.00 per day per person attending 
the conference, and that this amount be paid directly to the 
Hostesses. 
We recommend that all offerings, except Special Offerings, 
during the session of the Annual Conference be eliminated, and 
that the entertaining church receive only the Sunday morning 
offering. 
We also recommend that the entertaining church pay for 
the entertainment of the retired ministers, the Claflin Singers, 
Guest Speakers and representatives of the Church Boards and 
visiting ministers from other Conferences out of the $300.00 ap-
propriated by the Conference for Conference entertainment. 
We recommend that the various boards and commissions of 
the conference elect the Conference Treasurer as the treasurer 
of their boards and commissions. 
We recommend that the bond for the conference treasurer 
be fixed at $5,000.00. 
We recommend that the Special Pension Fund be used to 
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stabilize the annuity rate at $10.00, and what is left or remains 
be placed in the Pension Permanent Fund. 
S-igned: Your Commission, 
S. M. Miller 
Mrs. R. K. Gordon 
J. C. Prioleau 
P. R. Tiller 
K. D. Hough 
C. F. Ferguson 
Charles Green 
G. W. Bolden 
C. A. Seals 
B. T. McTeer 
B. J. Ravenel 
WOMAN'S SOCIETY OF CHRISTIAN SERVICE 
Mrs. J. W. Curry, Conference Treasurer 
STATEMENT OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 
June 30, 1949 to September 26, 1950 
Balance on Hand-June 30, 1949 
S. C. National Bank 




Less: All Disbursements __________ $5,068.58 
Balance on Hand 
Represented by: 
S. C. National Bank _ _ --- _ -- -$1,924.81 
Cash on Hand __ ----- ------- _ ----- -- -- 25.00 
$ 1,949 81 
$1,949.81 
We have examined the bank account of the Woman's 
Society of Christian Service as of September 26, 1950 
and certify that the balance shown corresponds to that 
shown by the books at that date. 
JAILLETTE and BRUNSON 
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STATEMENT ON FINANCES 
The Woman's Society of Christian Service, South Carolina 
Conference to the South Carolina Annual Conference, October 
28, 1950, Spartanburg, S. C. 
(Report covering six quarters-June 1949-Oct. 1950) 
RECEIPTS: 
Annual Meeting, June 1949 _________ $1,275.78 
Brought forward, Miss E. L. Small __ 969.26 






Flonmce _ _ _ _ _ _________ _ 
Greenville ____________________ _ 
Orangeburg _ _ _____ _ 
Spartanburg _ _ ______ _ 
Sumter _____ _ ___________ _ 
Week of Prayer Offering ______ _ 
Methodist Youth Fund, 
























(Scholarships $144.00; Offerings-Refunds $74.51) 
(Bd. of Education for Youth to Assembly $44.60) 
Deposited for School of Missions 
Districts-1950-51 Budgets 
(Bennettsville $36.33; Charleston $32.00; 
Florence Supplies $3.00) 
Greenville (Supplies $25.00) (Budget 
$19.00) Or,mgeburg $40.00 
Total Receipts (as of Sept. 26, 1950) __ 
Total Disbursements (Sept. 26, 1950) (less) 
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Disbursements (Itemized) 
Woman's Division, Miss Henrietta 
Gibson (1949-50) 
(1950-51) 
Jurisdiction Cultivation, Mrs. 
M. L. Phelps (1949-50) 
Conference Cultivation 
Books Audited Sept. 26, 1950 
Balance shown by Auditor 






(Florence Dist. $5.00; Sumter Dist. $150.00) 
Disbursements (since Sept. 26) (Less) 
(Woman's Division $854.50 . _ Balance 
Cultivation - Jurisdiction $100.00; 
Conference $48. 75) 








Mrs. R. K. Gordon, President 
Mrs. G. A. Thomas, Secretary 
of Promotion 
Mrs. J. W. Curry, Treasurer 
SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE 
CENTRAL JURISDICTION 
DECEMBER 21, 1949 TO DECEMBER 23, rnso 
South Carolina Conference 
Central Jurisdiction 
Rev. G. A. Thomas, Treasurer 
Spartanburg, S. C. 
Gentlemen: 
Pursuant to engagement I have examined your records for 
the period December 21, 1949 to December 23, 1950, and present 
my report thro·1gh the following described Exhibit and Schedule. 
METHODIST CHURCH 
EXHIBIT A-Statement of Receipts and Disbursements 
for the Period December 21, 1949 to De-
cember 23, 1950 
Schedule A-I-Accounting for Balance-Cash on Hand 
and in Banks, Dec. 23, 1950 
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The balance in the bank, as presented in Schedule "A-1", 
was verified by correspondence with the depository, Citizens 
and Southern National Bank, Spartanburg, S. C. Cancelled 
checks and deposits of the period were checked against the rec-
ords. Cash items, which were presented for examination, are 
represented by returned checks of C. C. Reynolds and C. J. 
James. 
I have been advised by the Treasurer that all districts have 
discontinued the practice of making remittances through a Dis-
trict Superintendent. 
Duplicate official Conference receipts issued for remit-
tances from various individuals were presented for examination. 
These duplicate receipts were not bound,, prenumbered, or in 
an order whereby they could be traced to the deposit slips. 
Disbursements were made by check and appear to be pro-
per charges against the Conference. 
It is recommended that duplicate receipts be issued from a 
pre-numbered and bound receipt book. The duplicate receipts 
should be designated so that they may be easily identified with 
the entries on the duplicate deposit tickets. Receipts should be 
issued promptly upon receipt of remittances. 
Due to the fact that the duplicate deposit slips could not be 
verified I am unable to express an opinion as to the correct .. 
ness of the accompanying Statement of Receipts and Di~burse-
ments of the South Carolina Conference, Central Jurisdiction 
for the period December 21, 1949 to December 23, 1950. 
Respectfully submitted, 
ALLEN M. McRAE 
Certified Public Accountant 
I ! 
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EXHIBIT A 
SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE-CENTRAL 
JURISDICTION 
Rev. G. A. Thomas, Treasurer-Spartanburg, S. C. 
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 
For Period December 21, 1949 to December 23, 1950 
BALANCE CASH-12-21-49 $ 1,445.28 
RECEIPTS: 
By Districts: 








Spartanburg 6,339.51 $73,877.15 
Publishing House 2,108.97 
Ministers' Wives 2,372.66 
Home Missions Extension Board t:i,294.41 
Board of Education 125.00 
Hospitals and Homes 154.00 
Conference Trustees 190.00 $85,122.19 
TOTAL $86.567.47 
Disbursements: 
Area Promotion $ 3,092.40 
Claflin College 28,778.49 
Board of Pensions 21,095.23 
World Service 12,612.39 
Episcopal Fund 2,346.53 
Conf. Board of Education 2,820.50 
General Administration Fund 663.93 
Board of Evangelism 140.50 
Accounting Fees 300.00 
Conference Minutes 25.00 
Ministerial Training School 361.39 
Scholarship Fund, Gammon 
Theological Seminary 987.08 




Board of Missions Expense 
John's Island Community House 
Jurisdictional Expenses 
Board of Temperance 
S. C. Council of Alcoholic Edu. 
Maintenance 
Miscellaneous 
Net Bank Charges 













SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE-CENTRAL 
JURISDICTION 
Rev. G. A. Thomas, Treasurer-Spartanburg, S. C. 
ACCOUNTING FOR CASH ON HAND AND IN BANK 
DECEMBER 23, 1950 
Citizens and Southern National Bank-Spartanburg, S. C . 
Balance Per Bank Statement $6,063.47 
Less: Checks Outstanding: 










Returned Checks of 
C. C. Reynolds 










TOT AL CASH on Hand and in Banks 
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STATISTICS 
FINANCIAL AND STATISTICAL REPORT BOARD 
OF CONFERENCE CLAIMANTS 
SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE 
October 25-29, 1950 
-RECEIPTS-
During 1949-50 to be Distributed During 1950-51 
ANNUAL CONFERENCE SOURCES: 
1. Balance Previous Year 
2. Pastoral Charges on Apportionment 
4. (a) Illinois Corporation 
7. Total Investment Income 
BOARDS OF PENSIONS 
10. Chartered Fund 
11. Appropriation-Illinois Corp. 
OTHER ITEMS 
16. Methodist Publishing House 
18. Int. Dist. Acct. ___________________ _ 
19. Ministers Wives' Association _ _ _______ _ 














During 1950-51 of Funds Collected During 1949-50 
Regular Conference Claimants on 




24. Total Regular Annuity __ _ 




SPECIAL CONFERENCE CLAIMANTS 
27. Relief _ _ __ _ _ _ _ ________ 80.00 
28. Total Special Conf. Claimants ______ _ 
OTHER ITEMS 
32. Due to Clearing House ___ _ ___ _ 
34. Reserve for Stabilization ___________ _ 
36. Ministers' Wives (Permanent Fund) 
44. Expenses, Board of Conf. Claimants 
45. Prospective Balance _______________ _ 
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STATEMENT OF PROSPECTIVE DISTRIBUTION 
RETIRED MINISTERS 
SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE 1949-50 
Name 
Brown, Samuel P. 
B1uce, Edward P. 
Butler, James W. A. 
Cooper, Silas J. 
Freeman, Robert F. 
Gary, John A. 
Gordon, Edward 
Henderson, Thomas B. 
Jackson, Benjamin S. 
Jenkins, James E. C. 
Jones John W. 
Martin, J. T. 
Miller, John Swinton 
Moss, Samuel F. 
Moultrie, John W. 
Pearson, Solomon 
Pendergrass, Thomas J. 
Pogue, Arthur J. 
Reeder, James W. 
Robinson, Thomas J. 
Selmore, Lee S. 
Sparks, Samuel S. 
Stokes, Julius G. 
Stratton, Edward W. 
Summers, James A. 
















































































































775% 757¾ 7578.00 17¾. 115.00 7693.00 
STATEMENT OF PROSPECTIVE DISTRIBUTION 
WIDOWS 
'Name 
Adams, Edward W. 
Blassingame, Ollis 
Bowers, Walter B. 
Brown, Bellinger C. 
Brown, Clay:mrn B. 
Brown, Daniel 
Brown, James A. 
Brown, Norris J. 
Burroughs, George W. 
Cooper, Boston S. 
39¾ 39¾ 278.00 
13~2 13% 95.00 
7 7 49.00 
12 12 84.00 
27 27 189.00 
39 39 273.00 
18~~ 18~~ 128.00 
24 24 168.00 
6~~ 6\~ 44.00 
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Cooper, Hugh H. 
Cooper, Moses C. 
Curry, Daniel S. 
Curry Elijah J. 
David, William M. 
Eaddy, Morris B. 
Franklin, Nicholas E. 
Genrette, Edward D. 
Gilliard H. 
Graham, Judge R. 
Greene, Monnie L. 
Greene, Scipio, 
Gregg, Lexington G. 
Harley, James H. 
Harrall, J. A. 
Harrington, R. F. 
Heyward, P. P. 
Hiddleston, Paul C. E. 
Jackson, Boyd C. 
Jacobs, Charles C. 
Lawton, Shelton S. 
Mccollum, S. M. 
McLaughlin, Pinckney 
McTeer, Duncan R. 
Mahoney, L. C. 
Mason, M. B. 
Millen, B. F. 
Miller, ,John I. 
Minus, D. M. 
Murphy, Daniel P. 
Nelson, George 
Nelson, Samuel 
Nesbitt, S. B. 
Newman, Meloncy C. 
Norman, W. H. 




Rollerson, J. S. 
Smith, N. A. 
Smith, Nelson S. 
Smith, William M. 
Stewart, H. L. 
Stewart, M. O. 
Stokes, James M. 
Taylor, John B. 
Thomas, Lemuel A. 
Washington, Emmanuel M. 
Watson, Silas E. 
Whitaker, John D. 
White, James W. 
White, W. G. 
Wiley, Isaac C. 
Williams, Howard W. 







































































23~4 I 166.00 
18 126.00 
20 1/4 142.00 
411,4 289.00 


















42 1,01 298.00 














































































STATEMENT or PROSPECTIVE DISTRIBUTION 
CHILDREN 
SO. CAR. 
Name of Mother or Guardian 
Name of Child 
Cooper, Mrs. M. C. 
Willie Ruby 
Harley, Mrs. James H. 
James H., Jr. 
Hiddleston, Mrs. Paul C. 
Paul Charles, Jr. 
Mahoney, Mrs. L. C, 
Charles Wesley 
Mahoney, Mrs. L. C. 
Judith Eloise 


















20 1/ ,4 
23 1' ,2 
23 11 ,2 














110\'.i 110\'.i 277.00 277.00 
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IN MEMORIAM 
"Thev rest from their labors" 
SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE 1950 
N. T. BOWEN 
E. P. BRUCE 
J. E. C. JENKINS 
W. M. :McCLARY 
J. W. MUL TRIE 
C. D. WRIGHT 
R. E. DONN ERL Y 
·'And death is only the pathway and portal, 
To the life that shall die, nevermore. 
And the cross lea de th up to the crown, everlasting, 
The Jordan, to Canaan's bright shore." 
, I ,. 
Name 
W. J. E. Tripp 
T. W. Lewis 
R. Townsend 




E. W. Jackson 
Charles E. Butler 
Thoma.; Evans 
C. W. Lucas 
Thomas Phillips 
F. A. Smith 
J. K. Wagner 
B. L. Roberts 
Samuel W':'ston 
H. B. Kershaw 
Lewis Rivers 
G. H. Bradham 
Wm. Darrington 




C. M. Freeman 
Patrick Fair 






J. W. White 
Z. L. Duncan 
R. T. Blackney 
J. S. Garrett 
S. Thomas 
Benjamin Gupple 
G. F. Frederick 
Wm. H. Scott 
E. J. Snetter 
C. C. Hopkins 
Burrell James 
J. A. Salters 
S. W. Beard 
S. T. Harris 
E. J. Frederick 
R. J. Scott 
F. C. Jones 
L. Arthur 
Samuel Arthur 
W.W. Adams _ 
A. C. Dutton 
METHODIST CHURCH 
VIII. ROLL OF DEAD 









































































































_ . 1896-Dec. 
_______ 1897-Feb. 
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Name Place of Death Date 
J. Gordon ________ St. Stephen ________ 1896-Oct. 
J. A. Sasportas __ Summerville_ __ 1898-Oct. 
J. W. Connelly __ Seiglingville _ 1898-June 
F. C. Weston ____ Greenville __ . ..- 1898-Aug. 
H. M. Murphy ____ Midway __ ----··--- 1899--JulY: 
E. M. Pinckney __ Camden _ _ _ ____ 1900-Apnl 
Abrah'm Middleton Orangeburg _____ 190!-Aug. 
J. R. Rosamond _ Spartanburg ____ 1902- -Aug. 
A. B. Franklin __ Cades___ _ 1902-Dec. 
Henry Baker ___ Bamberg _ _ ____ 1904-July 
S. S. Butler ______ Anderson __ ---· 1907--
A. H. Harrison _ Murrayville _ 1908-Jan. 
F. L. Baxter, Jr. Reidville __ _ ___ 1908-March 
W. McIntosh _ _ Camden ________ 1908--Feb. 
F. L. Baxter, Sr. _ Florence__ 1908-Oct. 
I. S. Epps Dorchester 1908--March 
J. J. July _ _ Eberhardt_ _ 1908-Nov:. 
B. F. Witherspoon Greenville _ 1909--Apnl 
William H. Greer Blacksburg___ _ 1910-April 
William Jervey _ Summerville __ 1910-June 
M. V. Gray _____ Cheraw ___________ 1910--June 
Absalem Cooper __ Kingstree ________ 1910-Sept. 
B. M. Pegues . __ Charleston ________ 1910-Oct. 
W. Thomas _ _ Camden _________ 1910-Oct. 
J. C. Tobias Gaffney _________ 1910-March 
J. B. Thomas ___ Lake City ____ 1911-Feb. 
M. Wilson _______ Greer 1911--Jan. 
Benj. Robinson Sumter ___ 1911-.Jan. 
R. A. Thomas Swansea 1911-March 
B. F. Gandy ____ Orangeburg _ _ _ . 1911-Sept. 
J. R. Townsend .. _ Orangeburg ______ 1911--July 
F. D. Smith _____ Chesterfield _______ 1911-Oct. 
J. F. Woods Orangeburg 1912-Feb. 
J. L. Chestnut Walterboro 1912--April 
S. S. Lawton _ Orangeburg_ 1913-Feb. 
A. J. Robinson Orangeburg 1913-March 
J. L. Miller _____ Greer _ _ _ 1914-Feb. 
B. J. Boston _ _ Adams Run ___ 1914-May 
W. M. Stoney ____ Yemassee _ 1914-.July 
I. H. Fulton _ Charleston _ _ _ 1914-.July 
J. L. Henderson Orangeburg ___ 1914-Sept. 
T. J. Clark _ Orangeburg 1914-Sept. 
G. J. Davis _ _ Cartersville ____ 1915--Jan. 
B. G. Frederick _ Orangeburg _____ 1915-Feb. 
W. G. Valentine Sumter______ _ __ 1915--Jan. 
J. E. Wilson _ __ Florence ________ 1915-Nov. 
Ellis Forest ____ Orangeburg ______ 1915-Nov. 
J. M. Phillips ___ Clio ______________ 1915-_____ _ 
A. Simmons _ __ _______ 1914-May 5 
S. McClarey ________ 1914-Jurie 24 
M. P. Richardson _____ . __ .. ________ 1913-Apr. 19 
J. W. Wright ----- __ --------------- 1915-Feb.27 
Wm. Robertson ___________________ _ 
J. D. Mitchell ____ Orangeburg _______ · 1916-Aug. IO 
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Name Place of Death Date 
L.A. Rivers_ ------------------ 1916-__ 
W. H. Redfield __ Orangeburg_____ 1916-____ _ 
L. L. Thomas ____ Little Rock _____ 1917-Feb. 
A. B. Murphy ___ Greenville _______ 1917-April 
M. C. Allen _____ Marion __________ 1917-April 
R. C. Campbell __ Gaffney _____ . 1917--July 
J. L. Grice _ __ . Orangeburg 1917-Sept. 
E. C. Funches Cowpens _ 1918-March 
John Burroughs Sumter_ _ 1918-March 
B. S. A. Williams _ Washington, D. C. 1918- _ _ 
Alfred Lewis __ Augusta, Ga.__ _ _ 1918- _ 
Lawrence Rice _ Midway 1918- .. _ _ 
Rossie L. Brown Golumbia 1918---,0ct. 
Morris Steward __ Reidville 191~ct. 
P. Witherspoon York __ 1918- _ --- __ 
J. B. Middleton _ Charleston _ 1918- _ 
M. F. Black _____ Allendale 1918-Nov. 
E. B. Burroughs _ Charleston _ _ 1918- .. 
Scipio Green __ Little Rock_ 1919--June 
J. McLeod ______ Florence__ _ 1919-Oct. 
C. H. Hood ______ Ninety Six. 1919-Dec. 
W. Littlejohn ___ Cowpens __ -- 1920-July 
G. W. Washington Walterboro___ 1920-Oct. 
J. A. Brown __ _ Orangeburg 1921--Jan. 
A. S. J. Brown _ Columbia__ 1921-Feb. 
James McEaddy __ Sumter__ _ _____ . 1921-March 
W. H. Jones _ __ Camden _ 1921--June 
B. F. Millen _ _ _ _____ _ _ ____ 1921--July 
W. S. Neil _ Washington 1921-July 
V. C. Dimery _ . _ Kingstree 1921-Oct. 
York Goodlet _ Wellford_ 1921-Sept. 
S. A. King _ _ Orangeburg _ 1921-Sept. 
J. S. Thomas _ Orangeburg 1921- __ 
J. C. Burch Anderson _____ . 1921-Sept. 
C. C. Scott _ Darlington _____ 1922-Dec. 
W. M. Baker _ Kingstree__ _ 1922-Nov. 
L. J. Bonoparte _ Reesville_ 1922-June 
G. W. Moore _ Spartanburg _ 1922---Dec. 
B. J. McDaniel __ Timmonsville_ 1922-Nov. 
Isaac Hardy _ Chesterfield___ 1922-Feb. 
Aaron Ml!Lees . __ Columbia_ __ 1922-June 
James Quick _ Greenwood___ 1923-Nov. 
Henry Harlston _ Charleston _ _ 1923-June 
H. W. Davis ______ Sumter________ 1923-June 
G. W. Covington _ Timmonsville__ 1923-Aug. 
T. G. Robinson _ Orangeburg____ 1924-April 
C. C. Robinson __ Dillon _________ . 1924-Jan. 
Benjamin Brown Cades_ __ __ ___ _ .. 1924-Dec. 
Adam D. Brown _Orangeburg____ _ 1925- _____ _ 
W. B. Bowers _ __Camden________ _ 1925- _ 
W. G. Deas _ .. ___ Greer _____________ 1925-_______ _ 
Gen. F. Miller ___ Kingstree ________ 1925- _______ _ i, T. Latson _____ --------;-- ________ ,1925-________ _ 
mold Smith ____ Chesterfield _______ 1925-_______ _ 
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Name Place of Death Date 
G. W. Rodgers __ Mullins 1926-
J. D. Sanders ____ Orangeburg 1926-
A. M. Wright __ Bamberg 1926-
George W. Gray __ Greenville 1926-
J. A. Harrel 1926-
A. G. Kennedy __ Florence 1926-
A. W. Fuller _ Columbia 1926-
S. D. Williams _ Greer 1927-Jan. 
J. F. Greene 1927-Oct. 
J. H. Wilson 1927-Nov. 
J. W. Brown 1927-Dec. 
J. A. Burray 1928-Jan. 
J. W. Brown Camden 1928--Jan. 
F. H. Anthony _ Sumter 1928- -Jan. 
R. Harrison Chesnee 1928--
T. W. Williams _ Seigling 1928-
H. L. Stewart _ Charleston 1928--Oct. 
C. L. Logan Greenville 1928- _ 
G. W. Gantt _ Midway 1928-Dec. 
A. D. Harris _ St. George 1929--June 
K. P. Murphy _ Yemassee 1929-July 
W. M. Smith Belton 1929-Aug. 
R. L. Hickson Charleston 1929-July 
Herbert D. Wood Kingstree 1929-Dec. 
J. H. Chestnut Belton 1930-May 
J. C. Martin Greenville _ 1930--Nov. 
L. A. Thomas Orangeburg 1930-Nov. 
I. E. Lowrey Columbia 1929-Dec. 
H. H. Matthews Savannah, Ga. 1930-July 
N. T. Bowen, Sr. Sumter 1930-Feb. 
Isaac Myers Greer 1930-July 
H. C. Asburv Timmonsville 1930-March 
W. M. R. Eaddy Kinestree 1930-D':c. 16 
J. W. White Columbia 1931-Jan.7 
F. H. Hayes Camd0n 1931-FPb. 4 
Paul Reddish _ Camden 1931-Mar. 10 
D. M. Minus Greenville 1931-Mar.28 
D. F. Tillman Anderson 1931---.Mar. 30 
0. Blassengame Orangeburg 1931-Mav 25 
H. L. Davis Mullins 1931-July 22 
G. W. Cooper Columbia 1931-Aug. 15 
J. S. Tyler Bamberg 1931-Dec.8 
M. C. Cook Allendale 1932-May 
S J. Middleton 1929-Sept. 16 
F. H. Vance Sumter 1931-Mar.12 
J. A. Glenn _ Kingstree 1932-Sept. 27 
James F. Page McKenny, Va. 1932-May17 
Jacob C. Agnew Greenville 1932-May 
0. Gethers 1933--Dec. 12 
C. R. Brown __ Florence 1933-May 
M. M. Mouzon Charleston 1933-July 31 
David M. Morris Blaney - 1933-S ·t 
Wesley Williams __ Spartanburg - - ep · 
E S 
-- 1933-Jan 
. W. Adams ____ partanburg _______ 1933-Jan· 


























































R. F. Harrington 
J. W. Gray 
Joe Ravenel __ _ 
Place of Death 
Orangeburg 
- Walterboro 
M. L. Greene - Marion 
G. S. McMillian Mars Bluff 
W. T. Smith Sumter 
M. B. Mason New York 
D. Salters _ .. Kingstree 
I. H. Richardson Kingstree 
R. H. Cottingham Clio 
J. T. Wilson Sumter 
C. H. Dangerfield Orangeburg 
Thomas Sims . Sumter 
W. G. White 
L. M. Dutton 
W. M. Hanna 
A. G. Townsend 
N. J. Bowen 




- Lake City 
- Orangeburg 
- Walterboro B. S. Cooper 
L. W. Ferby 
L. W. Williams 
W. H. Norman 
B. C. Brown 
--- Bamberg 
N. S. Smith 
V. S. Johnson 
W. S. Thompson 
C. C. Jacobs 
I. C. Wiley 
H. W. Williams 
J. C. Armstrong 
W. J. Alex,mder 




F. Brown _ 
P. A. Middleton 
L. Fendley 
E. R. Bennett 
S. D. Brown 





Brooklyn, N. Y. 
. Kingstree 
Kingstree 
S. B. Nesbit _ __ 
L. B. Collier _______ _ 
James Roberson 
J. W. White _____ Hartsville 
P. P. Heyward _ _ _____ _ 
Daniel Brown 




















































_ 1937-Feb. 3 
1937-Feb. 16 
1937-Dec. 23 


























J. R. Graham __ Chester 1940-Dec. 12 Effective 
James Richards _ . ____________ __ 
E. S. Charley ____________________________ _ 
J. D. Whitaker __ ___ _ ____________ 1941-____ _ Retired 
J. H. Johnson ___________________________ _ 
F. A. Collelly ___________________ . ____________ _ 
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Name Place of Death Date 
W. C. Summers _____________ --------------
M. 0. Stewart ____ Reevesville ________ --
S. E. Wat~on ____ Lake City ________ 1941-Jan. 
J. P. Robmson ___________________ --------------
D.S. Curry ____________________________ --------------
P. C. E. Hiddleston Pendleton ________ - --------------
James H. Harley ___________________ 1943-Feb.19 
C. B. Brown ____ _ _________ -------------
George Nelson _ _ __ _ ________ --------------
F. Rollerson _ __ _ _ _ 1944-July 
W. M. David _ __ _ _ _ 1944-Sept. 
E. J. Curry _ _ _ _ St. George _ 1945--Sept. 
B. C. Jackson Marion____ _ 1945-_______ _ 
S. M. McCollum Orangeburg 1945-;May 
A. S. Newman St. George _ 1945-Sept. 
M. B. Eaddy _ Chesterfield 1946- __ _ 
L. G. Gregg Orangeburg 1946--Feb. 
Wade Wyman Orangeburg 1946- _ -- __ 
P. E. McLaughlin York _ _ 1946-______ _ 
C. B. Lowery __ Orangeburg _ _ 1947-______ _ 
L. A. Gelzer _Charleston_ 1948-Jan. 
H. H. Cooper Florence 1948-Feb. 
N. E. Franklin Kingstree 1948-April 16 
E. M. Washington Lake City 1948-Sept. 15 
L. C. Mahoney __ Pinopolis ________ 1948-July 28 
N. E. Smith __ Cross 1948-Oct. 
M. C. Cooper _ Lake City 1949-June 
J. M. Stokes __ Florence 1949-July 
M. C. Newman _ Greelyville 1949-Sept. 
N. T. Bo\\·en Sumter 1950-Aug. 
E. P. Bruce Orangeburg 1950-Aug. 
J. E. C. Jenkins Orangeburg 1950--May 
J. W. Multrie _ Chicago _ 1950-Sept. 
C. D. Wright _ Bennettsville _ 1949--Dec. 
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ATTENDANCE GENERAL INFORMATION --,------ 1 
Av'g. Attendance [ c 1 ~ oo 6. 
Add't'l. Meetings l Z t:; __ a; ~ t ~ ._ __ ·5 
I ~ ~· E 1::E O ~ ~ 0 ~ bl i:., £ -- ..'..~ 1:~ O' 
-;; I --o·.:: -c~ ~;::: -.:::1: w -= ~ ~-= .e .;:;~ ~ ;- ,.,o:-g --u ~_--o 
CHARGE AND NAME OF c.., ' C ~ ;:::: c:., a O - _:;, ..... ~ ·;:: ~ co(_) -c;:::: ~ C = -~ :: ed 2 b() ~; 
CHURCH PASTOR :'. .
1 
1 ~ ce ee~ c:.,~::, i:c ~ ~"'O;;: ·Z ,._ ..2:-= 15...::_ :.C c r;n cc.., o.:= c cr:i-c.a 
~ I ~> 
00 
~ ::E ~-; ::E-- o ~a;.:::: o_ ~ ... =;; ,._ -;::,< ~ ~ ~-c c., ~ G.,--0 :.; r..i ~ 
=c o...::c ::::.._:: c..c::t:z.. c:""2~ Qc;~ c.:i~ ~-- a;c t ..:::.~;::: 2.~ 2..2 :-::fc 
~~ ~~__g ~~ _g~o ~ ~ ~ _g-~~ ~ g -=--~ ~~ "";-~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~]~ ~ § e-
< ~--- ...,;.~c.:i --;;~ c.:i.,cc q,,-iQ...C c.:i,._c.:i c"'"' ..C> P...Q u:::.cr:i ...., --=='--o -=~ -c---..=: i::f:~ 
... c..,W[ C ~:=W--:::, W..,a,o.....::ip..VW(l.)i::: ... c ~t: ...... a:- ...,•i: .... .=;cx::ii::: .;; - !;>.~ o--e:~ 
~ b[~tie J; ..c oo --gz~ ""g.~1 ~ ~-~ ==<~ ~~ t ~ oo ~w ;_ ~..c ~ a,~ i:c_ I i:c ~ a,-t: rn .;~_c 
s ~-o:: := == ~ -z ~;;-:; ~ 0 s-c~ <~;.a ;;~'"E s;g s ~ 0 ~ s~ E .§ s~ .§ ;f .§ &~ ~~ t 
:::, > §::;;::: ..::: o _, c..> 0 ..c a., o~ ..:::·- ~ t'. ""} 8 ..c O o ::i := c..> >. E c ::i..c := -;:!..cc..> I ~:::: ~;:: o ""C Cl.):::, z -<rn- c.;, ::- -< ::Eoo 
1
::Eorn o,-,;i:,.. --,,:;::,-::; o::=o zc ::S::..:: <:....:: ZE-< z ::,:io a ::,:i;; l'ilP..IXl ..:; so 
I Alcot....... W. D. Primus I 75 50 50 501 15 \S $ 2 $ 3,500$ 1,000$ $ 
2Bennettsville... S.M.Miller. 1 66 35 10 21 40 8 Yes 50 1 35 175 20 1 4.500 5,000 1.500 
3 Bethel-Ebenezer. . . . E. W. Cole. . I 65 15 25 15 100 Yes 30 3 38 250 I• 2 7,000 3,700 
4Blenheim-Spears.. F.D.Curry... I 75 18 28 39 Yes 2 3,000 2,000 
5 Cheraw....... A. P. Sumter. , 85 30 20 290 15 2 Yes 25 1 12 ?O 12 I 20.000 10,000 1,000 
6Chesterfield... N.T.Bowen. 42 12 18 50 10 2 Yes 12 2 50 5 2 1,800 500 
7 Clio-Hopewell... R. M. Walker 45 10 201 10 . I Yes 10 3 40 200 12 3 12,000 400 
8Darlington..... H.B.Jones 120 40 20 10 . 20 Yes 39 1 70 200 20 II 7.500 4,200 
9 Darlington Mt... A. Hool.. 5 4 8 2 Yes 8 I 2 5 . 250 275 
10 Dillon.... B. J. Cooper 75 40 20 15 40 100
1 
18 Yes 50 4 400 12 I 20,000 3,000 1,200 
11 Hartsville.... B. F. Bradford 65 50 Yes 50 1 70 225 1 10,000 4,000 
12 Kingville Circuit A. L. Wilson 55 35 15 35 Yes 6 2 30 5 2 4,000 4,000 
13 Level Gr.-Wesley L. W. Curry 130 10 70 50 ' 20 Yes 200 1 250 12 3 10,000 5,000 
14LittleRock....... B.C.Stewart 155 65 48 65 60 95 36 Yes 100 3 75 1,500 52 3 5,000 14,500 800 
15 Little Rock Circuit . W. B. McKay 135 155 55 45 30 30 22 Yes 75 3 6 90 6 3 6,000 2,000 
16 Mt. Bulah.... . . J. F. Franklin 21 62 40 35 18 5 3 Yes 17 1 10 25 8 2 1,500 
17NorthMarlboro. J.A.Curry 100 30 Yes 100 2 35 86 3 6,000 3,000 
!8Syracuse..... ...... I.Moses. 100 20 25 45 10 Yes 2 80 75 5 7,000 500 
19 St. John-Wesley Circuit H. C. Brewer 75 51 35 Yes 50 2 67 225 38 2 11,000 ... -- -- -- -- --- --- --- --- --- -- -~- --- -- -- ---- ---- ··---
Total... 1,489 559 551 473 578 355 200 Yes $ 641 33 530 $3,806 221 32 $ i26,050 $62,675$ 4,500$ 
:.~z::zc~::::_;-___ -
,::" ;:,"".~-~~-i_:.~~0°'I'..L' . 
TABLE 1'0 . .. -STATI~TIC\ L REPORT BERKELEY DISTRICT, SOl'TH CAROLI:'\A CO::\FEREJ'\CE, CENTRAL 
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I Francis Brov.11 





7 St. Paul 
8 St. Luke 
9 Isaiah 
!:l. I. Lovin(• 
A. L. Jr hns, 1 
C. W. Graham 
Joe Grerr, 




F. Bennr tt 
JOi 41 221 2~.5j :l2 51 21 
25! 201 401 312 1 20. ](Ill 2 
14
1
. 4 175 10: l 31 
13 i 175 WI I: 
l 2 I I I ' 19\J 271 21 ~ 
151 201 100 IO 2 5 
25 I k l l O 2 l. 




2 fil 21 200 
2 1, I 2 250 




30 14 l 
1 4fi 
"I 
I I I 150 
;3 I ] I l 70 
2 1: no 




















75' 401 401 4,11 
5 23 '1 20'1 20 
3\1 :i~, 21 
25 25 2K 
13 14 51 rnl 


















10 Smith C.-Green Hill 
11 Dorman-Calvary 
f-;_ S. Jonr·s 
21 .51,1 4: l I 
I
. l 2, 47 ]() 21· I 
I I : 2' 12_ I I 
! I i ! 
3
1 I I I 
l I I I 50 
I 4 : 1 '•i I 1 I I ]9 
Ill ~11 451 401 










12 Coopt>r Town E. Andersr•n 
isl -13 7/ 1.28R! 37sl-u~o 1 231 131- 101 1241 2i31 24•1 13.'> 195 RG41 901i Total I ~31 .',jl 1d 1,517 1401 2(i -23 
J :-- ◄ • -f . I J.. • ! ,._ 
,-_ ~ .., •. ~ •. ._. • • , ' , r j .' 1- • 1· . ~ I 
• .·--· ____,..>-----4'.--- -=. ..,. -!-------~.--· ------~-----~., -......,,,.._,,,_ __________ _ 
> ~ ~ t • '- - ~ ·, ;_\ 1 
11 ,- ...., . - ' ) ' ,· :; . ~ .. 
TABLE "!'.'"O. I-STATISTICAL REPORT BERKELEY DISTRICT, SOPTH CAROLL'\A CO;\FERE:'.CE, CENTR\.L 







1 Francis Brow11 





i St. Paul 
8 St. Luke 
9 Isaiah. . . . .. 
10 Smith Chapel-Green Hill 
11 Dorman-Calvary 
12 Coopt>r Town 
:'\AME (IF 
PA:::iTUH 
P. I. Lavine 
A. L. Johnson 
C. W. Graham 
Jor Green. 








CHl'RCH SCHOOLS \\-. S. C'. S. PROPERTY A"lD OTHER ASSET,-.; 
ATTE~DA~C'E 
1 Av'g. Attendar1cf· 
j Add't'I. MePtmg,, 
~]; 
I, ~5 







:I j:;:ii:,: :-~- J 
I;.... l'f r.r.,,,.c..~..;:: r.r.:;:::... 
1]] 
·.:< ~ 

































~ "' -= '?; '!' 
=-= ;:i-_?7. 






130·1 751 751 3~'
1 
RS, 50 1 30'
1 




S 751 4 11$ 5,0001$ 1$ 50J\S 
fiO 40 151 12 701 fiOi 5 Yes ' 12 13 451 I l 5,000 1 500 
50\ 30 1.5' 201 100. 1·0
1 
3 Yes !Si I I 3,200 I l, 5,000 500 
50
1 
30, 15: 20 Ii. ) cs ' I 12~ l 2,500 2,5'.lO 
li3 40 I 20 ! 3 1 40 j 2~ Y ('S : ! l l 2,500 2 .5()0 
50' IO· 35' 40 21.' 20' 4 ) ,, 7 1 12i l 2· 2,500 2,,500 
fi5j 15! ' 25 ! I :l ) ('S I I I 102, 3 I 3,000 3,000 
751 151 I~ 13 I 3 y,., 150 I 50'1 11 3,0,JO 3,GOO 
25 5 10 lO 
1 
2ti, ) es I 35 I I 45 l 3,0CJO 3,000 
20 IOI 10 K 1 ' I Yes , I l IOI 2 2,000 5,000 1 
5 fi 7 I I I Y PS I I I 10 2 2, ()(JO 2,000 
5, I 2 2 I I Y PS 20 I I 50 I I 
593lr,51 221 248 2751 262 - ~] Yes s 202 2nl 7 $3.88,I ll 14I$ 269,000$ 271,000ls 
-'-------------'---------------
--~ 
TABLE NO. 1-STATISTICAL .REPORT CHARLESTON DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 
JURISDICTION, OCTOBER 25, 1950 
Baptisms 
CHURCH MEMBERSHIP CHURCH SCHOOL 
CHURCH SCHOOL MEMBERSHIP '..c s-c:.,·;; _ =:,~ ~ Children's [ Adultpiv. 







~ t . ..3.S ~ ~ 0-11 Yrs. and Over 
c :::;:g \ f $ ... .... t I : 1 f - 73 cc - ~ ~-= c:., ,;i..C: IZl .... c:., °'.! c:., ~ ,.... ._ IZl ,7:; IZl c:., c.,- en .... O"'O 
-.~ ..;; ..OC) ,_, clS;;.. ~0 ..C IZl -:::: ._ IZl ._ ,._, t ► ,.c- ..C: ~ 0:::, 
""0--o :-= 8 ~ C:.,-.;; 1..,.J-, _, c °' c:.., ; ..3 ..3 ..o·-= c:..-i c., c:.., "'c:: -2 I - ..cr3 
.;:; '"' ..c c:., ~ 8~ c,) ~~ o IZl ~ c:., °'Z cc ._ 8 E Sc.> f c ;; r:e :::-. c;, C"-l c,) c 
c~ 0.3 :E.~ c:.,+-:>~ 90 9c~'a: C oc~~ c:., ,;. c..~ ,..,"-~..c: ~ ;:: -5 § -g J, ~~ 
;.:;v ~ >.O.::; ~- 0 O 0.::: >.~ >, 0•== >.•-- :E :E ::;..:: - ;::; C) _.., 2 ,.I< "ir,i IZl C:., U - ~ Q, 
t.... a:i--o .... cc ----o .!::~ .!: ~ ..o,;; ..o +" ~ ..o ~ :::::1 - ---=i "'§:.;:: Cc:., ::: ...,... ~ ·s:: ~ 8 lo( '"O-. "'O:CiN 
Ml I I 0... C .... < ..£i:o :3--0 C ""'C cc '"O C "'O c:: '"O --0 C --0 c:., ::, ~ :3 C ,..., a: !:.ii:: ,:e - IZl - :5 c:., C ~ ~ '"O c:., CE~ ~ sS ~..c-1 ~ ~ ~.t; ~ ~-o. ~-9 ~-c: ;'. t·s ~-:5 ~ ~-~ ~ ~ ...:=:--o ~ ~ f'.: C~ t~ ..c>,. ~ i '";'O ~-:: Js~ c:., 
8 c:z 0--- ~-;b_:: -~..2-zo·~IZ g E3c 9o -; -;~ -;_:: -;~1§[: t ~8 :s-: _,~1.:=5 -=~ -;~ cii9-5 ::, ~ .... = g c:.,::, Ce~ a:~ ~;; ~--0 ~ c:., ~ c:., --0 C C °' c-z CC ~ - tE ~ c:., :,EC g I -5 c:., -So co b Q.)~ z .;;c:'.: -..::c-l ::tc: E-C:::< c,::l, ci::o ci::; ci:: ci::o ci::; E- E-.5 E-< E-~ z c ~ z::E uv :,..~\ <::E <u E-.5 E-::E.:: 
lBrookGreen.. . 1L.N.l:larton. 181 'I 82 160' l I 4 137 31 1 168 1 31 lHI 1 30 10\ \ 58 
3N.Charleston. ..J.D.Boone. 3 96 2 I 3 I 96 40 136 l 7, 4 16 13 I 40 
2 Centenary.. . . J. W. Taylor ,
1 
, 35 4~4 10 3 1 5 6 383 105 488 2 l 16 26 21 , 10 73 73 
4 Wesley.... E. C. Wright 5 15 546 5 6 II 4 5 424 134 558 5 1, 30 40 104 30 10 351 259 
5 Old Bethel..... T. B. Thomas . . 7 6 220 6 l . 3 2 183 37 220 l I I 6 . 50 
6 Cooper River S. B. Hamilton 6 lfi 140 10 3 86 37 123 4 2 5 24 \ 29 29 
7 Dickey Chapel. Peter Keels . 4 22 l 18 1 18 I 3 6 9 9 
8 Dorchester . James Waring 15 4 1I 15 267 10 10 3 6 286 52 286 3 3 15 15 24 30 10 14 104 
9 Georgetown.... A. J. Hall. 3 2 14 63 3 2 40 23 63 3 2 8 12 21 6 47 
10 Greeleyville W. M. Conyers 12 ' 25 180 18 I 11 145 35 180 4 2 14 37 17 15 95 
11 Harleyville J. A. Croker 8 31 25 195 15 I 2 3 2 175 20 203 3 2 12 5 25 40 10 10 102 102 
12 Jedburg. Paul Bor,epa,t<· 5 11 HI 233 5 I 4 ! 213 35 248 2 2 8 22 20 50 
13John'slsland G.C.Bro-..n 16 4 44 316 40 356 9 4 18 30 240 
14 Lanes. . . . . . . . Frank Quick 60 75 279 20 I 10 200 79 279 3 3 9 1 50 250 
15 Mar)'~ville . . C.H. Richardson 3 10 3~ 4 I 30 6 36 3 2 6 I 67 
16~t.Holly.. .. C.J.Mack.. 13 I 35 3E-O 6 2 314 40 354 10 4 18 . 50 200 
17 Pmopolis.. M. P. Pyatt 16 7 77 17 5 
1 
10 301 72 473 9 3 26 82 108 
18 Ridgeville. J.B. Bowen. 20 4 28 2 10 410 58 468 9 2 6 30 125 
19 Ridgeville Circuit Joe Rodgers. . 40 35 10 3 l 82 35 117 2 2 6 20 50 
20St.Stephen ....... J.L.Summers 9 41 30 340 11 2 4 ... 6 300 67 357 5 3 18 . 141 
21 St. Stephen Circuit. F. Small. i8 24 15 168 10 3 2 138 30 168 6 2 6 24 30 10 10 80 
22 St. Thomas. . . . . . . . . A. A. Pinacle 16 5 125 290 7 3 7 l 274 45 320 8 3 42 125 
23 Summerville-Lincoln-
ville... . . . . . . Ernest Newman... 3\ . . 16 205 4 . . . l . . 190 15 210 2 2 15 . . 23 35 15 7 . . I 95 
24 Washingtor,-Ladson B. C . .M. Wilson... 10 . . 50 213 10 . . . . __ 4 :! __ 200 __ 15 215 5 2 Ii 80 6 50 __ 10 . . . 163 
Total. .. \ 3061 61 790 4,494 186 38 . 93 16 24 5,341 1,051 6,044 98 53 230 192 281 734 82 Ill 213 2,560 
,. °' ~ 1 ~ • \.- ~ ,.... t-- -,,· _;, , ' t .1 , ar ::--
I -t . ~- • I; ~ f ' ~ • 
1,,..-------------~.~--~ ,---- -,:¥-:~~-- .:-W-'W" ♦. . ~·-- . - --;r ,.,,z: !II, I -~_..----.,. 
• I • • ._,, I 4 ' "'~•,. f • 1 I 1 "t ·~ 
• I• ~ ~ I) ~ ~ 
. ---· 
.,.. 
TABLE NO. 1-STATISTICAL REPORT CHARLESTON DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE. CENTRAL 
JURISDICTION, OCTOBER 25, 1950 
CHURCH SCHOOLS 
ATTENDANCE GENERAL INFORMATION . 
Av'g.Attendance \ C 
Add't'I. Meetings ~z M 
;,-, 
"' ~:s 0 .8 "' c "' bC ~ 
I~ 
-0 ]<= -,::,·...;::; ·- C1.) CT.I "' "' CHARGE AND I NAME OF -0-"' M..C 0 ;~ "' .. s.;;..c ~;.> ·.: ~CHURCH PASTOR "'0, ~-g ~ ~::=: ., "'-~;> ::;;..c,__ "' ::;; M•- Oa,'-1;c ·5.c..!: ·s...i::: ::, "' g5e: ,,,-o..c - "' =5·- 0 ::,•- o~~ 0 0,0, 0 ~~~ 0..2 o.~i:o :t:..c - "' ..c "'0 "'0::, ..c ;,- "' <"'~ -~ ~as '-..c "' ~ ... ..c o;, Mo;, \"'~~ ~ "'"' w-o ...:l g:u ~~~ ii I 
·-::, 
"' 1;.~.g """'-"' 13 ~fi --..:-f -::; 1;·.;;o <~-~ ~:!2~ -,:, ..C "'M ~-a~ ::, -:::; - "'::, ~~~ t~-g ::, M ,C: Q.)i:::= :.c 0 -0 °' o..c ..c·- 0 ..c O 0 Z\ ;,- "'-< 0 >< < ::Euu ::;; 0 C, o~d:: <~-5 u::=:u <w- Ow 
W. S. C. S. 
00 "' .. ..- "' ::=: .. "' "' ZC) bC .. ~ o----= "' ~"' :.a- "'" b( -~~ "' ::,-0 ~ C ~ c3~ 15~ ~c ·.: < ·c:,; o5 ~c ..s f ]; 0 0. ';_t; -0 ::t w::i 
-o ~-E ·ce~ =' ·z 0 M 0.. ~ rfl.'.!! 0 ~o 0 M ~"" -;;;is ~ M ls .,; 15w <-..C .. ::,- ..cu ..c 9::g 8 C s 0"' s .. 
::, ? .. "' s i:S "'--"' = zc:: ::;:£ < ,-Cl ZE- z 




"'" o..<= -l'il - "' 0 c,"; C ..M 
2.~--g .. ::, ::i--;·~ "'-o "' :>:-;:,-Cl ;> M 
-0 "'-o 
::, 

















-"' i °: CD 
:§ ~ ~ 
·; ~ ~ 
~~~ 
~~c 
~ ..... f:; 
Q.> ,C: M 
--0 "' ::, 
.5 so 
1 Brook Green .............. L. N. Barton...... 60 ... · I 10 Yes S 25 3 21 S 9 31$ 
2 Centenary ................. J. W. Tay!or..... 45 . . .. 
1
.. Yes 25 1 30 100 I 
5,0001$ 8001$ 
50,000 15,000 .. 
$ 
3N.Charleston ............. J.D.Boone...... 26 64 .. 
1 
I Yes 1,1 I 20 68 2 
4 Wesley .................... E. C. Wright... i5. 155 . 4 Yes 100 I li5 I 
5 Old Bethel........ . T. B. Thomas.... 35 . 60 3 Yes 25 I 15 100 I 
6 Cooper River...... . S. B. Hamilton. 34 Yes 15 2 20 2 
7 Dickey Chapel. . . . . . .... Peter Keels 7 Yes I I 
8 Dorchester. . . . . . . James Waring i5 40 20 15 Yes 3 
9 Georgetown. . A. J. Hall . . . . . iO . Yes 30 I 
10 Greeleyville. . . . . . . . . . Wm. Con~·ers. 45 . 60 . . 5 Yes 15 2 50 . 2 
11 Harleyville........ . . J. A. Croker.... 60 30 20 10 38 . 5 Ye, 15 2 65 75 2 
12 Jedburg........... Paul Bonepart... 30 50 50. Yes 12 I Ii 150 2 
13John'slsland. . ...... G.C.Brown. 180 30. 246 Yes 62 4 64 90 4 
14 Lanes.............. . .... Frank Quick...... 200 25 30 30 Yes 100 3 50 25 8 3 
15 Marysville........... C.H. Richardson 55 4 Yes 12 2 12 3 3 
16 Mt. Holly ................. C. J. Mack... 75 Yes 50 3 25 25 4 
17 Pinopolie .................. M. P. Pyatt... 87 92 Yes 50 2 80 9 3 
18 Ridgeville ................. J. B. Bowen. . . . 68 . Yes 10 2 30 2 
19 Ridgeville Circuit ......... Joe Rodgers... 25 Yes 5 . . . 2 
20 St. Stephen. . ............ J. L. Summers. 90. 185 . 9 Yes 45 3 80 3 
21 St. Stephen Circuit ......... I. Small..... 60 50 25 10 36 75 10 Yes 45 2 5 2 
22St.Thomas............. A.A.Pinacle 80 .... ..... .. . 2 60 5 Yes 36 2 72 141 ... 3 































23 Summervil"'-Lincolnvilie ... Ernest Newman.. 67 ................... ·1 · ........ Yes I 25 2... 400 . . 2 
Total.... 1,648 199 125 65 950 135 57 Yes s 765 58 658$1.497 17 541-s-30-2-.-200-ls 43,8olm,oool-.. -.-.-.-. 
TABLE NO. I-STATISTICAL REPORT FLORENCE DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 
JURISDICTION, OCTOBER 25. 1950 
I CHURCH MEMBERSHIP CHURCH ECHOOL 
' Baptisms I ~1 / I I I I I CHURCH SCHOOL MEMBERSHIP 
:::;:~ ! p Children's Adult Div. 
"'-;::; ;'.:' 
0 
' I .:::: ~ Division 24 Yrs. 
~J: ~.£ · < __g 0-11 Yrs. C'Q and Over .:: 
CHARGE N ME - tr.l ...:=, I ,_ ~ I I I CO c.; ~ "'i A ~;:: C: t:.Coo...,..., !,a.,c......::; .,.::; co oo coc., t::--::n 00 ~ g-c 
AND OF :;~ 2 'so~ f.:: a.-°e -5 ~ ~ c:.., ~ ~ i ~-:: ~ c., ~ ~ -I - ..c~ 
CHURCH PASTOR .=,:.::;-=: "'1:iE;>s-;:;i!::;c,..0 00 e-o"'-:::: 00 ~ a E "§-;jg;.:: " "' "° e--, a5c 
~] V.2;: :E.z c...j~ S§ 8§~_;:: O og~-~ c., c... c.,~ it~..C: ~ a ~r-- .£ ~ ~ >.~ 
Cl),_, _ ;;.-.i:::i..:E' ... - o o._ >.ee >. o--£Et: ~ :E ::E- _i::;O --c O ~- -~ c:.., u ~Q. ~c ~~ .3£::g:;;;~ :;]~~~~ ~ ~i-ot ~ -; ~--g ~:;c~ ~ =CO-=-~.:: ~IXl w :g~ ~:a 
..., • oo c... ee ,. ,:;., ee c... c.,-- c...-- c., c..,._ c:;..c:: ~ µ;,..,:., ~ ce 3 a., ..., ,_ .>..... -u- Q ::C ,_ --- < > ::::, f.-15 3....-, ..c...::: .... oc: >.l:.o....-, c... >.e- > E > c... > > 8 ~....-, .:: c., -S 15 ce oo ._ ~ ~ ..c:: .,.!;.l:'. tr.lo -·-1'lJ,.!IN 
s ~t 5-;; ~~8.-~ ·t-;;·tg·t=: E Eg 8° 3 3~ 3-~ '3~ sO t ~8 ;g{;\ ~5 --as~~~~ ~a~ 
::i -cc :::::c t;:::, cc...,:., c.., ... c.,c... c...:::: c... c.,c., a.,~ o oee cu cc::::,,... cE :::,c.i ..c:::::, ca., ""Cc., ""CO oc:3 oQ:IC 
z ..:;""' -o:;>s ""'°" E-<~-< ~_::, ~:::: ~;;; ~ ~:::: ~"' E-< ;-...:J E-<-< E-<~ z o c z:::;: Ou ;>-<;>-, --,::::;: <o F--..:; E-<:::;:;:s 
lAsbury-Bethel ..... C.C.Barr 15 ·1 20 176 2 JI 2 9 157 11 168 4 2 121 40 401 18 110 101 
2 Bethesda.-St. Mary ... A. Mack.. 28 62 751 8 4 I , 2 18 657 80 737 5 2 38 . . . 150 155 140 4'83 483 
3 Elijah-St. Pau.l-K'ville. J. H. Blandon. 60 90 473 6 . 8 I 12 360 91 451 6 3 14 70 82 50 214 214 
5Florence.... P.R.Tiller. 3 18 72 853 46 JO 12 23 I 70 715 112 827 2 I 19 140 110 32 301 301 
6Friendship-Jeremiah R.C.Conner... 19 17 66 780 10 7 JO 40 712 35 747 6 2 30 75 125 132 362 362 
7JohnWesley... .......... 18 .. Ill 7 18 I I 3 7 4 17 17 
8 Kingstree..... S. V. Fowler... 6 , . 43 797 30 3 773 91 824 5 1 40 70 200 . . 72 382 382 
9 Lake City...... . . H. Frierson..... 20 8 30 350 20 7 333 30 363 I 2 20 75 90 40 225 225 
JO Lake City Circuit ... D.C.McClam. 16 ... 28 125 8 2 8 90 33 123 3 2 7 .. 28 17 17 69 69 
11 Latta............ C. J. James . . . . . . 20 9 30 243 9 4 4 2 5 210 35 245 4 2 30 68 62 36 196 196 
12 Marion.... . ....... T. R. Frierson... 19 6 29 373 16 I 9 I 11 268 101 369 I I 20 39 40 20 124 124 
13 Mars Bluff.... T. H. Fisher, Sr.. 3 6 6 301 15 8 9 221 78 299 3 2 28 58 62 98 246 246 
14 Mullins....... . ... Isaiah Boone.. 20 13 224 3 I 4 I 140 83 223 1 2 24 25 23 60 132 132 
15Salem-Wesley ...... J.B.Rouse 47 5 50 461 17 4 2 19 363 98 461 3 2 32 20 110 210 432 432 
16 Springville. . . . . . .. D. E. Thomas. . . . . 8 6 I 7 221 12 . . 3 212 18 230 2 3 27 75 75 4 7 224 224 
17 St. John-Cades. H.B. Rouse....... 30 . 30 345 8 18 5 250 80 330 3 3 15 80 81 21 197 197 
18 St. Luke ............ Robt. Emmanuel... 2 2 50 I 2 40 9 49 2 8 JO 15 17 50 50 
19 St. Pa•1l-St. Michael. I. V. Manning. . . 70 52 30 766 15 5 2 7 8 718 55 773 5 2 38 81 75 54 248 248 
20 Timmonsville... . . . A. W. Wright.. 23 II 31 623 12 2 I 5 2 7 574 50 642 2 2 40. 70 50 39 199 199 
21 Wilson C.-Mt. Seal T. W. Bowen.. 35 12 47 300 22 4 3 4 225 90 319 3 2 24 144 61 49 278 278 
-- -- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- --- --- --- -- -- --- -- -- -- ---- --- ---
Total..... 444 150 696 8,230 260 43 16 127 18 217 7,029 1,147 8,180 60 39 469 1,381 1,480 ..... 1,156 4,489 4,489 --------------
,. 
j • ► ' ~ '- ' - - I >--- i ,,.. t ., I , ' ' ~ -~ ,___.!t- ~----· ill" '- ~;, r . .. ... . .Ji I ~ __ _,_ "'( ~,,,. : '4 
I ' ' ... ' .. 1 I ,, ' '-I • ~ " .. • l I 'r I ~ 
TABLE NO. I-STATISTICAL REPORT FLORENCE DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 
JURISDICTION, OCTOBER 25, 1950 
CHURCH SCHOOLS W. S. C. S. 
-------------
ATTENDANCE I GENERAL INFORMATION I I 





. Av'g. Attendance I I " cl 
i _ Add't'l. Meetini<s \ I d.,z O ~- ~ 1 
I ~ l-------1 £= ~· ~ ~::EC~ r c..=:; ~ . 
~~ 11(~ ·~~ ~ 2 -~~~~ -2 ] ~~ ~~ 
~~ I~.~ °' c., ~~:':; '"cc> . ..- ~--o ~ -~ ._ -=~ 
- C I :::i·- C ~-- ,,.....C~ ~ Q.l c:., CG-,:.... O Q. -
~~ 1~ ~_g ~ ~ J~c i ~ ~ _g.~~ ~ ~ .e-.~ 1~ 
1:: 1f-:;..:S 1.~ := ~-ce :g~:; ~;; ~ -~ ~ JJCI ..S 
-< 0 - - c.;, - - c..,..c,... Q.) '-..c::: c,;, '- O ,,.. ._ ..C:: > ~ ._ 
~1 I I fi I ! -= ~ 111~~ llg iii~!~ it~ i~ -!~I]~ = ~ = '.":: :: ..;:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~..c :::.:=o c.,:;: -g __g C 2 ;~ c:.i ~ E g 
z -<:z: c ;,: ..: :::,:c:55 :::;:c:s,;; 23~::t .'.:::o-:::: oi:::o z:::S :::;:..::: -o:...:: 
1 Asbury-Bethel C. C. Barr ~ 150 2 Yes /S 50 21 35 S JO 
2 Bethesda-St. Mary. A. Mac,. . . 160 170 8 Yes I 00 2 J 25 20 
3 Elijah-St. Paul-R'vi!le.. J. H. Blandon 175 JOO 8 Yes 1 40 3 45 50 
4 Florence. . . . P. R. Tiller 201 30 445 23 Yes j 70 I 154 300 
5 Friendship-Jeremiah R. C. Gonner 225 356 IO Yes 500 2 70 200 
6 John Wesley 15 Yes 5 I 5 5 
7 Kmgstree.. S. V. Fowler. 190 19 125 30 Yes 40 I 105 211 
8 La,e City.. . . . . . . H. Frierson . 130 JO(J JO Yes 50 2 70 50 
9 Lake City Circuit D. C. McCla"1.. 45 6 Yes 2 18 10 
10 Latta.. C. J. fames . JOO 130 9 Yes 50 2 25 150 
11 Marion. . . T. R. Frierson . 70 65 16 Yes 25 I 45 250 
12MarsBlufI. T.H.Fisi,~r.S•. 131 6 Yes 25 2 40 35 
13 Mullins.. Isaiah Boone 74 80 3 Yes 20 2 26 14 
14 Salem-Wesley J.B. Rouse . 300 120 17 Yes 200 2 150 800 
15 Springville. . . . D. E. Thomas 157 6 Yes 150 3 30 40 
16 St.John-Cades H.B. Rouse . , !50 8 Yes 3 75 ,50 
17St.Luke...... . RobertEmmanuei I 35 I Yes 5 2 18 5 
19 Timmonsville A. W. Wright 147 72 12 Y~s 30 2 42 115 
"' t 
"' oZ ~ - "' "' a::I S: c:: 
]~ ~ 
·c< ce 
:fi C: t 

























18 St.Paul-St. Michael I. V. Manning I 130 45 190 15 Yes 50 2 132 75 
~
1
W __ il_aon_C_ha_pe_l-_S_t_._S_e_al ___ T. W. Bowen ____ 
1 
__ 1_3_5 ________ 1_2_5 ____ 2_2 _1_·_es ___ 3_0 __ 2 __ 3_7 __ 6_o, __ 
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TABLE NO. I-STATISTICAL REPORT GREENVILLE DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 
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~ § g;5I '° s C B-o ~ 
:3 
::.. 
~o ~ ;;; .-c., c., c., -1 0 
I Anderson.... . . C. C. Reynolds 11 24 245 
2 Belton-Bethlehem. I. S. Jordan 2 18 18 202 
3 Easley Chapel . . B. C. Rouse.. 1 6 300 









6 ~ I I 45 
6 I 







5 Greenwood..... M. D. McCollum 3 5 5 121 
6MinusChapel. W.M.Ferguson 2 7 148 
7 Mt. Carmel. ... J.B. Latta 
8 Ninety-Six .......... H. C. Risher. . . . . 20 7 125 
9 N. Greenville-St. Paul T. H. Robinso-J.. 13 JOO 
Io Pendleton S. W. Robinson. . 5 3 3 
IJPickens.... J.S.Norwood. 7 5 4 255 7 5 
12 Rock Mill...... . .. J.C. McTeer _. i 160 2 
13 Seneca ............... Efford Ha)·, ~s. 5 153 I 6 





15 St. Andrews-Mt. Zion. H. Q. Mims. 4 24 36 125 40 5 I 
16 Walhalla ..... W. M. Stokes 3 R 91 147 4 
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302 18 Williamston. __ J. W. Buddin.. 12 8 Iel 185 8 6 
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TABLE NO. 1-STATISTICAL REPORT GREENVILLE DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLINA CO:t\FERENCE, CENTRAL 
JURISDICTION, OCTOBER 25, 1950 
CHURCH SCHOOLS I W. S. C. S. I 
















"' '-"' >, bC "'"'< ~"C 
c., i:::= 






I - I 00 c::,Z .... - ~c., 
C ~ a:: ~ 
>, if. I 00 ::E .... -- a; C <;.., -,:.,: ._ ""a; C bl c;... Z~ t:1£: 
]~ ]~ t:-:; -~t~ i-o ~ ]~ ]:§ 
I 
~ I -:; I 
;3 I 5 () ~ 
~;;;.. ~ ~~ :E =·ec :S..D- o; t -~ 0 ~ ~ .. :: 
1, ~-==o e-.5 o...c~ ~~~ o c.- ~ g ~ ~-
C: ~__g ~~ __g~'o ~ ~; _g-~~ ~ E .e-.~ 
-~~~."§~ ~-z§..3§:Q~t~ ~c ~t 
~ 
1
5.z~ 5.z--a -E ~-~ =<-;.; ~::; ~ 25~ .3~ 
--; -5 ~ 5 :5 ~ 0 ~-c~ :;~:.a =-.:'i:: s:-= a~ 
,--:, c.., 0 ...C <l) o ""Z ...C ·- ~ 1,.., ct:l C ...C O C = :::l ,:.;, >,, 








1 Anderson._... . . ... C. C. Re;rnolds 58 
-45\ . 36 







180 '501 2 Belton-Bethlehem .. I. S. Joraan ... 
3 Easley Chapel.. B. C. Rouse. 
4 Greenville._. C.R. Brown. 
5 Greenwood. . . . . . . M. D. McCullom 
6 Minus Chai:,Ql. . W. M. Ferguson 
7 Mt. Carmel.. J.B. Lstta ... 
8 Ninety Six ... _ ... __ . . . . H. C. Risher . . . 42 
9 N. Greenville-St. Paul. T. H. Robinson. 50 
10 Pendleton. . ... S. W. Robinson . 35 
11 Pickens... . J. R. Norwood.. 50 
12 Roe, Mill. . J. C. McTeer. 25 
13 Seneca . . . . . . . . . . Efford Haynes. . 37 
14 Souto Greenville. . . . J S. Dial . . . 162 
15 St.Andrew-Mt. Zion H. Q. Mims. . . . 50 
16 Walhalla . _ .. -· _ . W. M. Stokes. 49 













6 19 12 
72 57 29 
20 20 IO 
15 JO 12 
30 30 40 
40 60 30 
15 Yes 290 
Yes 70 
70 6 Yes 75 
7 Yes 
83 I 3 Yes 41 
Yes 
30 3 
5 3 Yes 50 
7 7 Yes 286 
Yes 25 
25 Yes 103 
267 3 8 Yes 143 
JOO 100 30 Yes 50 
115 4 Yes 75 
15 . 50 
6 Yes 230 
40 85 
48 , 25 
110 
37 103 
l\ _ 12 
4 I 25 
2 
I 15[ 301 
3 46 189 
8 500 
, ?2 95 
21 100 
3 200 
18 Williamston. J. W. Buddin. 200 
Total ------ I ,1961 3501 3521 2371 6971 1241 951 . . lsI.5881 601 22ols1,792 
00 ., 
" "' :::;~ c:: 
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PROPERTY AND OTHER ASSETS 
-0 0. 
.l ~ ~--"- ·5 /...~ l: ::l O' 
"'"""' 5u ~-0 
'--~ 
.::.... .:::; ~;; ~"' ~"" 
C r£ Ct 0" :.; ~r; ::;~""'O O;:, ,:; :.a 
~~j 
::,~ ::, :, ,: if C -;·: -;--z :, C ~ ;> ~ >~---:- ~o .. 
]£~ ]~ -c-'-' C: ~~ .;;.;:-~ ~~= "'-" "' "'00 8 .... or s " - s~ ..J:J..;Q,) ~~ ·- ~-g ·..;;;::::, C: -- "' Q,) = :: ~-== '-' ~c ~£~ .,,, "':, t:ilU 8 ~;;; ..:: so 
I S 62,0001$ 7,000 s . $ ..... 4 43,000 3,000 
~ 25,000 5,000 1,500 
1 65,000 6,000 
2 10,000 4,000 
2 8,500 3,500 
I 3,000 
3 40,000 2,500 
3 i ,000 . ·····. 
3 1,800 2,500 28 
4 39,000 3,000. ....... 
2 10,000 200 
I 28,000 2,000 
3 53,000 1,200 3,258 
2 35,000 250 
3 9,000 1,800 ······ · .. ioo 
5 25,000 500 
3 15,000 2,000 600 50 
---------
44 $ 472,300 $ 81,200 S 1,388 S 5,158 
-~--:_::-~ .. _____ .-- -~-- ~- -
TABLE NO. 1-STATSTICAL REPORT ORANGEBURG DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLl1'A CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 







CHURCH MEMBERSHIP CHURCH SCHOOL 
' Baptisms I i I ~JI ! I I j I i CHURCH SCHOOL MEMBERSHIP 
I ; ' ..-,, ::: , , "' I I Adult Div. Children's 
I ;=~I t,: : •~ , ~ 24 Yrs. Divisi,,on 
1 '='..!; .S S I' < § and Over (J-11 ): rs. 
Z: [::-= E f2 ,._ 1,.., t I I r i'.'.;,- P CC I I- -i :!>.::::: (..., c.._:::: w ._ c..., ...,,.::: c.. ...:., _ ,__ er. oc. rn c.. c..- Tl ,._ ...J""'C 
- ~ ..!:: _=,.,..~ ~- ee O.c ...c v.; - ,_ en ,._ ._ ._ • ..c- - '.:::: I o:::, 
~~ :-= a'.= ..=.~-f t,...,._ ~ ~ ~ ...2: ~ .3 2: .3-E ~::: ""E u ..§; ;; -§"t; 
_,. ~ ...c c.. ~ 8..- i:...i c....- _, 0': ~-0 c.. ....a, cc ,._ 8 E E ~ c.i.::: ::i g; , c..., ...=: .::: ....;:: 1 xi..S 
~= G.5. ~-~ c.ii~ s~ seE-z O 81;::E-~ c.., c.. c...,c o:.....::...c •E- I,= ;; .s = :~ »--
~ i~ ~~ il~:;~ ~]fi~i ~- .;-~~~ ~ ~"' ~~ ]{~~ ] ~::';_I~~::~- :g°' tig: 
!.;I I ! ~~ ...c _; ~ C;lL ~z z f;: 0.. ~-a ~-c: ~ ~-s ~-::; ~ .. I~;;.- ..... ~ ~'""'O ..8 tt:i E Cx f:r- ...c:::..- :I? X c.aO ~-:: 7.ljs i..i 
] I~ t ;~ ;-~ ~ ~-~ -f~ -~ ~ -~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ] ]-~ ~-~ ]] ;~ ~ t] ]; g~ ~] ~; ]~ ~ ~] 
z I I..::~! -,:;,.. c...c:; E-~< ~15 ~:::i ~;; ~ ~:::i ~;; ,- [ E-..5 E-< E-'='. z::; 8 z;:;; ou ;,..~ ...:::E <::.J E-..:: E-::;::.:: 
1 Branchville. B. W. McTeer . 1 ! 21 31 248 9 . 7 1 i ] 227 22 2491 , 4 12 15 401 I 30 971 97 
2Columbia. T.H.Fisher,Jr. , 21_ 41 5 188 5 2' 151 2 ' 183 25 208 : 1 12 5 20 45 5 25 112 ... 
3Denmark... . .. S.C.Bryant 8
1
, · 281 , 2 6 I 223 53 I 1
1
- 3 18 40 40 , 60 158 158 
4 Edisto Fork . S. A. Funches 40 I 40 460 35 . , 15 ' 400 95 4951 2 4 20 100 
5 Jamison.... F. Marcus 24, 401 27 474 50 3 61 6 81 599 87 680 : 3 12 56 60 51 34 
6 Macedonia. J. W. Williams 371 16:, 25 380 27 22 1, 5 3ii 27 404 I 4 57 49 69 75 25 29 180 
7 Midway.. . ....... Leroy Steward. 20 ~' 25 165 7 3 I 125 40 167 2 16 15 15 25 71 
8 North....... . . . . R. G. Lawrence. 30 ~ 38 350 24 11 8 260 125 385 3 38 42 38 24 28 20 190 
9OrangeburgStation. I.D.Newman. 12 4 32 8 41 10 3 2 382 Ill 443 4 1 17 81 37 32 15i JO Orangeburg Circuit W. N. Fridie. , 15 10 85 394 10 I 10 2 362 34 456 6 4 26 25 50 60 50 211 
11 Pineville-Bowman. Joseph Mitchell. I 231 20 43 625 74 4j l !6 5i5 124 699 I 4 25 20 125 90 50 290 
12 RePvesville R. H. Cunningham 6 10 20 309 I 2 2 325 8 3 13 .. 
13 Rowesville.. F. C. G. Dubose. 18 422 96 4I 13 3 392 110 502 3 4 19 178 32 38 277 
14 Springfield. J W. Matthews I 10 15 30 275 25 2 8 3 2 350 39\ 389 J 2 8 15 25 48 
15Swansea. M.J.Porter. 2 8 2 10[ , 10 I 2 3 ... 











r >< , ~ .. I j ..- ,:_ . ,, ,-' ) ' ,.. 1 f . • ' I . JI----- .....---v ---..- i• smnf J sad' ... ""' .- .• _,a 4 _, r -:.-~ l ' t, I l • I ~ \ ... ' ,,. i" ~ ~ ~ • 1 .,,, I t. t◄ }-... • ~ 
TABLE NO. 1-STATSTICAL REPORT ORANGEBURG DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLI~A CO~FERENCE, CENTRAL 








3 Denmark ...... . 
4 Edisto Fork .. 
5 Jamison. 
6 Macedonia . 
7 Midway. 
8 North ... _ .... ___ . 
9 Orangeburg Station 
10 Orangeburg Circuit 
11 Pineville-Bowman. 
12 Reevesville. 
13 Rowesville . 
j CHURCH SCHOOLS 1 w. s. c. S. 
I ATTENDANCE I GENERAL IJ',;FORMATION : I 
NAME OF 
PASTOR 
I Avg.Attendar,ce cl I ~-Add' t'l. Meetings o'.. Z ;, a: ;;.'. I I --;; ________ ! ;::: >, ,;r;, ..!!a::E"-...;:: oc"c....::; .-
·1 ~ ~ 1 -=:-~ -=:1 i ~ -~ c., ~ ~ ~ ~-~ _e 
c..< 1 1.:::~ ;::::c.., s-- .;:;-5;;:· ..... ....::; g;u --=.:: ~::::= I ce ~ tt:i c.., c.,~..::: tt:i >, ~--0 c __ ,_ :=_.:; I 
O-= ~"' ., '-' 
I 
t ~ 
;;:< I a:i> ~::: ~ ---~ :E; _,.::: t c.'.'. o o·5 ..... --s::::: l~.:::..!?3 ·o.o _ __g ~ -e~:::: ce;::: ·o a:i~ ..S:.:: 2 
- C , .-.•- 0 =i·- C.---,~ ;:::: <:..> c:.., Cc.., Q./ 0 0. __. --0 
~__g :o: ~__g ~ ~- __g~o ~ ~ ~ _g.~~ ~ 5 .s.~ ·ce~ 
~ ::75 -= ] ~ ~ _; ~ £ ~ § .3 §:O ~ ~ ~ : C 1 f: '::: __ c 
tie>. c.. :::::::-..c -0...,...~ ..C bG";; ::C...i(...,... ,..:::::.r.f.., Q./ ~ ~ 4--~ ;:::~ 
~~ --c ::: ~ .15 ~ t: __g-~ g t.:: ~ <-o·!: t::::S:~ e:S S ~ ~a: 
$; ~ S ~ "":: §~ ~ §~ ~-~2 t <;;, -g ~ C § =i·3 ~ ~ § 5 
<m u :- -< ::::::cc ::::::cw o..::;c... -,::::,-:; o::::=o z:::: ::::::~ -..:...-: 
_ B. W. McTeer. _ 80 I i . 981 1 4 1 
. T. H. Fisher, Jr. 100 601 '1 I JOO j 2 
R. C. Bryant 90 35 35· 20· 
Yes ] $ 
Yes I 
Yes 1 
. S. A. Funches 90 - j ' _ I 
F. Marcus . . . . \ 501 i ,0 I . J. W. Williams 165 89 45 39 1401 49 27I Yes 
Leroy 8teward 65 30 25 15 I 25 ' \ 
. R. G. Lawrence 85 28 24 3311 97 24 Yes 
LO.Newman. 120 23 1 64 I 180 4S 8 
.,W.N.Fridie 150 35 40 45 65 5 10 Yes 
Joseph Mitchell. 225 JOO 70 35 175 42 12 Yes 
. ,R.H. Cunningham. Yes 







































\PROPERTY AND OTHER ASSETS 
I I I 
., I I ~ 1 t~ "' -~ -:=~ ,.,~~ 
11~~ I-~ = = ;; 
~ I 2 ~ ~ "' -~ ::-w 




















































:§ ~ ~ 
·5 ~ 8. 
.x:l O" 
C fti: ~ce~ 
..._;. -1:., 
~~t: 















I 4 10 I I 
-------
J. W Matthew~ 20 10 151 40 10 5 Yes 
M. J. Porter. 8 3 Yes 
_, --------1 --- -- -- -- --- --- --
Total , 1,383 463 418 312 1,226 207 183 Yes 
14 Springfield. 
15 Swansea .... 
; S 656 89 
80 ~~ 51' t1· 
729 $2, 19i 84 37 S 
5.000 800 _ _ _ I 75 
52::: $ 33,800 '2:~ ,-~:~~~ 
TABLE NO. I-STATISTICAL REPORT SPARTANBURG DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 











I Blacksburg C. W. James 
2 Chesnee. . . . . . . . S. Jackson 
3 Harmony-Bethel G. S. McCleary. 
4 Clover.. . N. W. Greene 
5 Cowpens...... Z. G. Taylor .... 
6 Gaffney. . . . S. P. Montgomery 
7 Greer.. . . J. L. Pendarvis 
8 Jefferson.. G. B. Tillman 
9 Landrum. . T. C. Cleveland 
10 McBee. . . Esau Anderson 
1 Longtown. V. J. Ros,, .. 
12 Pacolet... G. S. Gale 
13 Pageland. . . . . T. J. K Curry 
14 Rock Hill... C. C. Clark 
15 St. James... T. R. Robenson. 
16 St. Mark. . . . F. L. Lawton. 
17 Spartanburg. . . . . ... G. A. Thomas 
18 Spartanburg Circuit.. J.C. Gibbs. 
19 Sana Chapel.... . . . . Walter Shelton 
20 Welford..... W. E. Connor. 
21 Wil.kinsville J. H. Black 
22 York........ . . G. S. Sawyer. 
Baptisms ' Ii s~ I I I 
--1 c.-·;; I . 
I 
I 
:E;: ~ I I Childr.en's Adult_Div. 
''c: >. c ·- f , ..'5 D1v1s1on 24 lrs. 
I ~1: ~-~ 1 ~ j j 0- 11 Yrs. and Over = E~ : :: ~ ~ ~ 1· 2 I ' E- _c.- I ~ - -g 
~· i:= i:: I ~...c ::c J... c:... ~,.!= c.., ,..2 - ._ oc I ~ er,,:;., c:... - :r::. t I 05 
:;~ == ~Glf.:: ti::~ ~ ~ t i~ ~ ~ ~-:: ~:~ ~ ~ , I - _go 
~ ~ 5 !/I ~] ~~ i "t~ ~ ~ i~ ~ 5 ~ ?= ~ 1 1 1 ~ r~ ~ 1 i 1 2: ~ .S i ~ ~~ 
~:: ii~ ~~~j:; .E.;l-5-2:§ E' =zE~ ~ :: ~:; ~:'~., -g ~ ~ ·l:~ a 1l :;~ ~:a'~ 
c.... c ..:< .:-;::c ""5--= = _ ~-::, ~ -c ~ --= -o ~ -o ~ -::: -=:; ~ -; c ~a:: --- be c:e - E _ o c.- c ~ ~ ~ QJ ; ~~ 
.:;21=..: :::""""z: ~o.~·8 ~·c: ~~-a~-=~ ""..:: "": ...:s-ss:;~:::: ;::" :::.-:: _>- :,:: 15 -;;;2~.:: a::i~.., ~ ~ ~JI ~H ~ ~f ]t ]1 ]~ j ~1 ~~ ~ i] 1 i~ /i! ]~ ~ I ~E ~; ]~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~~ 
- i::... <: .- - '-' f- ::r! <: - -::: - - - "' - ::z:: _ ::r: "' f- I f- ' f--< f- - Z "I - I Z :E ~ ~ .,.... - -< :E <: Q f- - E-< :::E ._ 
61 i 31 !Ois 3, I 1 I 95 16 1 IO I 2 ~- I 15 30' 21 28 82 ... . 
4 81' 10 130 4 1 I 8.5 i0 155 3 l ~ 3 12 23 30 30 88 ... . 
46. 10 229 64 1 f, 357 40 397 j 2 12 35 i5 28 150 ... . 10
1 I 
10
/ 319 ](i II 4 I' I 295 30 325 31 3 2i 55 60 38 180 .... , 
5 . . • 5 135 5 120 l i l 3 i 1 [ l 8 12 l i 15 52 .... . 
G 101 20 150, 4 I~ f, 139 2i 160 l 8 4 33 30 12 87 .. . 
3 101 In 1361 13 3 85 48 136 1 15 40 16 10 10 100 
51 4, 3 4~PI 25 4 40~ 100 5Q?, 2 4 25 I 65 110 i5 275 .... . 
2 j 161 3 5, 18 ,b 2 2 10 6 21 12 49 .... . 31 121 5 122 12 130 7 137 3 20 . 20 35 12 87 ... . 
6 4 301 2 50 30 80 2 6 l 0 15 8 39 .... . 
8 I 3 106 6 3 89 109 l 12 34 20 15 81 .... . 
21 I 5 38R 10 20 3 3i5 20 395 2 2 15 . . . 20 27 25 82 .... . 
8 I 8 I 7 5 5 2 188 l i 205 2 18 15 50 25 25 103 .... . 
12 16 2 308 16 l 260 64 324 2 26 . . 55 5 l 40 166 ..... . 
4 l01 8 46~ 20 6 422 61 483 2 25 50 105 80 265 .... . 
41 12 300 16 (j 260 50 31(' 1 15 15 12 50 . . . . 20 150 .... . 
2 166 4 l 2 I 13 58 1 i l 2 15 5 32 6 65 .. . 
2 15 2 : l 7 17 1 3 IO 5 . . . 5 18 .... . 
4 4 8 130 4 I 2 95 40 135 2 s 4 21 16 55 ... . 
CHURCH MEMBERSHIP I CHURCH SCHOOL 
Total .. 
4 148 . . 138 10 148 . 2 12 30 25 . . . 10 79 
2 2 46 15 I 2 . 23 61 59 ·1 ·' I 6 30 10 '... 5 25 
I 136 78 134 4,524 243 ... I 33 59 . . . 3,816 729 4,545 10 42 317 47 608 766 516 2,275 
r ct ' ,,. ,,. .. J r .;: ~ "i ,. " !' J,, 7 ' ~ _,,. >. ,-v~.J p > •·-- ,.. <is ,.. a I p "'<. t-2 ·---I 1 I ~- , .. .. i z~ 1 f l l I 1 • I L -, ' "' ► .... 
TABLE NO. I-STATISTICAL REPORT SPARTANBURG DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 
JURISDICTION, OCTOBER 25, 1950 
] 





1 Blacksburg.... C. W. James. 
2 Chesnee. . . . . . . . S. Jackson. . . 
3 Harmony-Bethel. G. S. McCleary. 
4 Clover. N. W. Greene. 
5 Cowpens. . ...... Z. G. Taylor . 
6 Gaffney. . .. S. P. Montgomery 
7 Greer...... . .. J. L. Pendarvis. 
8 Jefferson.... . .. G. E. Tillman .... 
9 Landrum... . ... T. C. Cleveland. 
10 McBee. . . .. Esau Anderson 
11 Longtown.. . .... V. J. Rosa .. 
12 Pacolet.. G. S. Gale .... 
13 Pageland. . . . . T. J.E. Curry. 
14 Rock Hill..... C. C. Clark ..... . 
15 St. James..... T. R. Robinson .. 
16 St. Mark. . . . F. L. Lawton. 
17 Spartanburg. . . . . . G. A. Thomas. 
18 Spartanburg Ct. . . J.C. Gibbs 
19 Sima Chapel . . .... Walter Shelton. 
20 Welford.... . .... W. E. Connor. 
21 Wilkinsville.. . .... J. H. Black .... 
22 York...... . .... G. S. Sawyer . 
Total .. 
CHURCH SCHOOLS W. S. C. S. PROPERTY & OTHER ASSETS 
ATTENDA:S-CE GENERAL INFORMATION 
-----------i---------------------
1 
Av'g. Attendance I I c 
Add't'l. Meetings j , . C:. Z 1: ~ b 
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S 3,000 $1,500\S 
3 5,000 2,000 
2 5,250 3,000 
31 25,000 2,700 
l 9,000 3,00{) 
l 25,000 3,000 
l 40,000 8,000 




3 9,000 2,0001 ... 
2 5,000 1,500 .. 
2 12,000 4,000 . 
3 32,000 4,000 




2 5,000 1,500. 
l 5,000 .. 
2 16,000 1,000 
1 3,000 .. 
2 6,000 2,000,. 
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TABLE NO. I-STATISTICAL REPORT SUMTER DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 




CHVRCH MEMBERSHIP I CHURCH SCHOOL 
1 a-= I 1 
1 
1 cHuRcH scHooL MEMBERSHIP .,.,.'° . I I · 























S. R. Porter 
B. J. Brock 
W.R. Gregg 
J. W. Devoer. 
S. A. Gadsden. 
Miller Brown 
V. S. Carter . 


















' --:: >. c 1 .:: , ..el I Divisior. 24 Yrs '. 
~ t .£ § I ~ [ ' 5 0--11 Yrs. and Over 
~~ ~-~ ,_ ,_ . t < f:- ~ ,;r. I ---,-
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s: 46j 400 16/ 3 I 71 I 200 I kl 281 I! 2 !RI I 30 501 . . ! 541 134 
151 79 1 13 6 21 I 72 20 92 11 2 23 191 19 6 
20 · 10 10 20 I 1 2 I , 
' 30 330 5 6 4' ti ! 328 18 346 l l 3 1 30 30 85 : 15 I 9 l 
201 10 61~ 29 I I 8 3 I 300 3i9 609 2, 2 8 15 20 JO 401 30 123 
22 18 563 12 R 9 1 q 450 137 71· 2 14 35 52 . 96 
5 487 16 3 , 39~ 89 4~7 l 3 2~ I 45 54 ' 161 
61 67 741'1 36 18 7 18 '1 466 277 743 I I 7 16 15 40 I 82 





»-;;: cl!S __ __ 
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12 Rock Hill 
13 Rock Spring 
14 Shiloh .... 
R. B. King 




36 45 657 45 2 14 l 588 129 7161 I 31 ]~ R 15 30 '1 31 140 
391 15 28 4 3 JOO 150 250 l ! 7 20 15 65 
22 192 JO 3 152 45 197 , 2 6 10 50 30 30 40 166 166 
21' 1 77 1 67 9 76 2 10 25 15 I 12 53 63 
15 St. James-St. Mark 
16 St. Matthew. 
H.B. Brown 
L. C. Gregg 
G. H. Bowen 
35 20 575 25 4 6 519 56 575 3 2 20 65 128 25 238 238 
12 20 I 12 396 20 2 3 2 394 60 4 12 I 2 19 22 50 54 14 JO 169 
17 St. Philip 
18 Sumter. 
. ,J. S. Durant 
C. F. Ferguson 
E. J. Coe.per 
Wylie 
Ii I 12 444 2 I 1 3 227 218 445 2 2 12 24 18 200 . 
I 3 3 33 3 1 3 I 8 19 37 1 5 5 40 40 
JO 61 16 698 31 I J 5 2 586 155 741 3 1 20 15 iO 62 50 42 259 259 
19 Wateree 
20 Zion. 
6 ~i 3 4 4 . 146 100 246 2 I 4 11 16 . . JOO 20 24 24 . . I 24 6 . . 12 21 33 1 3 . . . . . I . . . 6 -1---------1-------
Total 270 189 485 6.741 3Hl SJ 11 8b 20 9 5,171 1.913 6.751 30 341 248 182 466 705 271 342 2.320 1,947 
V , r ,.- • J .J. ~ : , .,. ~ ' - _,. \ - ~ 1 f I • --~-~-.,_ "'-C..j# ., r- ' 'j .... ✓ .. .. I - """' '-' I 1 ' ' 1 j ' I ;,, I " t ' ' I & L 
TABLE NO. I-STATISTICAL REPORT SUMTER DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 










ATTENDANCE GENERAL INFORMATION 
I 
Av' g. Attendance I - "' 
Add't'l. Meetings I .'.. Z ~ - --;;: ~ 
~[ , § __;· iE 1::EC'-; r 0 ~ t:it 
~! · ,]:~ ]! i~-= ~t~ 1-01 l~ 1~ 
~:=:: ~., oc ~-- ~ 5·ce ::g..cc- :::: ~ ~ .. :: -_ ~~=;: 
!! l~l l! ]~~ i1~ I~~~ i 1~ 
~ I I :: ::l = i _"§ ~ ~ -; ~ ~ 'Z g ~ g:o ~ t ~ : :: E t js t:.c>. ,__.. ,... ~.=,..::::X~~...c:::t:it·i:--<~...=X,;~ $:-;: - ;k.X 
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~;:::: t 
-" JO... :,:;:; 
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lits\15 " " =~ ;
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I Antioch-Shepherd . . H.J. Kir,.... I 1501 , 18 Yes JS 75 2 BOIS 1801 61 2 S 6,0001$ 
2 Blaney . . . . . S. R. Porter 32 ' , [ 15 Yes 51 2 900 4 2 4,000 
3 Borden . B. J. Brock . 5 I JO I · 1,000 
4 Camden... . . W.R. Gregg 75 25 15 8 98 25 2 Yes 30 I 95 SOO 50 1 43,000 
5 Camden Circuit J. W. Devore. 75 30 50 20[ 150 . JO Yes 5ll 2 60 310 9 2 8,000 
6Lamar. .. S.A.Gadsden. 120 60 24 20 105 · 8 Yes 40 2 S5 250 25 2 24,000 
7 Lynchburp:... MillerBrov.n.. 100 120 3 Yes 25 3 75 9 3 5,000 
8 Mechanicsville V. S. Carter.. . . 40 45 30 25 100 8 Yes JV 1 50 8 1 3,750 
9 Macedonia-St. Paul J. W. Williams, Jr. 43 35 31 24 Yes 36 2 85 82 7 I 2 4,500 
10 Mayesville. R. B. King . . . 76 40 20 30 200 12 Yes 40 3 35 35 g; 3 15,000 
IIMt.Zion.. K.D.Hough... 35 10 15 17 65 IO Yes 15 I 20 50 ' 1 4,500 
12RockHill... Wm.Moses. 100 30 25 45 75 Yes 15 1 30 75 2 2 3,000 
13 Rock Spring R. Davis. . . 40 JO J Yes 2 25 2 2 3,500 
14 Shiloh.... . . . . . . . . H.B. Brown 220 100 63 55 25 Yes 2 213 6 2 10,000 
15St.James-St.Mark. L.C.Grep:g 97 50 24 7 120 9 Yes 60 2 16 ·;5 39 2 14,000 
16St.Matthews.. . G.H.Bov.en.. Yes I 2 4,900 
17 St. Philip. . J. 8. Durant. 24 18 JO 40 40 Yes 20 1 I 2,000 
18 Sumter. . C. F. Ferguson 1 JO 35 70 60 104 H\ Yes 100 I 11 150 800 40 I 50,000 
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570 
20 Zion. Wylie 5 Yes I I 1 1,000 
- ---Total I~~ 435 379 1,402~~---$ 547127 656$3,440 22734$ 214,150ls22,7501-s--lS 
:=::c:,~c_:..;;.·'7"'~~:.--.~.,;£•· 
► A _$2)~0 # jij¾,§' .,#EU◄..;,.4C+ 400 _,_~..,..,.,...,=nwii!i .l .. ~~•t_~J;~.&;,.~·1-:'-"r.r"~fl:~•~~~--..___,_ • .....,..... .• ___ _ - .. ----~~-"' 
RECAPITULATION TABLE :NO. I-STATISTICAL REPORT, SOUTH CAROLNA CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 
JURISDICTION, OCTOBER 25, 1950 
I CHURCH MEMBERSHIP 
I 
CHURCH SCHOOL 
Baptisms \ I ~ 1 I I I 
I 
CHURCH SCHOOL MEMBERSHIP 
I :::S"'-< i I '-' 
Children's Adult Div. 
I.,..-- >, ~ I .:: .2' Division 24 Yrs. 
~l ~.2 f 




~ ~o t ~ ~ e"'2 "' 00 "'"' .,- oc, ~ N o-o DISTRICT SUPT. "' .3 "' z ► ..c- ..c "' 0 :, --o;..;:. ~ §~ a~--E i:t~ "' ;; ..Cl"..= ""' " C, I ;:. ~] ~~ .c f.:: ;; ~"' ~ E E '-' "' § '-' J, u~ :E.~i~~ s~ E,; E- z: :::i ~-! E- "' "' "' "'"' ,.t-..'l .c ~ "' -0 :::s..:: j ~r:: ~ »-~0 fitl ~ 
>.·;5 :::s :::s :: " u -~ "" - "'Cl. ~~ fl'.§~] ~1 ..::, ~ =: =--S o,·- c~ ~= ·;;: E .. -0 -o·-ci: c -::: C -0"' :5 ~~ ;; - ~ cS 0 ~ ~ -o- ,,..c ~ ~-s '-'..C ~-1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ,.,~ ~8 ::i:: ~ ';O <"' :, f,-.. ~~ ::;,..c ~~=t:c... ► -=- ► a > c... > ~c "" ..'l-0 '-'"' "' •-1, -.~ ~l,~ ..c -" -"'..c ..c"' '..c _.,·t g ·t:: E 0 0 -;;; "- ~ s :E~ .;, E ~N e " - C)~ ~ !; 8.-~ -~~ ~;;; I~~ "'- Eu ~ ~ ""5_: "':, .5 e ., "'"' E " §-= 0~ tE :, "' O] :, -~ :::=cl t':::i oc.,c-...., ,:....~ c..., c... c...:::: c.., ~o c :i 2: :ii :.c~ 0 '-' ~i -oc ~i;~ ""' z _p... -<;;.,.-., o...c:; E-q:::::..::: C::::~ c:::o ~;; i::::: D:::; E- i b..S E-< E-'::'., Cl WO >->-- <U E-<-
1 Beaufort. P.A. Washington 94 138 239 3,753 121 I 10 63 77 g 19 2,843 1,221 4,064 731 48 203 341 312 357 195 163 598 7il 2 Bennettsville .. J. F. Pearson. 210 186 337 5,802 230 86 36 100 6 42 5,034 1,224 6,258 22 38 260 179 484 717 223 373 1,783 1,664 
3 Ber,ley ..... R. W. President 93 53 123 1,577 140 26 23 15 13 i 1,288 375 1,663 2:l 13 101 124 213 248 135 195 864 906 
4 Charleston. .. F. H. Grant 306 61 790 4,494 186 3f, 16 93 16 24 5,341 1,051 6,392 98 53 230 192 281 754 82 111 213 2,560 
5 Florence. J. W. Curry. 444 150 696 8,230 260 43 16 127 18 17 7,029 1,147 8,176 60 39 469 1,781 1,480 82 1,156 4,489 4,489 
6 Greenville ... ... R. E. Bethea. 62 140 219 2,875 149 22 30 54 11 51 2,894 982 3,876 15 38 256 73 376 459 41 528 1,575 1,604 
7 Orangeburg. M. J. Porter 246 139 375 4,576 372 45 26 101 11 85 4,455 888 5,343 21 43 295 212 438 619 225 380 1,924 1,461 
8 Spartanburg .... P. E. Mingo 136 78 292 4,524 243 33 22 59 20 85 3,816 729 4,545 10 42 317 47 608 766 516 2,275 1,272 3,427 
9 Sumter .. W. J. Gupple. 270 189 485 6,741 316 51 11 86 20 89 5,585 1,913 7,498 30 34 348 182 466 705 271 342 2,320 2,662 
-- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- --- --- ------- --------------- ---
Total. 1,715 1,272 3,617 44,777 1,937 330 155 921 161 420 36,462 9,131 46,863 378 375 2,442 1,882 4,216 7,303 1,503 4,780 18,567 21,903 
Total Last Year .... 2,166 1,322 3,005 55,000 ?, 189 228 840 465 37,841 10,207 47,409 1,507 373 2,625 1,350 6,379 5,400 5,599 1,614 21,4(;6 21,466 
Increase ... 612 330 81 161 2 532 1,903 . 3,166 447 
Decrease .. .. . 451 50 10,303 252 i3 . ·• 45 1.379 176 546 1,129 183 2,163 4,096 . . 2,899 . ·••- . 
..... _________ .... _____ -=------~------::---
RECAPITULATION TABLE NO. I-STATISTICAL REPORT, SOUTH CAROLNA CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 
JURISDICTION, OCTOBER 25, 1950 
I CHURCH SCHOOLS \ W. s. C. s. I PROPERTY AND OTHER ASSETS 
~TENDANCE GENERAL INFORMATION I 
Av'g.Attendance j I _ "' 00 -o b. 
Add't 'l. Meetings I l Z ~ 00 ~ t ~ ... ·;5 
.., • § ~ ~ ~::EC~ ~ C~ ~ -- .!: £ 6. '~ ]~ o-
"' I I -- ~ 15 i::: -- c.., ai c - z.... .:: -- d5 «i--0 __. -) ~"'O 
C.., I -s~ ""S:!~ EC t-!;C.., ·;:: c:: ";_;t:3 :.,::::.- ~~ ~ -.,,_ p.,._;::: 0._ ,:o°"i::: 
DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT ~ I ;; ;;; ;;;,;: "'~-5 -;. ,,.,;,- ~-=1 -~ h _§::g ~ ~ ~ 0~ 0 ~ 0 ~ ~ "'-°' ~> _:!a;..- :;: ~-- ~..=,- - ::: c.., ~ C c..·5 :-e--o <:..I c... bC c... ,_ i.i:.0 ...... :e 
1c ·e-.::1 ·e-.~ =~~ i:::1:~ ~~~·gt ~v 2 ~~ f ~~] ~-~ ~~ ~ ~ 
~~ C:S] 0:~ _E~O i ~ 5 __g-~~ ~ 5 .e-.~ -~~ -g.j cl:: >:-::~ > ~ >,!:--:- ~ § 
<~~ C ~ ~w -;; ~ :IS-!;§ ~ ~5 ~ ~;:? c,!; ~;:: c.... C W.!: C ~~-g ~~ ~';:.;$ § 51 
] ~~~\ t ...c !; ~-~""§ i-~~ --g ~-i ~~~ ~~ ~ i~ i~ ~~ j.E ] ~~ °'- ~ i ~t:: ...;P-._ 
e E"'O::: -- := ~ ~ 5 :S ~ 0 ;;·a~<~~ 5~~ 8:-=! E; gt E~ E _§ ;;~ _§ ~ _§ ~;"2 ~= 
:::, §;: C - ...C:: C '"O c.., O ...C:: c.., O ...C ...C:: ·- O ~ lT.I C ...C '-' C :::, :::l c.., >. S O ::, ...C:: ::, -;:; ...C C1..> -;:; C °;! O O ""C :') 
z <cii:'.:: c.;; ;,- < :::Suu :::Sua5 u~P:: <P:S uS:u zo :::S~ <--"l ZE-< z ""u E ""~ ""p:;~I-= 6 
l Beaufort..... . ...... P.A. Wasb.ing-ton 6231 128 155 190 190 4001 98 Yes $1,832 32 405 $2,093 85 48 $ 225,600$ 54,600$ 1,900 $13.~ 
2Bennettsville.... .J.F.Pearson. 1,489 559 557 473 b7'.i 355 200 Yes 461 33 330 3,806 221 32 126,050 62,675 4,500 ..... 
3 Berkley.......... R. W. President 593 376 221 248 275 262 81 Yes 202 28 7 3,887 11 14 269,000.. 274,000 
4 Charleston...... .. .. F. H. Grant.. 1,648 199 125 65 950 135 57 Yes 765 58 658 7.497 17 54 302,200 43,800 12,000 ... 
5Florence...... J.W.Curry. 2,620 19 75 152,228 212 Yes 1,440 391,247 2,450 39 268,700 38,100 3,500 
6 Greenville . . R. E. Bethea 1,196 350 352 237 · 697 124 95 Yes 1,588 60 220 1,792 89 44 472.300 81,200 1,388 5, 7 
7 Orangeburg. M. J. Porter 1,383 163 418 312 1,226 207 183 Yes 656 98 729 2,197 73 24 523,500 33,800 2,200 6,2 
8Spartanburg.... .. .. P.E.Mingo. 1,126 163 352 312 1,105 Yes 1,195 58 720 9,360 48 42 460,250 66,250 6,70(' 22,3 
9Sumter.. W.J.Gupple 1,213 396 435 379 1,402 25 188 Yes 547 72 656 3,440 227 34 214,150 22,750 .. 
- --· --- --- --- -- --- --- --- --- --- -- -- --- --- -- -----
Total. ll,6702,4332,7061,85818,562 2,014 1,190 Yes $8,264 3514,29318,3531,273 359$1,929,415$352,257$57,147$41,9 
Tota!LastYear 12,8542,1613,9742,161 6,720 3,281 898 Yes 12,955 3677,07520,3451,lll 371 2,169,777 538,900 34,800 25;1 
Increase . . 228... . . j 1,792 282 164 22,347 16,8 








TABLE NO. 2-S'!'ATISTICAL REPi'ORT BEAUFORT DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 
JURISDICTION, OCTOBER 25, 1950 
I EXPENDITURES FOR MINISTERIAL SUPPORT Connectional 
I 
LOCAL CHURCH ----------------,---------,----------,------ Fund 
----------. -- Pastor and I District Episcopal Conference Minimum 
I : [ Associate Pastors Supt's. Fund Fund Clmt's'. Fund Salary Fund 
., I I I I -~ 
~ I 3~-:.~ :'- ~ 1 I ·1 1 i:: ; 
CHARGEAND NAMEOF ~ 1-~-.:_1~ s~_go -~ ;;;-;;; I II -~ a "' 
CHURCH PASTOR ...: '- e- t~ ~ :i]:i ~ ~~ -~ ~ t; , ~ ·9 0 
fj li 1~I lJ I lit = ] ~l ~ ] ] 1 = 1 ~ II 
j g-g cl::.~ er. 5 ~i 2-~ I ~.-;;-~ '- ~ ' ~-~ ·- ."2 ·t : ~ ~ C"_)·a 
I 
C....~ .::: 7:. ~ ~ C C ~ , <r. J..,,::: ;:E ;;:; ·;; a., C C C C < -~ 0 ~ 
~ 1;; 1~ 11 e--g ~~__;I ~:gro ·ce 1 [ ~ ~ §: ·;; ~ 1 2: 1 5: 1 ~ -~ t~ 
z Ic....o c:::.ec...~i::::e-<""2 73::E~I ~ P... ~< < P-. < P... < o... < r=... c.:: 2! << 
!Aiken...... H.V.Manning • $ 400$ I' 10$1,000$ 900$ $. I 60$ 60i $ 11$ $ 50$ $ \$ $ ... $ .. . 
2 Allendale.. . . . . . .. J. K. Davis 200 15 1,500 900 120 120 10 [ .. . 
3Appleton. F.Edwards. I 15 2,000 900 160 160 10 39 .. 
4 Ashepoo. . . S. Grayson. • 25 500 360 60 60 6 15 .. 
5Bamberg. A.P.Gilliard. 382 25 1,800 1,266 140 140 19 131 .. 
6BambergCircuit B.J.Redish. 200 10 1,500 1,000 zl40 140 
7 Beaufort. . . . . .. K. C. Murdaugh. 25 I 5 700 500 60 60 
8 Brunson. . . . . . . . Dan Brown 
I 
IO I , 500 800 I 20 120 .. 
9 Bethel. . . Clarence Brown 50 5 500 400 88 48 
lo Ehrhardt.... T. W. White 10 1,500 800 100 100 60 .. 
11 Cottageville. L. W. Lion.. 300 10 1,500 800 100 100 10 10 
12Ebenezer.... W.M.Generett. 100 IO 1,000 800 120 120 10 30 
13 Hardeeville. . . . Wiley Huggins 1 , 500 10 l , 500 I , 000 1 20 120 .. 
14 Hickoryhill.. M. Boatright. 9 900 12G 120 30 50 
15 Jackaonboro. . . J. George 200 5 600 400 60 60 4 3 
16Ruffin.. .. .. .... J.A.Mitchell 300 15 1,800 1,300 200 200 21 132 
17 Risers. E. Broughton.. 60 5 500 500 80 80 5 10 .. 
18St.George E.N.Jauison. 1,000 15 2,500 2,000 240 240 15 85 .... 
19 Jfaaveugates I. A. Hopkins 5 300 300 JOO 100 5 10 .. 
20 Seiglin_g ................ L. Cave .. . .. 50 10 1,500 700 120 120 12 ii .. 
21Springtown ..... T.D.Greene. 400 203,000 2,000 220 220 20 130 .. 
22Macedonia.......... W.M.Washington. 50 5 500 368 48 48 6 .... 14 .. 
i!3 Young Island ............ D.Mitchell........ 300 10 1,000 1,000 120 120..... 15 50 .. .. .. 
24Walterboro .............. N.W.Jones........ 500 25 1,800 1,250.. 120 120 21 132 
25 Red Bank-Mt. Pleasant .. E. M. Wiley.. . .. .. 25 5 700 250 . 80 80 .. .. .. .. 
_,,-----------,----------- --- --- --- --- ~-- ---- -- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- -- -- ----
~ 
* 
Total........ .. .. . . $6,042$ $ 279 $26,600 $20,394 $ .. $. $2,866 $2,736$. $ 220 $. $ 988 $. $. $ .. $ .. $ .... 
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TABLE NO. 2-STATISTICAL REPl/'ORT BEAUFORTDISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLl~A CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 









1 Aiken. . . . . H. V. Manning 
2 Allendale. J. K. Davis 
3 Appleton F. Edwards 
4 Ashepoo... . .. S. Grayson .... 
5 Bamberg. . . . . . ... A. P. Gilliard. 
6 Bamberg Circuit ..... B. J. Redish ... 
7 Beaufort....... K. C. Murdaugh. 
8 Brunson. . . . . . . Dan Brown. 
9 Bethel.... . . . Clarence Brown 
10 Ehrhardt. T. W. White 
11 Cottageville. L. W. Lion ....... . 
12 Ebenezer....... W. M. Generett 
13 Hardeeville. . . . . . Wiley Huggins. 
14 Hickoryhill..... . M. Boatright .... 
15 Jackaonboro. J. George. 
16 Ruffin.. J. A. Mitchell 
17 Risers. . . E. Brough ton 
18St.George. .. E.N.Jamison 
19 Heavengates. I. A. Hopkins 
20 Seigling........ . L. Cave ..... 
21 Springtown. . . . . T; D, Gr!'ene 
22 Macedoma... . . W. M. Washington 
23 Young Island. . . D. Mitchell 
24 Walterboro. . . . N. W. jon,,.s. 










$ 188 $ 188 $ 1 i7 
254 254 170 
386 386 225 
196 196 36 
528 528 331 
528 528 170 
186 186 ~v 
499 499 150 
157 157 65 
490 490 85 
402 402 280 
296 296 152 
369 369 275 
297 297 68 
113 113 58 
586 586 553 
193 195 115 
673 673 390 
140 140 30 
289 299 137 
680 680 440 
153 153 100 
207 207 207 
571 437 407 
180 180 80 
~ 2;::: 
~G 
.£ c:, '"O -~ 
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>, 
Q >, ~ ~. C - ~ ~ C: ::::u "' CF. ....:-o "' ~ -0 
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I I I 
I 
I 
! I I I I I 
25 Red Bank-Mt. Pleasant. E. M. Wiley .. 
Total ............... [s8, 400 $8,239 S4, 851 \ .... I .... I .... I ...... I ..... :J .... I .... I .... I ..... ' 
Other Conference Benevolences 
I i I 
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TABLE NO. 2-ST ATISTICAL REPORT BENNETTESVILLE DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLIN A CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 
JURISDICTION, OCTOBER 25, 1950 
EXPENDITURES FOR 
1
1 MINISTERIAL SUPPORT Connectional 
LOCAL CHURCH -------------,-------,---------,---------,----- Fund 
, I' Pastor and I District I Episcopal Conference Minimum 
1 
Associate Pastors Supt's. Fund Fund Clmt's'. Fund Salary Fund " 
'° _ 00 I~ I I .3 
-- "' I -0 "' c.., _;2 c;_,: '";::: .'.: <;.., ::C t C ;:: .!:; 
CHARGE AND NAME OF ':: = ~ o-S. , ~ -;;;.~ oo "'~ .s .~ ..; 
, ~ .:: _,.~---- ~ o. 2-~...- ·i:: z-- ""cc .e ~ 
CHURCH PASTOR _ ~ ~ c.. f-Z r r.r..r_E -cc.~ ,_ -- ~ ~ z s O 
~..;:; ._ s ,_:::: .... ..c: - c.., if:s,..c:::: '--' ::E --~ ~ ""O' ""O' 
11 I u ui nut u1 i Ii n ! . : 1 i ~ 1 . t i 11 
Z 0... '"2 C.:, i:o E 0... ~ ~ 0... < "t: oc :E ce 0... C... E- < < 0... < 0... < 0... j < 0... ,..""I 2; < < 
1 Alcot......... w. D. Primus Is IS Is 1501S 25 s 1,500 s 1,500 s 'S 1,500 s 160 $ 160 s 25 s 25 s 125 s 125 s i s s. s 
2 Bennettsville.. .. ...... S. M. Miller.. . ! 200 450 175 1,500 l,500 1,500 132 132 26 26 165 165 5 3 65 
3 Bethel-Ebenezer .. E. W. Cole. . I 400 200 200 I. 500 I , 500 I, 500 I 80 I 80 30 30 I 90 I 90 5 3 53 
4Blenheim-Spear ....... F.D.Curry.. 300 150 75 1, ➔ 00 1,400 1,400 160 160 JO ,, 77 5 40 
5Cheraw..... A.P.Sumter.. 1,200[ 200 75 1,500 ;,500 1,500 160 160 27 27 165 165 5 3 53 
6 Chesterfield. . . . . . ...... N. T. Bowen . [1 ! I , 200 700 700 140 140 5 5 20 26 
7Clio-Hopewell ... R.M.Walker -100, 75 40 1,200 1,200 1,200 180 180 21 21 132 132 5 3 10 
8Darlington...... H.B.John. I 11,000 20R 2,200 2,200 2,200 260 260 36 36 220 220 15 15 70 
lODillon............. B.J.Cooper. 3,000 200 150 1,500 1,225 140 140 27 27 140 140 5 15 :o 9 Darlington Mt.. \ I 
llHartaville ........... B.F.Bradford.... 500 200 1,800 1,800 1,800 140 1-10 31 31 198 198 5 3 63 
12 Kingville Circuit....... A. L. Wilson..... I, 260 I, 260 I, 200 100 100 12 14 5 , 36 
13 LevelGr.-Wesley ........ L. W.Curry... 900 250 175 2,000 2,000 2,000 180 180 28 28 176 176 ..... .. 
14 Little Rock...... .. . B, C.Stewart. 1,500 400 125 2,200 2,200 2,200 200 225 .. . 
15LittleRockCircuit. ..... W.B.McKay... 400 800 50 150 1,500 1,500 1,500 200 200 24 24 150 150 
16Mt.Beulah ............. J.T.Franklin 179 50 15 1,100 1,000 1,000 100 100 20 20 50 50 .. 35 
17NorthMarlboro ....... J.A.Curry. 150 164 60 1,600 1,600. 1,600 200 200 28 28 176 176.... . 68 
19St.John-WesleyC ..... H.C.Brewer.. 675 225 248 1,500 1,500 .. 1,500 210 210 26 26 165 165 IO 5 50 
18 Syracuse.... F. Moses... .. . 75 75 38 93 I, 700 I, 7001 .. 11, 700 216 216 29 29 187 187 JO 5 15 
-I·---------- Total. s 775 s 9,629 S3,952ls2, 154 S28, 180 $27,285/s:- S23, 800 $1,058 $3,083 s 405 s 397 S2,336 S2,336 s-. - -1-s - s 90 s 48 $ 586 
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TABLE NO. 2-STATISTICAL REPORT BENNETTESVILLE DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLINA CON'FERENCE, CENTRAL 







1 Alcot. _... . .. _. W. D. Primus .. 
2 Bennettsville . S. M. Miller .. 
3 Bethel-Ebenezer .. _ ..... E. W. Cole. _ .. . 
4 Blenheim-Spear ........ _ F. D. Curry ... . 
5 Cheraw . ..... _ ... _ ..... A. P. Sumter .. 
6 Chesterfield ............ N. T. Bowen. 
7 Clio-Hopewell. . .. R. M. Walker. 
8 Darlington....... . ... H B. John. 
9 Darlington Mt.. . . . . 
10 Dillon ........... __ B. J. Cooper .. 
11 Hartsville. . B. F. Bradford .. 
12 Kingville Circuit . . _ .. A. L. Wilson._. 
13 Level Gr.-Wesley ...... L. W. Curry .. 
14 Little Rock. . . . . B. C. Stewart 
15 Little Rock Ct... . . W. B. McKay 
16 Mt. Beulah ............ J. T. Franklin. 
17 North Marlboro ........ J. A. Curry. 
18 Syracuse .............. I. Moses ..... . 
19 St. John-Wes. C. _. _ .... H. C. Brewer .. 
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BOIS 330IS 15IS 5IS 22IS .... IS 637IS 5IS 121$ 
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SI, 923IS ... IS .... IS ... IS .... 1'42,248 Total.... . ... IS6,933IS6,657IS6,045IS .. IS BOIS HIS s 
TABLE NO. 2-STATISTICAL REPORT BERKEL:.t;Y DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 
JURISDICTION, OCTOBER 25, 1950 
I EXPENDITURES FOR MINISTERIAL SUPPORT Connect.ional LOCAL CHURCH -------------,------,----------,--------c------ Fund Pastor and District Episcopal Conference Minimum 
I Associate Pastors Supt's. Fund Fund Clm'ts'. Fund Salary Fund 
~ 00 ---1 - .~ 
E .S-;- t a;; I ~ 
G., .s c.:, O·- G.,.... c:.., .... I --- ...... 
CEARGE AND NAME OF ~ f; z.; __g~ 3 "o, f .~ :'.:~ is ·z oo 
CHURCH PASTOR O .... 5. ~~~as:::, - .. ·g>- ·= .:; t ~ ·s 0 
-;;~ ..28 t;;t...cw ~(7)-~ c:..- ~ .2'.:~ -;; '"O 
-E"~ ~:: a-~ ~g -;;<-:: aJ .::; .:::-5 :§ :: -g§ 
c~ o C 0--g.5 :::,-z 9-::= bC as ~;,;:: _ __ S ~ ~-.;:; 
-~ ...... '"Oce zceb(...C::~ ·..;:::;;.:: :S ·c:: -::,<=- 2: G., '.:: 2: -::, 0 '-af 
._, P,,.~ -- 00 ..O 00 C C.) __, ,,~ ..., i::: C ·;;; .;:i O O O ""1°! O -
q,.. c""O ~ ~ -" ~=-5 ..... ; .i.. c:..,_:: b ~ i:..c ce ·..::; ·z ·z --;; -~ o-~ 
..0 C C P,,. • ...., 0 C :::, ._2 ::; >. ~ b£ ......, ""1! -
0 
._. "- ,.__ ._ .__ ""C ... ::, 
§ ~:;;; ~;g ~ ~o ~-Ee_; ~-aa5 __ ~ ~ ~ g_ :-s .:i ~ 8. :'2 ~ ~ ~ -i: f s 
ce- ce::, l__ce "< i::: ce-o ee·- '° cc o r.tl _ °' _ ce o. ce _ ce Q.l == .... --o 
Z 0...C:, Oc::i ~c-£J~/l--c<~ u.2::E-;_; P-... P-. t""'< < ~ 
1 
< P-.. < ,~ < P-.. 0 ~ << 
I ~t.Carmel.. . ..... A.L.Jo~nson. .. $ $ 500$ 220$40.90$ 1,600$ 1,000$ $ 1,2()0$ 320$ 3201$ 201$ 20$ 1111$ Ill S _ $ $ 2$ 2$ 15 
2Z10n ................... J.V.L1vrngston. 108 130 3800 1,000 750 ,50 280 280 13 13 82 82 ,00 700 5 2 35 
3 Smith C.-Green Hill. S.S. Jones...... 30 10 00 400 125 JOO 80 2 2 13 13 400 125 2 5 
4FrancisBrown. P.I.Levine... 500 150 1,500 1,000 320 15 15 111 111 500 500 52 2 5 
5 Isaiah...... . . . . . .. . . .. F. Bennett . . 150 28. 00 400 300 72 6 6 33 33 J 2 25 
6 Bethel.......... . ..... C. W. Graham. 48 19 33.00 800 500 150 j 8 8 63 63 500 5 2 9 
7 St. Paul.. . . . . . . . . . . Frank Small. 28 390 300 160 5 5 33 33 3 
8 Jerusalem. . . . . . . . .. Joe Green. . . . . . . 25 . . 25 00 800 500 240 7 7 500 500 5 2 
9St.Luke......... JamesWashington .. 78 18 15.00 300 250 72 4 4 27 27 13 
10 Silas.. . . . . . . . . . .... Wm. Nelson. . . . 240 325 483 400 . . . . I 60 7 7 44 44 400 5 6 
11 Cooper Mission. . . . . . E. Anderson. . . . . . . . 25 5 I l 2 2 20 
12 Calvery-Dorman. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 00 90 2 2 IO JO .. 
--------------------------------------------------
--'------------'-T_o_t_a_I._._. ___ ._._._. __ $1,449$ 1,229$ 672 $ 191 $ 7,7i5 $5,240 S S 5,240 $1,979 $1,979 S 90 $ 90 $ 529 $ 529 $ $ $ 28 $ 20 S 117 
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TABLE NO. 2-STATISTICAL REPORT BERKELEY DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLIKA CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 










1 Mt. Carmel. A. L. Johnson 
2 Zion .................. J. V. Livingston 
3 Smith C.-Green Hill S. 8. Jones. 
4 Francia Brown. P. I. Levine. 
5 Isaiah. F. Bennett. 
6 Bethel.. . .. C. W. Graham 
7 St. Paul. . . . Frank Small 
8 Jerusalem.. Joe Green. 
9 St. Luke James Washington 
10 Sil&a.......... . . Wm. Nelson. 
11 Cooper Miaaion . . E. Anderson . 
12 Calvery-Dorman. 
Total. 
World Servic~ and / 
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s 358, 358, 358 $ 2 i 20 s 21s 2 $ Is 21s 3 $ sis 17s i 6,51S 
325 325 325 2 s 2 I . 60 
I 
130 130 ]30 I 30 13 
358 358 358 . 3 11' 2 20 2 60 
137 137 137 3 25 
325 325 325 3 !i 165 40 
246 240 240 11 I 240 130 4 I 
325 325 325 2 165 40 
Other Conference Benevolences 
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240 240 240 50 3 I 1 280 . 5 . I 30 41 I 130 2 . \ 
137 137 137 3 1 137 25 I I 701 11 I 1· 126 
22 22 22 12 . I 1 _ . 
57 57 57 . . . . 35 
s2,663 12.663 s2.s39 s 65 s 37 s 10 s 7 s 669 s 2 s 28 s s s 797 s 350 s s 12 s 41s !< s 8151s 31s Is rs 13oJs 5,087 
' 
TABLE NO. 2-ST A TISTICAL REPORT CHARLESTON DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLIN A CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 




MINISTERIAL SUPPORT Connectional 
LOCAL CHURCH Fund 
Pastor and I District Episcodal Conference Minimum 
I Associate Pastors Supt's. Fund Fun Clm'ts'. Fund Salary Fund ., " - IJ I I I "" " er, ·.;, ~ ..$- ~: .. I ~ !! ~ gi. ~- C ~ -E .. CHARGE AND NAME OF > "" 1-]! "' <C ·;;; i E: ~"' . ..c ... ·2 .. -CHURCH PASTOR 0 --o - ":::, "' .. "' 1 i:5 !~ .. Q. c3 ·;:, ill rnif.:. "t ~-~ .. ~ ~"' ~ '::! ::: = ~ ..c • '-' .,_'-' C -;;<-= - -~-~ 'i:: < -0 " ·5 = c3:;~ ., "' =>-o .. 0 ~ ~-= '§ .; "'0 ,::-0 Oc ~-.;; §-g ~ " "' -0 -0 -0 O!l-z ·;:; .E .,_ i ·5 -0:::E "' ~ "' " -0 C ...: "' c...~ -0 '" t ce bCi ~~ -=- ee·- 0 
-~ 
C C < ~ "' .. ~-~ ..Ca, C &s.e ·-., -~ -.3 -~ o'l;; i -=- c...-- .. ~ '"~ f """ o"'""' ...:::·2 2 a....~ 'i:i O·a 0 " C :::, >,., "' 8. 8 -"""' -0 .,_ 1~..:; a...-- c., -0 -0 3g g_ -0 g_ -0 -0 0 -0 ., -~ af~ .::::--::, r:n:-::: ·- 0. ~ ~-=c:::i Q. " :::, ., :::, ·.; ·.; ~~ Q. ·.; Q. ·.; Q. ;f Q. ~ "' z "'- ~~~ a5:E~ ::, << IO-.O 0::0 IO-.<"' c... c... < iO-. < c... < < 0 ..., 
I Brook Green 
2 Centenary .. : : : : ... 
L. N. Barton .... I' $ 155 $ 46 S 2i S I, 000 S 833 s. $ 833 $ 120 S 120 $ Ii S 17 $ 91 S GI S $ .... s. 1~< s .. J. W. Taylor. 50 800 JOO 2,160 2,000 ... 2,000 240 240 35 35 200 200. 17 3 N. Charleston.. . .... J. D. Boone .. .. 6i 48 22 350 350 350 40 40 8 8 30 30 6 
4 Wesley ..... E. C. Wright ... 632 800 265 2,000 2,000 2,000 242 242 35 35 222 222 17 
5 Old Bethel. .... ... T. B. Thomas .. . . 250 500 50 1,800 1,500 .. 1,500 140 140 24 24 165 165 ... . .. 15 
6 Cooper River ... . .. S. B. Hamilton .. 60 40 25 1,500 650 650 JOO 100 10 10 il 50 .... . .. . ... . .. ... 
7 Dickey Chapel. .. Peter Keels ..... 25 10 150 100 100 20 20 2 2 II II .... ... ··• . . . .. . 
8 Dorchester ...... . . James Waring 500 50 38 1,500 l, 100 . I, 100 160 160 . 10 45 ... 
9 Georgetown . . A.J.Hall .. ... 187 10 300 25 25 
IO Greeleyville ..... Wm. Conyers. 24 30 40 1,500 1,000. 1,000 120 120 18 18 110 110 ... 19 
11 Harleyville ..... . . J. A. Croker .... 80 60 40 1,500 1,200 1,200 125 130 10 )5 
12 Jedburg ......... Paul Boneparte .. 200 55 40 1,200 950 950 120 120 16 16 95 95 .... 16 
13 John's Island ... . . G. C. Brown .. 75 150 40 1,600 1,000 1,000 210 160 20 20 100 100 ... . . . . 17 
14 Lanes ... . .. Frank Quick ........ 1,500 250 75 1,800 1,800 1,800 200 200 32 32 198 198 . ... . .. . . .. .. 
15 Maryville ...... C.H. Richardson. 30 6 350 300 300 25 25 7 i 12 12 .... ... . . 
16 Mt. Holly .... C.J. Mack .... 600 50 75 1,500 1,300 . 1,300 180 180 21 21 143 120 .. .... .... 
I 7 Pinopolis .. M. P. Pyatt .. 421 300 40 1,600 1,481 1,481 200 200 22 22 123 123 ... 22 
18 Ridgeville ....... . . J.B. Bowen. 200 60 I, 700 1,500 . 1,520 224 224 18 18 49 49 .... .. . ... ..... 
19 Ridgeville Circuit . Joe Rodgers .. 170 50 25 1,100 750 750 60 60 .. 7 ... 
20 St. Stephen. . . . . . . . . j_ L.Summers. 100 160 75 1,500 1,050 1,050 160 160 18 18 121 121 ..... ... . . .. . 19 
21 St. Stephen Circuit. . ... I. Small ......... 72 20 600 500. 500 64 64 9 g 50 50 ...... ... 12 
22 St. Thomas.......... . A. A. Penacle ... 275 42 25 1,500 1,500 ... 1,500 160 160 17 Ii 105 105 ...... ... 18 
23 Summerville-Lincolnville .. Ernest Newman. 400 150 75 1,500 1,100. !,JOO 100 100 21 21 132 132 ·•··· . . . .. . . ... 24 Washington-Ladson .... B. C. M. Wilson ....... 500 375 75 1,400 1,400 . 1,400 150 150 26 26 165 165 ..... ··•· ··•· 15 ------------ --- -- ----------------- -- -- -- --
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TABLE NO. 2-STATISTICAL REPORT CHARLESTON DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLl~A CO~FERENCE, CENTRAL 
JURISDICTION, OCTOBER 25, 1950 
BEKEVOLE~CES 




I I Other Conference Benevolences Conf. Benevolences I 
I 
~ I 
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~ 2 = T:._:, 2 .... 
CHARGE AND KAME OF '- 2 giQ C :-..;! o i ?i8 ... ~ ~ = >, cZ "' :B..c ., it CHURCH PASTOR I "':l; ,_ C ._, __, =:, "' '- .,; ~G C < ti:5 ~ ~ .] ·c:; "" ~·.;:; I ~~i .c 'X. ~-g ";:, "' l'i. :i:~· C: 0 ""' "' ::o~ C.:: . -C "' "' "' ~>-- i: 5 2 ~ '- -g~ '- ;ro§J :7- c E ~; -0 oc C -c •~ ... ~-E =- -::, ~t-~ C ;.- s <-o <:2 .~U:.: ~ " :t ~-gb "-' .:Z..""O' Q §~~ -~ ~ -;,:I ~ -::,<. ~;; Oc rn " " ~5 0 ~~ C: .. C:0 ~ =:~ "'C: ·-·-...C:: :r.. ::... ., "' _., "' o..,.,, .. ....c: to_ '9 I '- ol C -0 "' l: .,~ ~g~ 1l ""' C - !1.1.- ""C ~ ~ Oo >, "oi "'., ...!!l "C: ;; ..c 0 0: ~-0 C ~ ., '- "' .. 0. I ~=t =~ IJ!w- i1 
-~ '- "-' " 8~ g 
o, C ~> 
8 
I 
0 "'., "2 ·-~ Q..> ....c: "' ':f.. ~ $:~ E Q. 0"' ~"°l Q. t >·;: ~--ol: c:,;i,_'"C ~ ~ " "§ ~ 2~ 2 ::, ·.; 5, C ~ ~8-5:; .. z 0 ... ..c -= 0. '""'"" "-' C:"' ~ ::;:: o..c '-' 6:::E :;: " <CO '-<X> z < < iO-. u:::;:: <o ::... .,iz C ::: ::I) :C:.;:: ::Co w E-< c., .... .., 
1 Brook Green .... ...... L. N. Barton ... r 313 S 313 $ 228 S 3 S s l 2 S $. s $ s $ 22 I 1$ 3 $ $ I' s S .. s S . ... S 1,54 7 2 Centenary ...... ... J. W. Taylor. 935 935 835 15 5 10 125 5 . . . . . 4,424 3 N. Charleston. . ,J. D. Boone. 64 64 64 l 2 2 15 . . .. 665 4 Wesley .... ... E. C. Wright ... 916 916 916 5 20 6 2 6 5,366 
5 Old Bethel. ..... ... T. B. Thomas I 400 400 400 J I 
50 2 
I 
.... . . 3,07!l 
6 Cooper River . . .. S. B. Hamilton 
II 
210 210 210 Ji 1 .. .... 1,176 
7 Dickey Chapel .. Peter Keels 98 98 9R . .. ... 266 
8 Dorchester ... James Waring 137 3 2,015 
9 Georgetown .. A. J. Hall ..... 38 ... . ... 560 
IO Greeleyville '\Vm. Convers. I 353 353 353 30 . . ..... 2,034 11 Harleyville. ..... J. A. Croker. 
I 
289 289 224 .... 30 . 2 . . . .... 1,791 
12 Jedburg ..... Paul Boneparte. 26i 26i 227 2 3 30 2 1,751 
13 John's Island G. C. Brown 
I 
440 440 140 .. 5 80 . 5 ... .... 1,742 
14 Lanes ... .. Frank Quick 300 300 300 16 25 5 . .. 4,401 
15 Maryville . : . C.H. Richardson I 62 62 62 ... 
.... . .... 442 
16 Mt . .dolly C. J. Mack 420 420 250 5 3 7 2,611 
17 Pinopo!is ..... M. P. Pyatt 485 485 485 12 6 .... .... 35 9 ... 3,436 
18 Ridgeville. . . ... J.B. Bowen 600 600 3~~ 2,448 ·•· " I 
... ..... 
19 Ridgeville Circuit Joe Rodgers 290 290 161 2 I .. 1 . ... .. .. . 1,227 
20 St. Stephen. . . . . . . .. J. L. Su=ers .. 557 557 557 19 45 .... I, 824 
21 St. Stephen Circuit ...•. I. Small ...... 241 241 241 3 2 . .. ..... 973 
22 St. Thomas ............ A. A. Penacle ... 243 243 243 12 2 2 2 15 ... .. . ... .... . ... . ... 2,418 
:.:,, ldummerville-Lincolnville Ernest Newman ... 313 
2,191 
24 Washington-Ladson. . . B. C. M. Wilson.... 670 670 479 5 5 28 3 ..... 3,417 
---- -- ---- -- -- -- -- -- --- -- --------- --
Total. ... $8,253 $8,253 $7,418 $109 $ 16 $ 34 S 55 $ . . . . . S . . $ .. s . S .... S 730 s $54$ s. $ .... s. $ .... $ ... $ .... $51,774 
--==·---~-·-, 
TAHLE NO. 2-STATISTICAL REPORT FLORENCE DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 
JURISDICTION, OCTOBER 25, 1950 
/ EXPENDITURES FOR Mll\ISTERIAL SUPPORT I Connectional 
I 
LOCAL CHURCH Fund 
Pastor and j District j Episcopal I Conference Minimum . --
1 Associate Pastors I Supt's. Fune! 1 Fund Clm'ts'. Fund Salary Fund 
"· I I C - I -;; I ' I I 
C. " - • " I .._: I I ;::: - . '!"· - ' ....... I I 
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I Asbury-Bethel .... 
2 Rethesda-St. Mary 
3 Elijah-St. Paul-K'vi1le. 
4 Florence ............. . 
5 Friendship-Jeremiah .. 
6 John Wesley 
7 Kingstree 
8 Lake City ... 
9 Lake City Circuit. 
10 Latta. 
11 Marion .... 
12 Mars Bluff. 
13 Mullins ... 
14 Salem-Wesley .. 
15 Springville . 
16 St. Johns-Cad es. 
17 St. Luke ...... . 
18 St. Paul-St. Michael. 
I 9 Timmonsville ....... . 
C. C. Harr 
. ,A. Mack ..... 
J. H. Blandon 
P.R. Tiller 
R. C. Conner .. 
S. V. Fowler. 
H. Frierson. 
D. C. McClam. 
C. J. James. 
T. R. Frierson. 
T. H. Fisher, Sr .. 
Isaiah Boone. 
. ,J.B. Rouse .... 
D. E. Thomas .. 
H.B. Rouse. 
Robert Emmanuel 




'S 7,5/l 501S 30 $ 1,200 s ],000 $ 1$ 1,000$ HO$ 140 s 21 s 211; 1101$ J.171'· I' 
300 100/ RO l, 800 l, 800 l. 800 280 280 32 32 198 198 . 
150i 501 25 1,350 l, 100 1, JOO JRO 180 23 2~ 121 56 
500 1 1.950 178 2.400 21400 I 2,400 350 350 42 44 264 272 
2001 150 105 2,500 2,500 [ 2,500 2R4 2~4 43 43 275 250 
25· R, ~ 126 80 1 80 20 20 1 9 
3H 407j 15 2,600 2,600 I 2,500 260 250 45 21 286 1;5 
500 250, 75 2,000 1,650 ' 1,650 230 230 28 28 180 165 
255 40 15 700 'i/JO i00 RO 80 17 17 77 77 
325 100 50 l, 500 l, 500 1,500 l 60 160 26 l 5 165 75 
600 250 70 l , i00 l , 700 l , 700 l 60 160 32 32 l 87 l 87 
60 65 32 1,200 800 ROD 120 120 14 5 88 30 
l , 000 222 12 l , 000 I , 000 l , 000 120 120 l 7 17 1 l 0 5R 
l , 3CO 300 80 2,000 2,000 2,000 200 200 35 35 220 220 
238 294 72 l, 600 l, 600 1,600 160 160 28 20 176 100 
500 200 3n 1,600 1,600 1,600 230 230 2s 28 176 162 
25 50 8 500 500 ' 500 50 50 8 11 55 55 
i'· 
I 

















20 Wilson Chap.-Mt. Seal 
A. W. Wright 
T. W. Bowen 
9001 200 90 2,000 2,000 I 2,CO0 300 300 35 35 220 215 
275 300 200 1.soo 1,600 I 1,eoa1 200 200 28 28 1i6 176 
600 150 11 1,500 1,200 1,200 135 135 21 21 132 112 .... 
,---------!Total. Is . ls8,142l5,136 Sl,252 $31,076 f29,330 s 1~29,3301$3,559 $3,559 s 524 s 481 $3,225 S2,ilols . Is . Is -:-:Is .. Is 499 
26 
26 
~ f ~ 
{ ~ 
\ ./ 'f' t '" ... 
.. ~ ,_ t'- .. ~ . . ( • r _., .. 
-;, • 
.., .. ~ I i-'! 
;. ' t, .I l ' I 
__,.,. $2 ·~: 
• - T I .... • ~ .. ~ I " ,., , ~ t ., ' - ,'\ >'. ~ 
TABLE NO. 2-STATISTICAL REPORT FLORENCE DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 
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21:let•sda-St.Mary A.Mack..... 885 885 885 31 
I Asbury-Lethd C. C. Barr. J 332\S 332 ~ 3321$ 1s 161$ 41$ 5 
s !' s IS IS 25[S . IS I 80 
' 20 







3 Elijah-St. Paul-K'ville.. J. H. Blandon 467 467 385 . 13 
4 Florence. . . . . . . P. R. Tiller . . 1,387 1,387 1,387 30 
5 Friendship-Jeremiah R. C. Conner. . 940 940 940 25 
6 John Wesley . . . . . . . . 40 40 40 1
1 
7 Kingstree. S. V. Fowler. 1,057 1,057 1,021 10 I 70 
8 Lake City. . . . . . H. Frierson . . . 510 510 510 13 30 
9 Lake City Circuit D. C. McCl.am.. 113 113 I 13 5 12 
10 Latta. C. J. James 529 529 525 1/, 27 
11 Marion. . T. R. Frierson . 560 560 560 26 40 
12 Mars Bluff T. H. Fisher, Sr. 364 364 ZOO 6 20 
13 Mullins Isaiah Boone 355 355 250 I 8 45 
24 Salem-Wesley. J.B. Rouse 645 645 645 I 60 
15 Springville . . . D. E. Thomas 555 555 225 1 2 5 
16 St. Johns-Cades H. B. Rouse. 660 660 660 9 



















oc ~ ..,. I 
~J; ,.....,, .... -
s 
ar,;-,; 






19 Ti=onsville...... . . A. W. Wright 640 640 640 12 . . . . . 35 . . . . . . ... \ ·. . . . . . . . . . . . .... 
18 St. Paul-St. Michael. I. V. Manning. . 682 682 682 20 · · 1 · · 
72 
20 w;Lro,, Cb&,.-M ,. s,sl. ;;: Boweo I u :: 'L :: ,o :: • . ,.,,: S I, n • • • • S . • . • j, i, .,I, I, I, I, I, .;I, j,::~ IC ~ 
;::~~--
TABLE NO. 2-STATISTICAL REPORT GREENVILLE DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLI1'A CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 
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E-<< 
~IN'ISTERIAL SUPPORT 
'. District I Episcopal 
I Supt·s.Fund. Fund 
1 '-
" 2i =- ·:. 5: ·;;; < c... I < c... 
Conference I Minimum 



















" ~ ._§ .!!i 
" "' ~ ·s i:5 -0 ·a -< -0 C ·s .. C: 0 
C: ~-~ -0 0 < C: h ~ 8-] e " 
"' 1 ~1 "' C ::, ...., -<-< 1 Anderson .. . 
2 Belton .... . IC. C. Reynolds .... . . I. S. Jordan ...... . $ IS 1,500 1.053 • 680'~ I ti( I• 2. ocu • l • HOO I$ 1.000 H/51 Ii 1,800$ s 220 l IS 301, s 1981s I' $ .. s ... s ... 3 Easley. . . 
4 Greenville ... 
5 Minus Chapel 
6 Greenwood .. . 
7 Mt. Carmel. .. . 
8 Ninety Six. 
9 North Greenville .. 
10 Pendleton ... 
11 Pickens .. 
12 Rock Mill. 
13 Seneca ........ . 
14 South Greenville. 
15 St. Andrews. 
16 Walhalla .... 
17 West Anderson .. 
18 Williamston ..... 
B. C. Rouse .. 
C.R. Brown 
Wm. Ferguson ... 
. ,M. D. McCclum. 
J.B. Latta .. 
H. T. Risher 
T. H. Robinscn 
.
1
J. W. Robinson 
. .. J. R. Norwood 
J.C. McTeer. 
E. Haynes. 
J. S. Dial. 
H. 0. Mims. 
W. M. Stokes. 
. . 
1
J. L. Jackson. 
. J. W. Buddin 
-•-----------1-----------· 
Total ... 
~ ... .. r 
~- r ,: i • ,, 

































I 1,200 945 
135 2.000 
12( 2,oor 2.0(./' 
IC I, 500 1.50( 
45 1,500 1,100 
75 1,500 1,200 
3[1 1,200 l, 200 
25 1,800 1,500 
128 1,900 1,600 
50 1,200 900 
80 1,500 1,500 
143 2,000 I, 750 
40 1,200 1,150 
90 1,500 1,300,. 
75 1,500 I 300 
75 1,800 1,500 
f3,575l~14,703IS4,988ll1,240l$27,300IS22,245IS 
;. ., ,. r, • .... • J ---,_ , 










































6 3 149 
8 200 
3 5 25 
61 42 2 
138 20. 70 
200 . 35 . 220 
32 
140 . 13 70 . 50 
232 46 . 60 . 56 
175. 26. 70 39 
121 20 150 4 2 99 
230 26. 165 5 3 62 
106 I~ 107 . . 4 3 165 
1.52 21 132 . . 4 2 107 
214 26. 132. .. . . 1 1 109 
220 26 . . . I 165 . . . . . . . . 3 1 59 
12,999 Is 433 . s2, 124 s.. s .. s 99 s 62 1, 13; 
... ./ " '.I r • \< ;:--.,· _,. ' .,.,,._ __,· - --:..) -,;,,,µ 
-;. t I ' (. . " • ~ l . ~ 
TABLE NO. 2-STATISTICAL REPORT GREENVILLE DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 
JURISDICTION, OCTOBER 25, 1950 
BE"!EVOLENCES 
Other Conference Benevolences World Service and 










1 Anderson .............. C. C. Reynolds. 
2 Belton ................. I. S. Jordan .... . 
3 Easley ................. B. C. Rouse ... . 
4 Greenville ............. C.R. Brown ........ . 
5 Minus Chapel. . . . . ..... Wm. Ferguson ...... . 
6 Greenwood ............. M. D. McColum .... . 
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s 1231s .. 1s .. ·Is 
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8 Ninety Six ............ H. T. Risher.... . . . . . . 3 30 
9 North Greenville ....... T. ii. Robinson ..... . 
5 
& _ ~ .. > 
bC S ee- c.., -!! 
-~ ~ ce ~ J_g O 
c:..i ooc.) C > ::I .. 
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~-Eu ~ ~-:: ~ 
~J5~ -~~-g .E 
~~~ ~5-g ~ 
t:a. o,P:: wGo ;:;; 
s 6\S 147\S 
200 275 
. . 193 
10 .. 
220, ... 






















2 W'i .,.:;. 
""' . 0 "' .,, "' I e ~o :::: .:: -~-= ~ .S 
~ -;j~ -~ f E ►5 =§ .~-~ 
5 ~: E ~--o !f~ o ~£ 
j 'l:;~ ~g aJ ~ ~ -g; -g 5 to 
t:..- ....... _.. - ce-< ce c ce -o ee 
~ Uc >, ~ tt::ic:..i i;,-,t:.) ~ cc 
t; a:~ ~ -~ 9-::; s;g 2 :,-~ 
ce ..... ~ o o~
1
o..c: - ~--
i::! :,:J: :::: :i:: :i::..:: :i::o ,;s 6::E 
s IS 55 s . ·I' 181$ IS . . \S 285IS .JS 










11 Pickens . . . . . . . J. R. Norwood....... 186 5 5 10 37 5 
12 Rock Mill. . . . . . . J. C. McTeer. . 132 . . . . 35 
13 Seneca ................ E. Haynes... . . . . . . . . 12 
14SouthGreenville ........ J.SDial............ 503 5 15 5 5 117 ... 12 156 40. 
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E ~ E 
"' ~ > 
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oJs ...... .,, ..... _...,:: .,,.., 



















18 Williamston ........... J. W. Budd.in..... . . . . . . . . 340 5 3... 2 82... 15.... 65 15... . . . . . . . . . . . . 171 . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . 














..... , ...... . 
17WestAnderson., ....... J.L.Jackson........ ... ...... 31 .... 5 ... 3 40 .... 51···· ............ 5 .... .... 65 .... ..... .... 8 
Total ............... s ..... s ..... $2,094 s 251$ 93 $ 15 s 238 Sl,2~1 $ .. s 32 s .. s 231 s 422 $ ... $148 $ ... s .. $1,984 s ... s .... s ... s 7331S36,777 
TABLE NO. 2-STATISTICAL REPORT ORANGEBURG DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLI~A CO~FERENCE, CENTRAL 









1 Branchville. B. W. McTe,r 
2 Columbia. T. H. Fisher, Jr .. 
3 Denmark S. C. Bryant 
4 Edisto Fork. S. A. Funches. 
5 Jamison.... F. Marcus. 
6 Macedonia. J. W. Williams 
7 Midway. . . . Leroy Stewart . 
8 North Station R. G. LawrencP _ 
9 Orangeburg Station I. D. Newman. 
10 Orangeburg Circuit W. N. Fridie 
EXPENDITURES FOR I MINISTERIAL SUPPORT Connectional 
LOCAL CHURCH --------------------------~---- Fund 
Pastor and District I Episcopal Conference Minimum 
! / A.ssociate Pastors Supt's. Fl!!ld Fund Clm'ts'. Fund Salary Fund 
I ~ i - I-;;: I i I g 
I ·c= i ~ l I ti 11 t: ] l ~ i i \ ! :i -:= ,.r, = ~ c:: ·[: 2-':: T.. ,y;;_ --:; ~ v. I ..... ;..;::: ~ c.., ..t: 8 































I, 000 250, 
::::: 11' 
900 I 
1, JOO 1100 
1,400 
1800 

































-0 "' "'0 ca . .=: 










25 11 Pineville-Bo...-man .. Joseph Mitc:iell. 








. I I I I I .
1
. , _ _ , _ .
14 Springfield J. W. Matthews . . I I . . 
15Swansea M.J.Portcr . 20 10 100 100 100 20 20 2 2 10 10 132 132 
, __________ Total $ 669 $1,024 Sl,f\35 $ 965ls11,R00 S 9,7003150 S 2,490 Sl,080 $2,245 S 183 S 296 S 990 $1,211$4,3322,932IS 30IS 7IS 63 
1981 - I, 80011, 8001 10 
"' ~ '- .. ,l.. I ~ ,. I-f f ~ ~ .. " 1· , \j \_ '!' ,. " "" i ... -4 ' i,,. t 1 ~ :---.; ' -- j ~ .__; ~· "' - ~ - ' ' . l l!I \ I ... ., # I l 1 4 " --f f_ ' ' ; > • ~ I ~ ( >. > ""' 
TABLE NO. 2-STATISTICAL REPORT ORANGEBURG DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLI:'.\A CO:'.\FERENCE, CENTRAL 







1 I:' ranchville. 
2 Columbia ... 
3 Denmark. 
4 Edisto Fork 
5 Jamison. 
6 MaccJonia. 
7 Midway .... . . 
8 North Station 
9 Orangeburg Station 








B. W. McT,er 
T. H. Fisher, Jr. 
S. C. Bryant 
S. A. Funches 
F. Marcus 
J. W. Willia.LJ.s 
Leroy Ste'ilart 
R. G. Lawrence 
I. D. Ne,,.man 
\\'. N. Fridie 
Joseph Mitchc li. 
R. H. Cunningham 
F. G. C. DubLise 
J. W. Matthews 
M. J. Porter 
Total. 
I BENEVOLENCES I 
I
' World Service and 
1 
-"' Other Conference Benevolences II 
Conf. Benevolences ~ . 
-----1 1 El ~ ~~ 
i i :; 1 t ~ a ~ ~ ~ ~- 8 ~ ►. -:/_ '"'= 































$ iS - ' I 
704 , 
492 16 I 


















II 5 5 . 60 2~ 20 I 
776 776 25 6 . 
' I 
400 
I I I 
I 
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~.,.::; .... _ 
~ac-0> 
~~b C _ _,, 
E-.o.,, 




351 35 I 351 5 2 I j O I I I I I 
t3.212f3,2121S3,212S $51$19$ 22i 492$262S88$20S262S601S S $50$ $1,289$ $ S S $12,470 
·~~·~----
TABLE NO. 2-STATISTICAL REPORT SPARTANBURG DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLI~A CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 











I Blacksburg..... . .. C. W. James .. 
2 Chesnee.. . . . . . . . . S. Jackson ..... . 
3 Harmony-Bethel. G. S. McClary .. 
4 Clover..... N. W. Gceene. 
5 Cowpens. . Z. G. Taylor ...... . 
6 Gaffney.. S. P. Montgomery. 
7 Greer.... J. L. Pendarvis. 
8 Jefferson. G. B. Tillman .... 
9 Landrum. L. C. Cleveland .. 
10 McBee..... . Esau Anderson 
11 Longtown. . V. J. Ross ... 
12 Pacolet..... G. S. Gale. 
13 Pageland........... T. J.E. Curry. 
14RockHill. ......... C.C.Cla.rk ... . 
15 St. James............. T. R. Robinson .. . 
16 St. Mark-St. Matthew. . F. L. L.wton ... . 
17 Spartanburg........... G. A. Thomas .. 
18 Spartanburg Circuit. . . . J.C. Gibbs .. . 
19 Sims Chapel. W. J. Shelton ...... . 
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ii dU? ~H 
,=: " ::.:,-o " := ·- E-o "' ~,font iu, 
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251' 6501$ 25 800 
50 l,500 















JOO 280 100 1,500 
200 60 50 1,400 
200 100 2,000 
525 750 150 3,120 
95 50 l ,000 
10 JO 300 





" ~ ::is 
~; c., 
-;;, 
:::': ·5 C 
2 ~ I 
·~ ·~ 
;:... 0... 
~$ 700 .... 
I. 300 . : 
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Conference I Minimum 






















































65 s . .. $ 
1~ls. 



































































































21 Wilkinsville.. J. H. Black. . ..... 25 25 300 























JO 22York. G.S.Sawyer 150 50 1,200 120 15 35, ... 
-,------------ ------------1---1---1---1---1---1---1--1---1---1---1--1--1---1---1---1--1--1--1--
_Total.... . ........ . IS 350IS 2,025lS2,350IS 890IS20,870ISI8,720IS . IS18,170IS2.655IS2,655IS I~ ?QJ(S Sl,138\S. .IS .... IS 40IS 58IS 86 
,..,_ 
< r -~ • ~I ~ r ' - ,.,, ~ t r- !, -1 ... , ~ - ~ ": • ( •  1 . Ir ------ ; ',...~--' ; i "\,:.► .. z .,- ! -~ i ,; -J r 1 i ~ I I I I \ " • • 1 • T -,J ~ 1), .) " • • . ., 
TABLE NO. 2-ST ATISTICAL REPORT SPARTANBURG DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLIN A CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 

















.3.., ~~ -~ ~-s ~:i:: ~ 






~ .... > ·c c.. 
i !~~ <O ~ 
1 Blacksburg ............. C. W. James. . . IS 
2 Chesnee ............... S. Jackson. . . . . 
3 Harmony-Bethel. ....... G. S. McCla.ry. . . 
4 Clover ................. N. W. Greene. 

















501. 6 Gaffney ................ S. P. Montgomery 
7 Greer ................. J. L. Pendarvis. 
8 Jefferson ............... G. B. Tillman .. . 
9 Landrum .............. L. C. Cleveland . 
10 McBee ................ Esau Anderson 
11 Longtown .............. V. J. Ross .. 
12 Pacolet. . . . . . . . ... G. S. Gale . 
13 Pageland.... . ...... T. J. S. Curry 
H Rock Hill .............. C. C. Clark. 
15 St. James .............. T. R. Robinson. 
16 St. Mark-St. Matthew ... F. L. Lawton . 
17 Spartanburg ........... G. A. Thoma,;. 
18 Spartanburg Circuit .... J.C. Gibbs .. 
19 Sims Chapel..... . .. W. J. Shelton ... 
20 Welford. . . . . . W. E. Connor .. 
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"' c:Js 1$ ..... ~ .... 
C ..... -
"' ~~ 0 l~ > "' C .... 
"' _.,:, ::0 .s-
M 
0~ 
"' E-.6 ..c -aSs 0 ;.er 
< ~ 0, c,..,. 
IS 
100 
22 York . . . . . . . . . G. S. Sawyer. ___ , ___ , ___ , __ , __ , __ , ___ , ___ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , ___ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ _ 
S IS . IS .. IS 6201$ S . .. IS IOOIS24, 440 Total. S 858\S 858\S 852IS 25IS JOIS BIS 36\S .. IS 5\S . IS BIS 100\S 436\S s 
>'!_~,<:_z:..:..,;...;, 
=----.!c...:..~~. 
----------·- - ·--- ------------- - ~s_,>~?t¥.l@4).fQiiU!'.W~-4lllfbJ.Q,-l.J.tt-♦2""~",..; wa;:C#J.l C .• 
TABLE NO. 2-STATISTICAL REPORT SUMTER DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 
JURISDICTION, OCTOBER 25, 1950 
.. 
ls 





I Antioch-Shepherd_ . . . __ A. J. Kirk. 
~! Blaney . . _ . ___ . ___ . _ ... __ S. R. Porter .. _ .. . 
3 Borden._. . . _ ... B. J. Brock ..... . 
4 Camden. W. R. Gregg 
6 Camden Circuit. . . . . .. J. W. Devore .... 
6 Lamar. . . . . . . .. S. A. Gadsden. 
7 Lynchburg. . . . . . . .. Miller Ero11 n. 
8 Macedonia-St. Paul ... J. W. Williama, Jr .. 
9 Mechanicsville. V. S. Carter.. . ... . 
EXPENDITURES FOR 
LOCAL CHURCH 
MINISTERIAL SUPPORT I Connection&! 
Fund 
I 
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g; ·;;; 0. ·;;; 
I 
0. ·;; 
< < 0... < 0... < 0... 
$ s 1501$ 2001$ 801$ 2,0001$ 1,500$ $ 1,5001$ 200 $ 200 S 26 $ 26 $ 165 $ 1651$ I$ 
7001 2,500 22 II 850 850 .. 150 125 125 13 13 88 88 
18 18 20 20 I I 2 2 
i~I 
150 1,100 lRR 1,800 
2,000 116 60 2,000 
J ,ROO 60 RO 2,280 
75 40 1,500 





1,500 . 1,500 
200 200 32 32 198 198 
240 240 26 26 198 165 
28-J 284 49 35 220 220 
224 224 2R 2R 145 
::1 1651 
165 
160 160 27 27 165 165 
JOO 125 75 I, i50 I, 750 . I, 750 200 200 26 26 165 165 
-~ 
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10 Maysville. . . . . . . . . . R. B. King ............ . 421 440 350 60 2,300 2,000 . 2,000 300 300 35 35 220 220 82 
11 Mt. Zion........ K. D. Hough ....... . 350 35 2,000 I, JOO I, 100 160 160 27 27 121 82 60 
12 Rock Hill. . . . . . . Wm. Mores ....... . 
13 Rock Spring.... Rosevelt Davis. 
H Shiloh.... . . . . . . . ..... H.B. Brown. 
15 St.James-St. Mark ...... L. C. Gregg .. 
16 St. Matthew.. . . . ....... G. H. Bowen. 
I 
273 45 30 800 ROO 800 60 601 14 14 80 80 
75 197 50 1,700 I, 700 . I, 700 205 205 29 29 181 181 
BO 60 60 2.000 1,500. 1,500 240 240 25 25 165 150. 71 
335 45 50 . 900 . 900 !RO 180 22 116 115 . 30 
10 
17 St. Philip ............... J. S. Durant .. . 
18 Sumter......... C. F. Ferguson. 
25 10 15 250 I I 7 . 1 1 7 22 22 6 6 7 7 5 2 
500 800 110 3,120 3,120. 3,120 300 300 54 54 343 343 100 
19 Wateree..... E. J. Cooper. . ..... . . . . , 100 125 40 1,800 1,000. 1,000 180 180 12 12 104 104 14 
20 Zion Hill. . Dan Wylie . .. 
--- --- -- --- --- -- ----- -- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- --
. . . . . . . . 4 90 90 . . 90 24 24 2 21 10 10 . . . . 13 
Total. .ISl,6921$ 8,628 !3,716 $1,065 $34,940 $23,700 S .. $21,855 $3,304 $3,324$ 430 $ 440 $2,713 !2,625 $1,653$ 30 $208 $ .. S 717 
.. - ~ ~-----'5(' t . .. -
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, 
-- ----i::..--- r ,. __,,. - .). T -. ~ 
.. - 111' -.:-;-11111.~ ----------~ 1 • ; t I 
TABLE NO~ 2-STATISTICAL REPORT SUMTER DISTRICT, SOUTH CAROLINA CONFERENCE, CENTRAL 









1 Antioch-Shepherd ....... A. J. Kirk ... . 
2 Blaney. . . . . . . . . . . . .. S. R. Porter ..... . 
3 Borden... . .. B. J. Brock ..... . 
4 Camden. . . . . . . . . W. R. Gregg ...... . 
5 Camden Circuit. ....... J. W. Devore .... . 
6 Lamar ................. S. A. Gadsden .... . 
7 Lynchburg. . ...... Miller Brown ...... . 
8 Macedonia-St. Paul. J. W. Williama, Jr ... . 
9 Mechanicsville. V. S. Carter ...... . 
10 Maysville .............. R. B. King ... . 
11 Mt. Zion .............. K. D. Hough. 
12 Rock Hill........... Wm. Moses .... 
13 Rock Spring. . . . . . . . . Rosevelt Davis 
a Shilol. . . . . . . . . . . H. B. Brown. 
16 St. James-St. Mark. . . L. C. Gregg 
16 St. Mat thew. . . . . G. H. Bowen .. 
17 St. Philip.. . J. S. D,1rant. .. 
18 Sumter.... C. F. Ferguson. 
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